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INTRODUCTION
During recent years considerable attention has been given to the
study of the effectiveness of human communication.

Much of the research

in this area has been concerned with understanding the ways in which communication, in whatever nrm, can influence the opinions and attitudes of
people.

The situation may take the form of a communicator imparting a

message t o an audience, or it may be a face-to-face discussion in wh i ch
one of th e pair attempts to manipulate the views of the other.

If th e

communicator is succ ess fu l in this intention, then the effec t on the lis tener is se en as a change in his opinion about the relevant topic. This may
be regarded emp irica l ly as the difference between his opinion on the topic
before

th~

communica t i on was presented compared with his opinion after the

presentat 1un , as measured by his answer to some form of opinion questionnaire.

As will become clear when desc ribing the rationale of the present
stud y , the questions which have been asked concerning the nature of the
O}>i.nion change have frequently yielded conflicti ng data .

Often this can

bP attributed t o LhP d j versity of to pi cs whi ch have been pre s ented, and on
the typen of approaches involved .

Subsequently s ome re Jati onshipA, whlch

we re thought to be p;enP.r<1l ru ) es , i.n f:1c:t t urn out to l:e true only under
certain conditions .
There is an enormous amount of literature concerned with opinion
change and therefore t his review will deal only with those s tudies which
are directly relevant to t he pres ent experiment.

- 1-
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If one considers influence to be the process by which an individual
transmits stimuli to modify the behaviour, in this case the observed opinion
of another individual, then it is possible to recognize three general
into which most of the work may be categorized.
which have

a~tempted

~reas

There are first those studies

to isolate the variables characteristic of the communicator.

The communicator provides cues which are important factors related to the
effectiveness of the communication.

Among these communication variables are

his perceived credibility by the subjects, his degree of expertise and his
affiliations or role.
The second main area of research has been concerned with the communication or message itself.

This includes the motivating appeal of the

communication contents; tl •e nature of the actual topic; the types of appeals
used and

~ 1e

mode of organization of the arguments.

The latter includes the

problems of one versus two sided arguments, primacy versus recency, and the
effects of stating a conclusion versus allowing the audience to draw its own
conclusion.
The third research area concerns the recipient of the message and
includes individua l personality factors, motivation for accepting or rejecting the communication, ego-involvement in the issue, and degree of
discrepancy between the individual's own opinion and the position advocated
by the previous messa ge.
The aim of the present study is to investigate the extent of the
opinion-change and its subsequent persistence when communications involving
different types of issues are presented to subjects with differing initial
strengths of opinions.

An additional purpose is to investigate any relation-
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ship there may be between the variables of opinion change and original
strength of opinion with the amount of communication remembered by the
subject and his interest in the topic of the communication.

CHAPTER TWO
HISTORICAL REVIEW
The general plan of this review of the literature will be as follows:
First McGuire's theory of innoculation will be described since this
theory posed questions which were to form the basis of the main experiment.
~)e condly

a pilot study, conducted to clarify some issues arising from

McGuire's work will be described.

The tentative findings from this study

indicated the general direction of the main experiment and those variables that
were to be manipulated.

This will be followed by a look at those previous

experiments which have included the variables of interest here.
The first section devoted to these studies will detail the effect
of different types of communication on opinion change.
with the

Next those concerned

·r fects of varying degrees of initial opinion strength will be

summarizeu .

Following this the review will consider studies in which the

perristence of opinion change over time has been

investi~ated.

McGuire's "Innocula tion 'I'heory"
Some experiments reported by McGuire (1961a, 1961b, 1962b) and
McGuire and Papageorgis (1961) suggested to us the idea for a pilot study
which led to the experiment which appears as the main focus of this thesis.
Since it was the stimulus for the main study, McGuire's theory will be
described in some detail.
McGuire originally was interested in the effect of motivating people
in a number of w;:J.ys to defend a strongly helct bel ir-f which waR later to be
attacked by communications designed to change that

belief.

It was postu-

lated that people frequently defend their be l iefs by a selective exposure
reaction through which they avoid exposure to contradictory arguments with
the result that these be lie fs prove highly

~1lnerable

to persuasion. This

is becau s e such people have been unable to build up some system of defensive
arguments.

McGuire hypothesized that pre-exposure and refutation of counter-

arguments would have the effect of immunizing the i ndividual to later persuasive attacks.

This process was likened to a medical innoculation, which

stimulates a person' s biological defenses against a virus , by introducing
a mild form of that virus into his body.

Following the analogy, this "theory"

of r esistance to persuasion is known as the "innoculation theory".

The

innoculation, that is the refuted counterarguments,poses a threat that motivates the individual to revelop bolstering arguments for his somewhat
weakened belief which leads to practice in the development of bolstering
arg 11ments.

Thus the motivation to develop bolstering arguments, plus the

practice, produces resistance to subsequent influence attempts.
Since the evidence regarding selective exposure is somewhat cont radictory (Freedman and Sears 1965), McGuire was not convinced that attitudes are to any great extent sheltered or protected.

Therefore, in the

deve l opment and testing of the innoculation theory he turned to the study
of cultural tru isms or widely shared beliefs that most individuals have
never heard attacked.

After much pretesting, he discovered that the a r ea

of health contains many such unanimously accepted opinions.
majority of his student

By far the

s amples checked 15 on a 15 point s cale to indicate

strong agreemen t with such propositions as "It is a good idea to brush your
teeth after every meal if at all possible"; "The effects of penicillin have
been, almost without exception , of great uenefit to mankind"; "Everyone
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should get a yearly chest X-ray to detect any signs of TB at an early stage";
and "Mental illness is not contagious".

Utilizing these truisms he conducted

a number of experiments to test predictions derived from the innoculation
theory.
The several experiments which he carried out investigated such
variables as the amount of threat contained in the refuted counterarguments,
the amount of active participation in the defenses required of the subjects,
a nd the amount of time which elapsed between the defense a nd the attack of
the trui sm.
Th e experiment which is described next• arose
cern i ng McGuire's original assumptions.

f rom questions con-

It is to these that we will now

turn.

A bAsi c a s sumption in McGuire' s theory relates to the supposed inab ility of a person to have at his command arguments
ex iR te nce of oppos i ng arguments

or awareness of the

which could be used to attack the truisms.

McGuire agrees tha t there are theoretical reasons for not generalizing to other
be1ief a r ea s.

Pres umabl y for a non-truism, or a widely controversial issue,

s ubj ects are quite f a miliar wi th arguments for and against the belief.

In

so much a s a p e rso n had al r eady a n adequate defense sy s tem, non-truisms would
be more resi s tan t t o counte rarguments.

However let us suppose that people

were able , contrary to McGui re's concept, to formulate meaningful arguments
against a truism .

Then less difference may be found between the amounts

of opinion change exhibit ed after arguments against a truism and a more
controversiai non-truism, than McGuire's theory would predict.

For example,

it is possible to envisage a subject being well aware that there is a
reasonable a lter nati ve t o the view he holds, despite the fact that he

'(.

knows his belief to be widely s hared by most people.

In one experiment

(McGuire and Papageorgis 1961), the subjects were required to write defensive arguments about the truisms .

There were two wr i ting conditions,

writing with, and writing without an outline.

It was found that the writing

was poor, both in quality and quantity, with about half the subjects producing only one or no defensive arguments in the writing with no outl ine
condition, and merely reiterating in different words the outlined arguments
in the other condition.
One question then, examined in the pilot study, was the validity
of assuming that people were unaware of arguments against truisms.

If it

seemed from the pilot study that subjects could write opposing arguments
to truisms, then it may be thought nec essary to exam{~e more cl ose l y the
use of thf· selective exposure mechanism to explain the vulnerability of
the truis'1" ·•

A sec ond issue concerning McGuire's theory invol ves the assumption,
implicit rather than explicitly stated, that subjects felt equally strongly
a bou L the truism. The four health issues were selected as satisfying th e criteria
of a truism, that is, extremeness and homogeneity of opinion.

The selection

was made on the basis of responses made on an opinion questionnaire administered to a previous sample of college students .

The questionnaire consis ted

of a fifteen interval graphic scale ranging from definitely falRe to de finitely true.

The preli minary survey showed thAt the mean belief on the four

i ssuf's was over 15 wi t l1 a mode at
that

tht~

1 ~.

'l'hus, there seemed a p;ood consens us

statemPnts were definitely true.

In the experiments themselves, the

subjects were p;iven no pretest to determine their opinions prior to the first
session.

Opinion change was measured from the base line of a control group
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which had been given no treatments.
It is possible however that individual subjects did have different
initial strengths of opinions, <>nd this would lead one to ask how such
differences could affect subsequent behaviour.

The literature to be dis-

cussed later shows that original strength of opinion is one factor determining
the amount of opinion change induced by persuasive communications.

McGuire

(1961) hints at this when he compares the amount of resistance conferred by
two types of defenses read prior to exposure to persuasive communications.
In one type the subject is given arguments defending the truism (supportive
defense), and in the other the subject is introduced to arguments opposing
the truism together with refutations (refutational defense).

Where subject's

opinions are measured immediately after reading the &fenses, those who have
read the refutational defenses have weaker opinions than those who read the
supportive ,efenses.

However, when opinions are measured again after the

persuasive counterarguments have been presented, the pattern is reversed,
and the refutational defense is found to produce greater sustained resistance.
McGuire writes

'~ence

the initial strength of belief or the amount of induced

strengthening is a very poor indicator of conferred resistance to subsequent
strong counter-argurr.entii.!' ( 1961, p. 332).
The point being made here is that irrespective of how it was achieved,
after the first session of defense arguments, McGuire's subjects exhibited
different Jevels of opinion strength and these differences were differentially
related to subsequent pernuasion.
worthwhile

f~rst

This

sug~ested

to us that it would be

to ascertain whether or not people had different opinion

strengths towards truisms and second, how opinion strength affected the

amount of change produ ced.
With these objectives in mind, we will consider now the pilot study.
Pilot Study
The pilot study was designed to find out whether subj ects could
write reasonable arguments against truisms and whether there were differences
in opinion strengths towards such issues.

In addition, amount of opinion

change was measured following the writing of the arguments.
The subjects were undergraduates enrolled in a second year psychology course.

The class was divided in half, and each half was given six

statements from a total pool of twelve statements - two
used by McGuire, and four

truisms which were

new statements which it was thought might also

prove to be truisms (Appendix A).

The subjects were asked to record their

immediate op inion on the topic on a nine point opinion s cale ranging from
strongly agree, through moderately agree, and mildly agree t o neutral, mildly
disagree, moderately disagree and strongly disagree.

Both groups then were

given five minutes to write arguments opposing the statements.

Both groups

recorded their opinions immediately after completing the writing, and again
one week l ater.
Although initially it wa s felt that the 1? statements would all prove
to be truisms, in fa c t i t was found necessary to regroup them into truisms
and non truisms.

All those s tatements which elicited strongly agree res-

ponses from 75% of the sample or over were counted as truisms, the rest were
labelled non-truisms (App endix A).

On this basis, McGuire's four original

health truisms, plus three of the new statements made up the group of truisms.
Results
Whe n the number of a rguments written against the truisms and against
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the non-truisms were compared, no significant difference was found.

The

frequencies can be seen in Table I.

Table I here

Nor was there any significant difference between the number of arguments
written against the original McGuire truisms, and the new truisms selected
on the basis of the subjects' responses to the pilot study.

These data are

given in 'l'able II.

Table II here

It

~ould

be argued from these data that McGuire was underestimating

his ::subject'::; ability to defend the truisms.

The arguments written by the

r;ubjects in the pilot study were not unreasonable given the nature of the
st:;ternents, although no attempt was made to scale them for quality.
Opinion change was measured as the difference between Ute original
opinion .slrength obtr:dned before writing the arguments and opinion strength
recorded immedi.<Itely after writing.

Sustained opinion change wan the dif-

ference between the original opinion strength, and opinion strength measured
one week later.
the scale.

'I'he measurement was based on the number of places moved on

Thus, a person modifying his opinion from moderately to mildly

agree was said to have changed +1 units. The positive sign indicated an opinion
change in the direction of the ;rguments written ie. away from the subject's
initial opinion.
Anal ysir; showed tlln L the pffect of hnving people write counter-
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'l'ABLE I

Mean Number of Arguments Written against each of
the Truisms and Non-'l'ruisms

Truisms

Non-Truisms

2.79

2.90

t test not significant

TABLE II

Number of Arguments Written against each of the
Od p:inal McGuire Truisms and the New Truisms

------ ·------------------------------------------------------------McGuire's Truisms

New Truisms

2.45
t test not significant
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arguments against the statements was to change their opinions in the direction
advocated by the arguments.

This can be seen in Table III.

Table III here

1:-'urthermore there appeared to be a sleeper effect since more people changed
when their opinion was obtained again one week later.

The frequencies in the

various categories are presented in Table IV.

Table IV here

It appeared that the number of people who changed their opinion after arguing
n ":n·i n:' t the non truism was greater than the number who changed after arg1dng

U1e truisms, but the amount of change undergone by each person was

nr·-. iw;t

grea tE· r- for the truisms than for the non truisms.

Thus, the results are some-

what ambiguous in relation to McGuire's hypothesis since one would expect
that arguing against a truism would produce both a greater amount of change
and a greater number of people changing than when the arguments opposed nontruisms.
When the data are analysed with respect to original opinion strengths,
it seems that the sleeper effect can be mainly accounted for by the subjects
who felt strongly about the issue, since a decreasing amount of change over
time as initial opinion strength of the subject decreased was found.

In fact

there is even a slight boomerang effect among the mildly opinionated subjects.
'l'hat is, Aome of these

~:ubjects

not only did not move in the direction of the

counterarguments, but chanp,ed in the opposite direction.

These results are

TABLE III
Percentage Number of Subjects who Changed their
Opinion Immediately at T , and the Mean Amount of
1
Change

Truisms

% number of changes
Mean amount of change

Non-Truisms

11.0

1.4

TABLE IV
:Percentage Number of Subjects who Changed their
Opinion one week later at T , and the Mean Amount
2
of Change

Truisms

% number

of chanRes

Mean amount of change

?1.3

1.0

Non-Truisms
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summarized in Table

v.
Table V here

Secondly opinion change obtained immediately after writing was greatest for the strong subjects and least for the mild subjects, for both the
truisms and non truisms.

However, the number of subjects who changed their

opinions increased with decreasing opinion strength.

In other words, although

fewer strong people changed,when they do change they do so more radically than
the mild.

This can be seen in Table VI.

Table VI here

If '·1e can think of the strongly opinionated subjects as being even
more vulnerable to the "infection" of counterargument than the mildly opiniated
subjects, and this could be justified because of the fact that McGuire considered his subjects to strongly believe in the validity of the truism, then one
would predict that strong subjects would not only change most radically but
also change most frequently.

This did not happen, and thu8 again this pre-

Jiminary study does not support entirely the predictions made from the innoculation hypothesis.

It would appear that one must also take into account

the differential effects of original strengths of opinion.
To summarize the pilot study results, it seemed likely that subjects
were able to present arguments against a widely held belief or truism although
in doing so they did in fact modify their opinions generally in the direction
of the arguments they wrote.

However, there seemed to be a differential

TABLE V
of Opinion Change at T , and T for
1
2
Truisms and Non Truisms in Subjects of Different
Initial Opinion Strengths.

Mean ~o unt

Opinion Strength

Non-Truisms
T1
T2

S trong

-1.0

-2.0

Moderate

-0.9

-1.2

-u.'j

-v.1

Mild

-1.0

+0.4

TAl:SLJ<.; Vl

Percentage Number of SubJects, of D1f1eren~ ~n~tial
Up1n1on S treng~hs, who changed the1r Up1n1on at T ,
1
ana T on "the 'l'ru1sms and the Non-'l'ru1sms.
t:.

Upin1on Strength

Non-Truisms
T1
T2

Strong

1b.7

Modera te

31.0

Mild

cO.u
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effect due to initial opinion strength, and on the degree of both the immediate
and the delayed opinion change.

This effect was seen in relation to the number

of people changing, and the overall amount each individual changed.

Opinion

change was also shown to be related to the nature of the topic, whether it
was a truism or a non truism.
The main study therefore was planned to investigate the effect on
opinion change of the following variables:1)

type of statement

2)

strength of original opinion

3)

change of opinions over time.
In the remainder of this review, literature relating to each of these

variables will be presented in order to place the study within the framework
of contemporary research.
1)
Commonsense

Opinion Change as a Function of the Type of Communication Used.
i~ediately

tells us that there are some matters which people

.

feel so strongly about that no amount of eloquent persuasion will convince
them to alter their opinion.
not make for

con ~ enial

It is often said that religion and politics do

discussions since these are topics which produce very

firmly rooted beliefs in man. It would be very difficult to modify the extreme
religious bigot or the ardent

segregationist.

Thus, all other factors being

equal, two persuasive messages may exert very different amounts of pressure
toward opinion change, simply because of the difference in the subject matter.
In research in persuasion and social influence this is a factor frequently ignored, intentionally or otherwise.

Hence, some

investigato~s

have de·

libera tely avoided certain topics which would be likely to elicit opinions
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too extreme to be modified by the persuasive techniques on hand.

However,

McGuire succeeded in producing striking opinion change with those very items
which did elicit homogeneously extreme feelings, namely health truisms.
It would seem profitable then to examine the types of topics which
have been used in experiments, and their effect on subsequent behaviour.
Experiments explicitly designed to manipulate the variable of type of topic
are meagre, and often one can only infer the effects from studies where the
interest has been focussed on some other variable.
McGuire argues that subjects would be more likely to change their
opinions when presented with unfamiliar counterarguments for which they have
developed no effective resistance.

There are in the literature several studies

which would seem to support the notion that greater familiarity with a topic
will produce resistance to change.
In a study by Lewan and Stotland (1961) high school students were
given neutral, factual information regarding a subject about which they had
little prior knowledge - the country of Andorra.
information.
country.

Another group received no

Both groups then listened to an emotional appeal against the

The group which had been given some prior information changed less

in their final evaluation of the country than the control group.

The results

were interpreted by assuming that the experimental group had built up a
cognitive structure, around the object of discussion, on the basis of this
information.

To the f'Xtent that the cognitive structure contained elements

inconsistent with the view advocated in the persuasive arguments, those subjects
should resist changing their evaluations.

In short, prior information and

greater familiarity with thP. :issue, reduces opinion change following persuasive
communicAt-ions.
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McGinnies (1960) studying primacy-recency effects with Japanese students,
found no difference between the group which had received communication on the
cold war in the order pro U.S.A. followed by pro U.S.S.R., and the group for
whom this order was reversed.

He found in fact that the communication had an

insignificant effect on opinions.

He noted that this was a controversial topic

with which his subjects were very familiar.

Perhaps their familiarity with

the topic provided them with a strong cognitive structure to resist persuasion.
Abelson & Rosenberg (1958),Cartwright & Harary

(1956) and Festinger

(1957), ~11 support the view that the less the belief is bolstered in the mind
of the subject by supportive arguments, the more will that opinion change when
attacked by propaganda.
In a study by Hovland

and Mandell t 1952), concerned primarily with

the effect on opinion change of perceived trustworthiness of the communicator,
groups were asked to evaluate two identical communications - one presented by
a suspect source, the other by a non-suspect source.
was "Devaluation of the

Currency'~.

The topic of the talk

They found that although the communication

emanating fro1h the non-suspect source was evaluated as being fairer, and more
impartial than the other communication, there was no difference in the amount
of opinion change that the two sources produced.

This is in contrast to a

lot of available evidence that opinion change is greater bllowing communications
from a highly credible and respected source (Allyn and Festinger 1961; Kelman and Hovland (1953). The topic chosen by Hovland and Mandell was one which
was probably relatively unfamiliar to introductory psychology students.

The

authors suggest that when the message is accepted on its own merit, then the
highly credible source has no added effect on its acceptance.

One criterion

which could be used to determine whether or not a message was accepted on
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its own merits may be the familiarity of the material.
argumenh; of Lewan and

Stotland

If one accepts the

(196n that prior information creates a

cognitive structure enabling people to resist communications discrepant with
elements in this structure, then conversely one can argue that an unfamiliar
topic may be accepted regardless of the credibility of the source because
there is no cognitive structure operating to resist persuasion.

This would

explain why there was no difference in the amount of opinion change between
the two sources, since the topic of devaluation was unfamiliar to the subjects.
An earlier study by Hovland & Weiss

(1951), again investigating the

variable of communicator credibility, did find support for the generalization
that a highly credible source was a more effective persuader than a low
credi hili ty source.

This was found in three of the four issues used.

'l'he

three issues which generated this finding concerned anti-histamine drugs,
atomic subwarines,and the steel shortage.

The fourth issue was on the future

of movie theatres, and for this topic there was no significant difference
between the effects of the two sources.

If the topic of moyie theatres was

more familiar to the subjects than the other three topics, as one may with
some justification suspect, then these results would contradict the reasoning
put forward for the failure to obtain significant differences in the Hovland
and Mandell experiment.

In this case, a relatively unfamiliar issue was

equally affected by both high and low credibility sources.
Thistlethwaite and Kamenetsky (1955) felt that a more thorough comprehension of the persuasive material faciljtated opinion change and found
opinion change to be greater following presentation of familiar opposing
arguments.

This again contradicts much of the evidence cited above which
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suggests that greater familiarity with an issue, in providing the per5on
with a cognitive structure, will make him more resistant to persuasive
arguments.
How this cognitive structure might work to provide for greater resistance is suggested indirectly by the following studies:
Festinger and Maccoby(1964) demonstrated that when two groups of
subjects were given arguments designed to change their opinions about college
fraternities, more change was shown by the group which viewed an irrelevant
film at the same time as hearing the arguments against the fraternities than
by the group which heard the arguments alone.

This seems paradoxical since

one might have expected that the distracted group would play less attention
to the communicator and so be less influenced by it.

However, the authors

suggest that in fact the group watching the film,rather than being distracted
from the ccrlimunication message itself, were instead unable to formulate
counterarguments to the propaganda.

Without being able to build up a

defense system through this private "debate" with themselves, they are more
vulnerable and their opinion is more easily changed. "The listener does not
sit there listening and absorbing what is said without any counteraction on
his part.

Indeed it is more likely that under such circumstances, while he

is listening to the persuasive communication, he is very actively, inside his
own mind, counterarguing and derogating the points the communicator makes.
We can imagine that there is really an argument going on, one side being
vocal and the other subvocal."(r,estinger i;nd Maccoby, 1964 pp. 360).

In

addition, Festinger and Maccoby suggested that the distracting accompaniment
to the propaganda inhibited subvocalization of counterarguments, and, in
this manner, reduced resistance.
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They offer this as an explanation for the effects found in an experiment by Allyn and Festinger (1961).

In this study, one group of subjects

was warned to expect the communication opposing their beliefs, another group
received no prewarning.

The small, though significant differences, were in

the direction of greater opinion change for the unwarned group.

Festinger

and Maccoby (1964) argue that the unwarned subjects had no opportunity to
practise defensive arguments.
This explanation would readily fit McGuire's reasoning regarding
truisms.

If people do refute propaganda in this internal manner, they

then will find this refutation difficult with cultural truisms, and easier
with more familiar issues.

Hence, opinion change will be greatest for the

former r:ase and least for the latter.
Cognitive Dissonance (Festinger 1957), offers an alternative explanation for describing the mechanism of the cognitive structure which may
account for the lesser opinion change resulting from arguments directed
against the familiar issues compared with those against the truisms. Briefly,
it is reasoned that when individuals are presented with a communication
taking an extremely divergent stand to their own, they experience cognitive
di.s::lOnance, defined

HS

H

believes that dil>l'onan(:e

tension state with motivaLionaJ properties. r'eAtinp;er
ar:i~>ef'i

after a decision to act h;u.; been made.

ln

the sort of Rtudies we have discussed here, Festinger argues that the tension
state arises

af~er

reading

th~

communication.

Dissonance would develop

because the new information contradicted the cognitions already held.

It

must be pointed out that this situation is somewhat different from the usual
dissonance creating situations of free choice and forced compliance since
the individual is involuntarily subjected to the communication.

It should
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be noted that Festinger makes no mention of choice or decision as being of
importance in the production of dissonance during involuntary exposure.
Festinger proposes three ways a person may react in order to reduce
dissonance.

He may seek social support for his position, he may derogate

the communicator, or he may change his attitude in line with the stand pres ented in the communication.

The alternative he chases will depend upon the

pressures acting upon him at the time.
opinion by seeking social support.

He may find it easier to bolster his

However, typically in the studies on

persuasive communications, this is not possible since the subjects are in
a group where discussion with their fellows is impossible.
dissonance by derogating the communicator.

They may reduce

If however, as in the McGuire

experiments, and in the experiment reported below, the sources are all presented as highly credible aGd authoritative, then it is likely that to reduce
any dissona nce he will chose the alternative of modifying his opinion in the
direction of the communication.
Unfortunately, dissonance theory does not clearly indicate what types
of issues will create the greater dissonance.

Festinger states that the

magnitude of the dissonance will be dependent upon both the importance of
the elements, that is those factors which make up the cognitive structure
of the issue, and upon the proportion of relevant elements that are dissonant.
It is difficult though to predict whether truisms or more controversial issues
will create more dissonance on these two criteria.

On the one hand, one could

argue that a counter-truism argument will create more dissonance in that it
will provide more new and unfamiliar elements,
be greater for the truisms.

~d

hence opinion change will

On the other hand, one could argue that because

of the fact that, by definition, controversial issues give occasion for more
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discussion they instead become more important to the subject. In this case,
opinion change will be greater for the non truisms - a conclusion at variance
with most of the suggestions made so far.

Even this, though, is far from clear

since it could be that a deeply held belief such as a truism contains elements
more important to the subject.

Admittedly, this is difficult to accept knowing

t!1e nature of the truism topics used by McGuire.

At this stage, therefore,

since there is nothing in the literature on dissonance theory dealing with
the variable of familiarity, it is impossible to predict which beliefs will
change most.
McGuire and Millman (1965) express this same difficulty with predicting change from dissonance theory and chose instead to describe their
results in terms of a theory of "self-esteem".

In this experiment, subjects

were forewarned that they would be given communications supporting an opinion
opposite to their own.

It was found that there was an initial change in the

rommunication even before the subjects had read the articles.

After reading

the communications, there was further opinion change, again in the direction
of the communication.

However, when this change was added to the first

opinion change, there was no difference in the total amount compared with
the no-forewarning conditions.

In other words, what the forewarning did was

to motivate a person to move initially from his first position, and then to
reduce the effect of the subsequent propaganda.
A~cording

his :;elf-esteem.

to self-esteem theory, a person behaveR so as to maximize
Warned that certain of his beliefs are about to be exposed

to skillful persuasive arguments, the person is apprehensive that he
succumb and appear gullible.

~ill

Since this is a no cia Uy undesirable trait
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to display, he begins to moderate his opinion in the direction of the anticipated attack•

The effect is to preserve his self-esteem.

The authors claim that the results could also be interpreted in
terms of dissonance theory since behaving to maximize self-esteem could
also be seen as minimizing the discrepancy between the real and the ideal
self.

However, they experienced just the same difficulty in predicting

which type of issues will create the most dissonance as has been discussed
previously.

McGuire and Millman (1965) employed two types of issues to Le

attacked - technical issues which were non-controversial, and emotional,
controversial issues.

They found that there was more anticipatory opinion

change after forewarning on the emotional issues than on the technical
issues.

This was predicted from self-esteem theory since yielding to an

attack on the emotional insues indicated a socially undesirable inability
to stand up for one's own point of view.

Thus, more response was made to

the warning in order to bolster self-esteem.
It was also found that the actual attacks were more effective in
modifying opinion on the technical issues.

Again this was predicted from

self-esteem theory since any opinion change efter attack could be ascribed
to openmindedness to new evidence, and ability to take in new information,
all of which are socially desirable characteristics.
Returning to the truism and the controversial type of statements,
the truisms used by McGuire were health truisms of a highly technical nature.
Furthermore, it has hitherto been argued that the arguments used against the·
truisms were probably unfamiliar to the subjects.

It is easy to see how a

self-esteem theory would predict that the actual communication would have
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a greater effect on truism beliefs.

Subjects would regard consequent

opinion change as resulting from a new

~wareness

fresh evidence unavailable to them before.

and understanding of

They would then be more willing

to modify their opinion in the advocated direction.
The willingness of subjects to accept new evidence and exhibit an
openminded attitude
and Freedman

(196~).

to

persuasive

communication is discussed by Sears

They found that in a simulated jury situation, where

subjects were asked to judge the guilt or innocence of a defendent opinion
change was greater when subjects expected to read of new arguments relating
to the case, than when they expected the old familiar arguments, even though
the communications were identical.

They suggested that subjects were more

amenable to the argnments when they felt that their original opinions were
based on partial evidence only.

Expecting familiar arguments however, they

have less justification for change since presumably they had taken into conci deration the old arguments when they formed their opinions in the first

place.
What both these studies suggest then is that there will be greater
opinir.m change following new and unfamiliar arguments, or arguments which
are believed b.v the subject to be new and unfamiliar, in so far as the topics
are technical or non-controversial.

In this case, the new arguments are

seen as providing fresh evidence on which to make an
and if necessary a modification of opinion.

unbiassed fair judgement

With emotional, controversial

issues, the arguments will have Jess effect since any opinion change might
be seen as indicating an undesirable gullibility.
Such an argument would predict that if the truisms are non-emotional
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and the arguments presented are technical, then opinion change on these
will be greater than on the more emotional, controversial topic.

It

would predict the same result as innoculation theory although for different reasons.

According to the latter theory, new arguments are threat-

ening and opinion change occurs with truisms because a person has had no
opportunity to develop an effective resistance.
and Sears and Freedman \1965) see

new~guments,

McGuire and Millman (1965),
on certain issues at least,

as being welcomed for the new light they can shed on the problem.
Briefly then, to recapitulate the argument so far, both intuitively
and

b:r

inferencefrom studies referred to, it would appear that one variable

affecting the amount of opinion change produced by persuasive communications,
is the familiarity for the subject, of the topic discussed.

The evidence

is not at all clear cut, especially since few studies have used familiarity
as a vari;;;ole to be manipulated.

We have therefore only been able to make

inferences from studies designed to test some other variables.

Hovland and

Mandell (1962)McGinnies(1960);and Lewan and Stotland(1961),suggest that
arguments on least familinr topics will be more likely to cause an opinion
change.

However, Hovland and Weiss(1951);and ThistJethwaite and Kamenetsky

( 19')'J) suggest

that the opinions about more familiar topics wi.ll be more

successfully modified.
It has been proposed that a person will resist persuasi.on the more
firm and extensive is his knowledge about the topic since he possesses a
cognitive structure which will enable him to counteract opposing arguments.
Two studies have been cited (Allyn and Festinger 1961; Festinger and Maccoby
1964) which indicate that this is accomplished by a process of internal
debate engaged in by the subject.

2?.
Lastly, some theories have been described which may account for
the differential effects of familiar

ver ~; us

unfamiliar issues - an innocu-

lation theory (McGuire 1961a, b, 1962b) and a sel f-esteem theory (McGuire
and Millman 1965).

Both theories lead to the conclusion that new unfamiliar

arguments will have more effect in modifying opinions, than old, familiar
arguments, although the reasons for this supposition are different.

There is

also the suggestion that arg,lments on technical issues are more effective than
those on emotional issues.
The cul tural truisms which McGuire used were empirically defined
as truisms in that they elicited highly homogeneous responses to the opinion
ques t.i onnaire .

Furthermore, their nature was such that the arguments were

technical and no doubt unfamiliar to the subjects.

According to the above

discussion, th e anti-truism arguments which McGui re used, presented the
subjects with new technical evidence from whi ch to make a fresh evaluation
of the issue.

Thus, accord i ng to the self-esteem theory, their opinions

were fairly easily modified.

Furthermore, opinion change is expected on

these non-controve rsial issues since the subjects have not had exp e rience
in formulating a defensive resistance to such attacks.

However, s ociety

encourages a large number of beliefs which ma y also he defined as cultural
truisms on the empirical basis of homogeneity of r esponse .

At th e same time,

they may be s o emoti onally bound up with a person's belief syst em, that
despite the fact that the subj ect has had no occasion to defend this belief,
he still remains unmoved by any attempt to change his opi nion.

Such a

situation would be very much like that found by McGuire and Millman (1965),
when they used a theory of "se.i._f-esteem" to account for the greater opinion
c hange

occurrin ~

after an attack on a technical i ssue compared with one on

an emotional issue.
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In the experiment which constitutes the major part of this thesio,
three types of issues were used in the communications.

One type were called

truisms since they elicited strongly agreeing responses from over
subjects.

Thus empirically they fulfill McGuire's definition.

75% of the

One type

were called non-truisms and they elicited the most heterogeneous responses.
The third type were called semi-truisms, and elicited responses somewhere
between the other two types with respect to the homogeneity of responses.
However, in terms of the technical versus emotional nature of the
three topics making up each group of issues, all three types could be seen
to differ from the health topics used by McGuire.

Whereas McGuire's truisms

were of a relatively technical and unemotional nature, and probably contained
unfamiliar arguments, the three issues used in the present experiment contained
topics were were felt to be a more emotional, non-technical and possibly
familiar nRLure.

Two of McGuire's health topics were also included.

One

was classified according to the above criteria as a truism, the other as a
semi-truism.
The point of interest here then, is to what extent can McGuire's
conclusions regarding the vulnerability topersuasion of health truisms, be
generalized to truisms of a different nature.
Jo'urthermore, what effect

do•~s

persuasion have on optnions regarding

topics which we have labelled non-truisms, and semi-truisms?
Initially, we will analyse the results on the basis of the three
types of issues.

However, if in fact there are meaningful differences

between the amount of opinion change for truisms of different topics, then
some further analyses will be necessary.
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2)

Strength of Opinion

Intuitively one would argue that the more strongly a person maintains a
position on an issue, the more unlikely he will be to change that opinion
under pressure from a persuasive communication.
'l'here are very few studies which have specifically investigated
strength of opinion as one of the variables affecting opinion change, but
those experiments in which a measure of initial opinion strength was included seem to support the notion that strongly held opinions are more resistant
to persuasive communications than mildly held opinions (Hovland, Harvey and
Sherif 1957; Raven 1959; Garment 1961 ;McGinnies, Donelson and Haaf 1964).
However, perhaps not surprisingly in an area where it is so difficult
to specify all the pertinent variables, the general picture is by no means
clear.

The studies by McGuire (1961a, 1961b, 1962b) which have been dis-

cussed at some length in the previous section, suggest that it is those attituder, which are deeply entrenched, especially those concerning cultural
truisms, which are more vulnerable to persuasion.

At first, it would seem

that McGuire's results contradict the conclusions of those studies which
have found that strongly held beliefs are more resistant to change. However,
as has been pointed out in the previous section, the cultural truisms which
he used are of a unique nature in that they were probably of a technical and
un-emotional nature.
In addition, in the literature collected under the general heading
of "discrepancy stud if~,;'', several investigators have found that the most
extreme opinions, or those most discrepant from the position advocated by
the communication, undergo the most change (Goldberg 1954; Hovland and
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Pritzker 1957;Zimbardo

1960; Gorfein 1963).

These results too would

appear to contradict the notion that more extreme opinions are most resistant to change.
Before continuing it should be noted that a considerable part of
the literature on opinion change comes under this general heading of discrepancy studies.

Essentially discrepancy refers to the difference between

a subject's initial position, and that advocated by the communication.

In

this area, some investigators have chosen to work with a between subjects'
design in which the initial opinions are measured and then a persuasive
communication is presented.

The further the distance between the initial

position of any one subject and the position of the communication, the
greater the discrepancy.

The initial position of the subject is described

by his response on a Likert-type attitude scale.

There may be one or more

communicalions arguing a position opposed to the opinions of the subjects,
(Brehm and Lipsher 1959; Whittaker 1963),or the communication simply may
be the knowledge that the opinion of the group differs from that of the
subject

who therefore feels himself to be a deviant (Norrison and Carment

1967).

The difference between the subject's opinions before and after the

communication, is

us~d

as a measure of opinion change.

then related to discrepancy.

Any change is

Discrepancy of co1Jrse, is greater for the

initiall.y extreme subjects since they held a position furthest removed from
the communication in terms of the scale used.
On the other hand some investigators have used a between subject's
design in which a number of communications, each arguing for different
positions along the discrepancy dimension, are presented to different groups
of subjects each with the same initial position.

This approach has been
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us e d by 7,imbardo l 1960 ); Fre edman (1964) and Bochner and Insko (1966).
In so far as opinion strength is measured by relative positions on
a n atti t ude sca le with the stronger positions placed towards the extremities
( Kell ey a nd Volkhart 1952 ), ratings of opinion strength are operationally
simi lar t o discrepa ncy measures.

In other words, a person placing himself

as str ongly i n a greement wi th a particular statement, is more discrepant
from a communica t i on which argues strongly against the statement, than is
a pe rson who r a tes hi mself as be i ng only in mi ld agreement.

In an attempt

to delineate th e e ffec t o f opini on streng th on opinion change, a few studies
in this a rea o f dis crepancy will be reviewed.
I t has already been point ed out that the conclusi ons rel ating opinion
strength to opinion c hange are con t radictory.

The purpose of the remainder

of thi s section will be t o a t tempt t o . re concile t h es e apparently contradictory
resul ts.

In order to do this, it will be as sumed that there is no one simple

relati onship between opinion s trength and induced opinion change.

Instead

the re are i n t eractions be tween streng t hs of opinion and oth e r variables. Host
of the studies

whi c~

have be en mentioned a bove used c ompletely d i ff e rent

issues fo r the communications, and it is pro bable t ha t this may have accounted
f or the confJictlng conclusions.

Thus, one of t he i nde pendent va riab les which

may be i mportant is the type of communication i s s ue used .
In order that the d.ifferent issues ma y be des c ri bed wi thin some
general framework rather than as single isolated t opics , it i s suggested
that they may be differentiated with r espect t o t he "degr ee of committment"
which is felt for them b y subjects o f diff e rent s t rengt hs of opinions.
The concept of committment was firs t emp l oyed by Brehm and Cohen
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(1962) who wanted to describe the methods used to reduce dissonance in a
conflict situation.

The role of committment was used to specify which of

the various alternative modes of dissonance reduction would beresorted to
in any particular situation.
Dissonance theory (Festinger 1957) we have seen, predicts that the
greater the discrepancy between the subject's opinion and the opinion advocated by the communication, the greater the dissonance aroused.

One way

to reduce dissonance would be to change one's opinion towards the advocated
opinion.

In such a situation, the more extreme the initial opinion, or the

greater the strength of that opinion, the more dissonance that will occur,
and the greater will be the opinion change.
dissonance

reduc~ion

However, if other modes of

are available and are preferrable, then increasing dis-

crepancy may in fact produce no change, or even an inverse relationship between extrf'n:i ty of opinion and opinion change.

'l'he theory could possibly

account for those studies which have shown greater change with greater discrepancy, and for those showing less change with greater discrepancy.
Other possible modes of dissonance reduction include discounting
the .source, discounting the communication or bolstering the initi.al opiriion
so as to display a

boomerangeffect (Festinger 1957).

Any one of these

alternatives could reduce dissonance, and one would not therefore, expect,
if when they are used, that there would be an increase in opinion change
with greater discrepancy.
To specify in which of ihe ways dissonance would be reduced,
and Cohen (1962) speculated about the role played by committment.

Brehm

A person

is committed to a belief or an action if he has made a choice between two
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or more alternatives or between doing or not doing a certain thing.

In

reducing dissonance, a person will modify those dissonant elements which are
easiest to modify.

If the dissonance which is aroused, relates to a belief

to which the subject is not highly committed,then Brehm and Cohen predicted
that the subject would find it relatively easy to change his opinion towards
the communication in order to reduce the dissonance.

To the extent that dis-

crepancy will be greatest for the most extremely opinionated subject, then we
would predict that dissonance will be greatest and so such subjects will
change their opinion more than milder subjects.

On the other hand, when the

dissonance which is aroused relates to a belief to which the subject is highly
committed, their opinion change may be very unlikely and some alternative mode
may be preferred.

In this case

too, dissonance is presumed to increase, with

discrepancy reaching its maximum in the strong or extreme subjects.

However,

there wil1 no longer be a positive relationship between discrepancy and opinion
chan~e,

since some other mode of reduction will be used.

In fact, the strong

subjects may actually undergo less change than the mild, if any at all, since
lhe former are making maximum use of some other mode.
Briefly, for issues eliciting low committment from subjects, stronger
opinionated subjects will change more than mild subjects.

For issues eliciting

high committment, strong opinionated subjects will change the same or less than
the mild subjects.
Some support for the importance of the role of committment is to be
found in an experiment by Sears, Freedman and O'Connor (1964). The

subjects

were asked to arrive at a verdict on a courtroom trial about which they had
just read.

One group was then told it would hear a debate on the case, the

other p:roup was told tbat it would hear two unrelated, opposed,one sided
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speeches.

Committment to response was also varied.

In the high committment

group, subjects publicly recorded their vote, in the low committment group,
this was done privately.

On the opinion questionnaire which was then given,

it was found that those in the high committment group who anticipated a
debate,consistently strengthened their initial position.

Those in the low

committment group who also anticipated a debate, became more moderate in
their opinions.

There was no such difference for those expecting to hear

two unrelated speeches.
The authors interpreted their results as indicating that the extreme
subjects bolstered their original opinion to reduce the dissonance created
by the anticipation of a debate which was felt to be more "threatening" than
the two s eparate speeches.

When the strongly committed persons were then

confronted i n the debate by discrepant propaganda from the opposing debater,
they should be less likely to reduce dissonance through opinion change, and
more J.ikely to do so through such alternative modes of resolution as distortion or disparagement of the source.

The weakly committed person , on

the other hand, appeared to moderate his opinion when anticipating a debate.
The authors felt that this would facilitate persuasion by the debater' s presentations.
With reference to the role of committment, it can be argued that had
the subjects in Sear ' s experiment actually been exposed to the debate, the
highly committed subjects would have shown a decrease in opinion change with
increasing discrepancy and dissonance since they were employing an alternative
mode of dissonance reduction, ie. that of bolstering their original opinions.
The low committed subjects would have shown an increase in opinion change
with increasing discrepancy and dissonance, since they reduced dissonance
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by changin g their opinions towa rds that advocated in the communication.
I f it can be shown

that subjects did in fact feel different degrees

of committme nt in the expe rimen ts cited above, then the role of committment
may be a me chanism wh ich could account for the fact that some of the studies
found greater opinion

change for the strongly opinionated or more di s crepant

s ub jects a nd some found less opinion change.
Brehm and Cohen (1962) regarded committment as the result of making
a choice between two or more alternatives.

In effect, having an opinion on

an i ssue was a committment to the extent that a choice had been made at some
stage between several alternative arguments relating to the issue.

In the

context of this discussion the suggestion is now made that the amount of
commit tmen t wi ll vary among the different types of i s sues for which a choice
is mad e.

We wil1 now examine those studies wh i c h found a positive relation-

s hip between di s crepancy and opinion change and see if in fact the

~ ubjects,

ejther were less commi tted to their choice as a result of the experimental
rranipulati ons , or were fa ced wi th relatively unimportant i s sues which were
unlikely to elicit a ny s trong fee l ing of committment.
Goldberg (1954) had subjects rat e photogra ph s of people f or their
I . Q. level.

Diocrepancy was manipu l ated by gi vi ng t hem bogus information as

t o the rHti ngs by the maj ority of th e group.

The greater the manipulated

discrepancy , the greater was f ound to be the opinion change when subjects
r e evaluated their opini ons.

Thus, a posit i ve r elationship, between d i s-

crepancy nnd opinion change, was found for an issue which we believe

to~

fairly unimportant .for the subjec t.
Hovland and Prit zker (1957)
municat i--

used

fair l y neutral topics in com-

Rdvo~ating various degrees of discrepancies (eg. the number
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of hours of sleep needed for good health).

Their results support those

obtained by Goldberg.
Zimbardo ( 1960) differentiated between "taski' involvement and "issue"
involvement.

The latter he took to mean concern or committment for a given

issue, and is the variable which has been used most often by other investigators in the field.

The experiment reported here concerned task involvement

which Zimbardo defined as the involvement or committment felt by the subjects
for the consequences of the responses which they made during the experiment.
ln the experiment he had female subjects read a case history of a
juvenile delinquent and then they had to state their opinion about the locus
of blame.

Persuasive communication was in the form of an alleged opinion

about the case obtained from a girl friend with whom the subj ects were being
tested.

Task involvement was manipulated in the following way.

In the high

involvement condition subjects were told that their evaluation of the case
c tudies reflected their basic social values and personalities.

In the low

involvement condition, subjects were told that the case studies we re too
short to be of any use in learning anything from their reactions. Opinion
change after learntng the friend's "opinion", wa s found to be greatest for
the highly involved group.

However, in both conditions opinion change in-

creased as discrepancy increased.
Although the high and low task involvement conditions did not lead
to differential amounts of opinion change following opinion discrepancy,
this study has been included here because it is felt that the issue used,
that of a case study, was one for which the subjects probably felt little
committment.

In other words, this stands as further support for the notion,
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that on an issue which i s relatively unimportant to the subject, there is
a positive relationship between discrepancy and opinion change.
Gorfein (1963) chose to u s e the same caseaudy and persuasive communi cation as did Zimbardo l1960).
extremf~

He found that, although more of the

s ubjects changed their opinion towards the communication, there

was relatively greater movement, with respect to the number of steps actually
traversed, for the milder subjects .

This was taken to mean that the number

of subjects who moved, and the distance they individually moved, constituted
independent factors.

Thus, for a relatively uninvolving and unimportant

issue, a positive re la tionshi p was found between opinion change and the
proportion of extreme subjects who changed their opinion .

However, in terms

of the actual distance moved by the subjects, the relationship no longer held.
This experi ment therefore , provides only partial support for the idea being
discussed here.
To summarize so far, studies have been cited in which it is reported
that opinion change increased as the discrepancy between the initial opinion
a nd t h e op inion advocated by the communication increased .
tha t th e t ypes of is sues used were fairly neutral

We have suggested

uninvolvin~

topics.

For

thi s r eason, th e s ubj e cts were unlikely to feel highly committed to their
initial op i ni on.

Wi th th e possible exception of the study by Gorfein (1963)

the foregoing r es ults may be interpreted in the light o f dissonanc e theory,
and in pa rticula r the role of committment in the produ cti on of dissonance.
In the alte r na t ive case which has been suggested, where there is
high committment to an opinion, then the dissonance created by the discrepancy
which has been aroused b y the communication, will be reduced by s ome method
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other than opinion change.

We have suggested that for issues of personal

importance to the subject, where oommittment

is judged to be greatest,

opinion change will not increase with increasing discrepancy.

It will

remain constant, or may actually show less opinion change at the extreme
discrepancies than at moderate discrepancies.

We will now examine those

studies which have found either a decrease in opinion change with increasing
discrepancy or failed to find any relationship between these two measures.
Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957) presented arguments for and against
prohibition to subjects holdine different opinions on the issue.
study was carried out

Since the

just prior to a state wide vote on prohibition, it is

likely that the issue was of personal importance to the subject and elicited
a high degree of committment.

They found that those subjects with more

moderate positions nearer to that advocated by the communication were influenced more than the extreme subjects.

This study seems to support the

foregoing argument.
In another study, Sherif and Hovland (1961) found less change for
the most extreme subjects than for those nearer to the communication stand.
The subjects were Republicans and Democrats of varying degrees of conviction.
The communication concerned election issues of the 1956 presidential campaign,
another issue likely to elicit strong committment.
In the experiment conducted by Garment (1961), subjects were required
to engage in face to face discussions.

The topics for discussion were

controversial enough to provide opportunity for debate, but he purposely
avoided topics which were so emotionally evocative that opinion change would
be unlikely.

His reasoning in doing this accords with our view that opinion

change will be minimal on highly emotional issues.

On the other hand, to
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the extent that the topics chosen did provide considerable deba t e, i t is
maintained that this study provides further evidence that for personal ly
important issues, less extreme opinions will chang e more than extreme opi nions.
McGinnies, Donelson and Haaf (1964) found that repe ti t i ve r eadi ng
of an article arguing against the church caused a change in opinions towards
the church.

That this was limited only to those of moderate conviction ,

again indicates that more firmly held beliefs will resist persua sion .

Like

politics, religion is taken to be an issue calling for high levels of committment.
Raven's experiment (1959) is the only one which did not use a n involving topic, but which nevertheless found least opinion change a mong t he
extremely opinionated subjects .

He used a case study similar to the one a l -

ready mentioned (Zimbardo 1960; Gorfein 1963) and subjects again received
a false consensus of the group norm which indicated that their privately
expressed opinions were deviant.

In view of the fact that the subjects

knew their opinions would remain priva te and since the issue of juvenile
delinquency is not thought to be of personal significance for the subject,
one must conclude that thi s data are not very supportive of the present
argument.
Apart from this last study by Raven, those by Hovland et al; Sherif
and Hovland; Carment; and McGinnies et al, have been found to
involving issues.

U [~e

relatively

They also found that the more distant the s ubj ect's initial

opinion was from that expressed by the communication, the less the opinion chang e
that res 11 lted.

It is suggested here that these findings too could be ex-

plained in terms of the role of committment in producing dissonance.

Thus,
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on those controversial issues where committment to an opinion is judged
to be high, opinion change will be difficult and hence greater discrepancy
will not produce greRter opinion change.
It has been the aim of the foregoing discussion to illustrate that
there is no simple relationship between opinion strength and opinion change,
but rather that there is an interaction between opinion strength and the
type of issue used.

The suggestion has been that the degree of committment

which a person feels towards his initial opinion, is an important factor
in accounting fnr the effects attributed to the type of issue.
In the previous section, a distinction was made between truisms
and non-truisms.

These issues were differentiated empirically on the basis

of subject's responses to an opinion questionnaire.

Cultural truisms were

defined as thof'e issues strongly betievPd to be truf' by the majority of the
population.

In terms of the concept of

committmen~

it i:· ,therefore, likely

Lhat they also represent issues about which the subject feels a high degree of
committment.

It would however, tw unwise to ; tate in contrast, that those

issues which were labelled as non-truisms on this same empirical basis,
represent insues of low committment for the subject.

Nevertheless at this

preliminary stage, it may be useful to think of the truisms, at least, as
being iHsues eliciting a relatively high degree of committment from subjects,
compared with the other issues.

Furthermore, as was pointed out in the

previous section of this historical review, the cultura1 truisms found by
McGuire were those concerned with health issues.

However, cultural truisms

exist for other

de~ree

~ssues,

and it is likely that

th~

of committment felt

for these may be.much greater than any committment felt for those used by
McGuire.

He admitted thai lJAalth truisms may be a particular area and results
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obtained from his studies may not be generalizable to other truism issues.
In the present study then, truisms, semi-truisms and non-truisms
issues have been defined empirically.

The question asked is to what extent

will the subject's initial opinion strength affect the amount of opinion change
produced by a persuasive communication.

Secondly, in what way will the type

of issue tised affect the relationship between opinion strength and opinion
change.

It is thought that the results may be related to the degree of

committment felt by the subject for the topic of communication.

3)

Persistence of Opinion Change over Time

Another variable studied in the present experiment was the persistence of
the induced opinion change over time.

In this section, we will first discuss

the relatjonship between persistence of opinion change and memory for the
content of the communication.
.\.n

Then

we will proceed to suggest two variables

the communication material which may differentially affect memory and

hencepersistence of opinion change.
It is commonly assumed that memory for the persuasive communication
is to some extent necessary for there to be a persistence of opinion change
(Hovland, Janis, Kelley 1953).

Miller and Campbell (1959), investigating

order effects in opinion change when two communications were presented, made
use of the forgetting curves derived by Ebbinghaus which show that after
presentation of the verbal stimulus there is at first a period of rapid
forgetting followed by a gradual levelling out to a plst.eau...
(Diet~e

Other studies

and Jones, 1931) report a similar relationship for memory for more

complex prose.

Based on this assumption then, one might predict that shortly
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after presentation of the communication there would be an accelerated regression of opin ion change towards the initial pre-communication opinion,
eventually reaching a plateau after more time had elapsed.
Several studies indicate at least a regression of the induced opinion
towards the initial position.
Cherrington and Miller (1933) compared the effects of written and
oral communications advocating pacifism.

Opinions were measured immediately

after the communications, and again six months later.

Although after six

months, some of the opinion change still remained, there was a significant
shift back to the original opinions.
Sims (193H) in a n extensive study of the opinions of d i fferent people
towards th e T.V.A.,re-measured opinions three months after presenting the
propagand~.

He f ound almost complete decay of the induced opinion change.

Chen (1936) presented American college students with communications
regarding the Manchurian crisis.

Five and a half months later, opinions were

fo und not to be significantly different from the initial opinions as measured
before the persuasion.
In a study by Annis and Meier (1934) persuasive editorials, wh ic h
aimed to manipulate opinions towards on e of Au stralia ' s past prime ministers,
were planted in a s tudent newsp8 per.

Four months later, when opinions were

remeasured, there was found to be no significant difference between opinions
then and pre vious opinions measured i mmediately after having read the editorials.
However, the prediction that retention of opinion change will decrease
with greater lapses of time after the communication is embarrass ed by those
studies showing a delayed opinion change, that is , an increas e in opinion

change with time elapsed since the persuasive message.
Hovland and Weiss (1951) found this "sleeper effect" in an experiment
comparing the amount of opinion change which was induced by sources of high
and low credibility.

Immediately after hearing the communication opinion

change was found to be least for those people hearing the communication from
a low credibility source.

However, four weeks later there was no significant

difference in the opinions for the two groups.

An analysis of the results

showed that those in the low credibility group had actually undergone an
increase in opinion change during the four weeks.
account for this was the "discounting cue" theory.

One theory proposed to
According to this rea-

soning, subjects hearing the low credibility source were not at first inclined
to be influenced, but during the intervening period, there was a decreasing
tendency to spontaneously associate the content with the source, and thus the
low credibi l ity source was no longer a mediating cue leading to the rejection
of the communication.
Thus, although much of the evidence showing the degree of persistence
of opinion change over time does indicate a·parallel with degree of memory
over time, the phenomena of the sleeper effect calls this simple function
into question.

Moreover, very few studies have actually investigated the

relatjonship between memory and retention of opinion change.

Those that have

obtained some measure of retention do not always find that opinion change is
positively related to memory for the information.
Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield (1949) investigated the effect of
a Battle of Britain film on the attitudes of American soldiers towards the
British.

They found that although memory for factual information conveyed
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decreased with time opinion change showed an increase in time.

o piri on change in this ex periment was inversely related to retention.
ln the experiment already mentionned (Hovland and Weiss 1951), subjects

were tested for memory of the source of the information.

Subjects in both the

high and low credibility groups remembered the sources equally well.

However,

retenti.on of opinion change was different for the two groups, indicating again,
that opinion change and memory are not related in a simple manner.
Possibly the first study which has focussed attention on the relations hip be t ween memory for various aspects of the communication and persi s tence
o f opinion change is one b ~ Watts and McGuire (1964).

In this expe riment,

four persuasive messages were presented in alternate forms, the pair of
messages on any one issue being identical except that one was attributed
to a s ource argu i ng for the issue, the other to a source arguing against
the iss ue .

Recall was measured for each of the following:

recall that

s uch a message had ever been received; recall of whether a pro or con side
ha d he e n taken; recal l of the specific arguments used; and recall of the
s ou rc e o f t he message.

Since an after-only design was used, opinion change

was measu re d a s th e di ffere nc e between final mean opinion level of the exper i mental group as measured on a fifteen point Likert-type scale , and mean
l e vel of a control gr oup wh ich received no mess age.
To summa r ize the resu l ts, overall recall for the various aspec t s of
the communi cation w<tS found to decay stea dily over the six week time interval,
showi ng a resemblance to the characteristic forgetting curve.

Induced opinion

c hange a lso decayed p r ogressi vely over time, suggesting that opinion change is
depe ndent upon memory f or the communication.

However, the curve for opinion

change was closer to a straight line than the typical forgetting curve,
indicating that induced opinion change may be only partly dependent upon
retention of the communication.
Analysis of the individual measures showed that opinion change was
functionally dependent upon both recall of the side taken and recognition of
tLe specific arguments used.

Subjects who scored high on both those recall

measures, also showed greater retention of opinion change than those subjects
who scored low on the recall measures.
Recall of the source was complexely related to opinion change in
that for tbe positive source (arguing for the issue), recall was positively
correlated with retention of opinion change.

However, for the negative

source (arguing against the issue), there was no difference in retention
hetween those who could, and those who could not recall the source.
Recall of the message topic with retention of opinion change was
poRitively related one week after the communication, but after six weeks
this trend was reversed, and those remembering the topic were less influenced
than those forgetting it.

These results are very similar to those which

Hovland et al l1949) found and named the sleeper effect.
This expPriment has been given more than a passing mention.

Its

importance lay in showing that the assumptions regarding the functional
dependence of opinion change on memory may be erroneous.

Memory for some

aspects of the communication situation (message topic and negative source)
may actually cause a regression of opinion change back to the initial
opinion.

Memory for other aspects however, may be necessary for retention

of induced opinion change (eg. side taken, specific arguements used, positive

source) .

Referring to those s tud i es which were mentioneed in the beginning

of this secti on as show i ng that opinion change did not always regress towards
the initial opini on, it may have been possible to explain such diversities
if there had been some way of knowing exactly which aspects of the communicati on were forgotten.

Post hoc explanations however, are not possible since

s uc h detailed measu res were not made.
So far, we have briefly discussed some studies investigating the
amoun t of re tention of opinion change over time, and one study in more
detail (Watts and McGuire 1964), which forces us to doubt the existence
of any one simple relationship between retention of opinion change and
time.

It has been demonstrated that although it is true that memory for

all aspects of the communicati on situation does decay wi th time, it is not
always necessary or even helpful that such aspects should be remembered in
order that Lne induced opin ion change be retained.
It is clear then that in any exp e riment where opinion change over
intervals of time is to be related to memory, it must be specified which
aspects of the situation wil l be considered.

In the exp e riment reported

in this thesis, opinion change is rela ted to the subject's memory for the
specific arp;Lments used in the communicat ion.

Sub jects were required to

recall as many as pos<>ihle of the arg:1 ments used in the origina l pers uasive
articles.

From the conclusions of Watts and McGuire (1964) it would be

thought that those issues where the number of arguments re called was the
greatest, retention of opinion change wou l d also be greatest .
We will now go on to ask which aspects of the communication situation
affect learninf,.

Clearly not all communica tions will be learned equally well,

and so one would expect that such differential learning will also produce
differences in retention.

The studies mentioned below may provide some

insight into this.

will be considered some aspects of the communi-

First

cation itself which could affect subsequent memory.
Several studies have shown that subjects will remember better those
communications which support their own beliefs (Watson and Haartman 1939;
Edwards 1941, Levine and Murphy 1943) .

However, in the present experiment

all communications were designed to argue against the subject's belie f,
hence more relevant here is the study by Brehm (1962).

Subjects were asked

to rate themselves (high importance issue) and a favorite film star (low
importance issue) for certain personality characteristics.

They were then

given the fictitious ratings of themselves (high importance conditions) and
of the film star (low importance conditions), supposedly written by a frie nd.
Discrepan ~:r

was introduced by displacing some of the fictitious ratings towards

the undesirable end of the trait scale.
immediately and again one week later.

Recall of all the items was required
The hypothesis was that more dissonance

wou ld be created in the high importance conditions and would be revealed by
salience or good recall for such discrepant information immediately .

This

predi c tion was supported since subjects in the low importance conditions
recalled more nondiscrepant ratings than discrepant ratings, whereas those
in the high importance conditions

reca -llr~d

more discrepant than non disc repant

ratings.
Brehm further hypothesized that greater dissonance also would be
revealed one week later by greater forgetting of the discrepant information
and that this would be greater in the high importance conditions than in
the low importance conditions.

The data showed that discrepant information
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was in fact forgotten more than non discrepant information, but it failed
to show differences between high and low importance conditions.

Brehm

suggested that the discrepant information was so salient or important for
those in the high importance conditions that they were unable to forget it.
This experiment suggests that given the fact that an opposing communication is forgotten more quickly than a supportive communication, some
of the material may in some way be of more importance to the subject and so
will be remembered better than others.

With respect to the topics used in

the present experiment, it may be expected that some of the topics will be
remembered better than others.

It has already been suggested that certain

of the issues may represent matters of greater importance or committment
to the subject.

Possibly the

~ reatest

committment being felt for the truisms.

If this is so, then possibly these arguments will be remembered better than
arguments on less important issues.
An additional variable which may affect how much of the communication
is remembered is the degree of interest it commands.

Classroom teachers are

very aware of the importance of stimulating their pupil's interest in the
Hubject matter of Lhe leHso,,, believing that the greater the

intere~t ,

the

more the material that will be remembered.
Watts '-196'/),in study designed to compare the relative persistence
of opinion change induced by active compared to passive participation, hypothesizPd that one factor causing the superior retention with active participation wa s the greater degree of involvement felt by the subject.

He operationally

defjned involvement in three way s - the amount of subsequent discussion about
the topic

b~

Ule

suhjPct; the amount of reading of relevant material after the

experiment; the degree of interest in the actual task, whether it was reading the persuasive arguments.

He found that those who retained more of the

induced opinion change did in fact discuss and read more about the topic,
hut there was no difference between the active and passive conditions in the
a mount of interest expressed in the task.

He concluded that whereas int-

erest in the topic had no fffect on retention, some selective exposure mechanism
was probably operati ng such that in choosing to read and discuss those argume nts supportive of his new opinion, the induced opinion change was further reinforced.

Watts did acknowledge however, that the topics werefairly

in nocuous

and subjects woul d probably not encounter strong opposition to their belief.
Thus, he felt it would be unwise to generalize to arguments which were counternormative for the population or even highly controversial.
Three points must be rais ed here in connection wi th the present experiment.
scores .

Firstly , Watts found no correlation between int eres t and retention
Are we justified then in pursuing this variable of interest as an

important one in discussing the retention of arguments?

Commonsense and one's

past experience leads one to believe that more interesting things are remembered
better.

Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) discuss interest as being one of the

variables affecting retention of material , and they cite s everal stud ies which
although not specifically measuring degree of interest, indicate that i ncreasing
the i nteres t and motivation to learn , is essential for successful retention
(Hovland et a l 1953, pp. 250) .

In the experiment by Watts (1967) h is measure

of interes t was one of three which he used to assess degree of involvemen t
- the other two being amount of s ubsequent di s cussion and reading . Howe ver,
one can argue that each of these measures separately is a measure of in terest.
The interest iH revealed i n the a mount of reading and diAcussi on.

Since he
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found positive correlations with retention for both the se other two meas ures,
despite his failure to find a correlation with the third, th e re is l i ttl e
doubt that the two correlations justify the inclusion of the variable of
interest in the present study.
Secondly, Watts explains that a selective exposure mechanism may
account for the correlation between retention of induced opinion change a nd
amount of subsequent discussion and reading.

Selective exposure describe s

the finding that persons tend to expose themselves primarily to propaganda
which is in accordance with their existing opinions.

However, this only

seems to be apparent for long standing controversial issues where the individual is most familiar with arguments on both sides of the issue (Freedman
and Sears (1965). In discussing the findings in their experiment to test .the
effectiveness of anticipa ted familiarity of arguments on opinion change and
selective exposure (cited above), Sears and Freedman {1965) felt that dissonant
arguments may in fact be sought since they would provide new evidence for
evaluating the unfamiliar issue.

It could be therefore that subjects will

be more interested in reading communications against truisms, since by definition th e se are non-controversial issues, and therefore the arguments are
likely to be new to the subjects.

The novelty of the counter-truisms argu-

ments could stimulate more interest and hence one would anticipate better
memory for the truisms than thP. other types of issues .
Furthermore, McGuire(19b2h,19b4), explains the increased resistence
to persuasion, followinp; "innoculation" with rHfuted counterarguments, as
being due to the individual bolstering his belief so as to counteract the
persuasive communication.

The effect of the innoculation is to motivate

him into bolstering his own weakened beliefs regarding the truism.

Another
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way of describing t his process is to say that the subject's interest is
a roused more by argumen ts against the truism since they pose a threat and
in some way are more stimulating.

Thus, whether they are seen as offering

new perspectives on the issue or provoking new threats, arguments against
truisms are

~uite

likely to be more interesting to the individual than are

the more familiar arguments against non-truisms.

Again, one might anticipate

that memory will be greatest for the anti-truism arguments.
Thirdly , Watts (1967) pointed out that ih ariy subsequent discussion
and reading of the topics us ed in his experiment, subj ects would be un l ikely
to encounter strong attitudional opposition since they were relatively innocuous issues.

The topics were:

''Puerto Hico should be admitted to the Union

as the fifty first state"; " Cou rts should dea l mo r e leniently with juvenile
delinqu ents"; "The secretary of state should be e Jected by the people, not
appointed ·by the Presiden t".

Watts cautioned against generalizing to other

topics in which the stand taken was counternormative for the population, and
wh er e greate r

pos~ experimental

involvement in the form of discussions and

readings could la y th e subject open to further attacks thus causing a regression
of i nduced opinion back to t ! e original position. ln view of the fact that a
cultural truism by definition is a belief held almo st universall y by that
populr~tion,

a greater interest generated by the anti-truism arguments might

we ll encourage s ubjects to pursue the mat ter further, and yet in receiving
no s •: ppor t for the new opin i on, they would rap i dly re vert back to the original
stand.
To summarize, if we conside r interest i n the c ommunication to be a
vari~b.le

affecting retention of the arguments, then we have argued here that

interest may be p;realer for the truis ms than for the non-truisms.

To this
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extent, we would sugges t that memory for the specific arguments used will
be greatest for the truisms.

In the questionnaire given to the subjects

during the last experimental session, they were asked to list in their own
words those arguments used in the communications and to rate their interest
in reading the communications.

Since greater interest is anticipated for

the truisms and hence gr eater memory for the a rguments , it is further anticipated that retention of induced opinion change will be greatest for the truisms
(Watts and McGuire, 1964).

However, since greater i nterest in the truism

may generate more discussion and since the individual would then probably
me et opposition from an unsympathetic population, there ma y be in fact less
retention of opinion change.

Therefore , in the first session, subje cts were

cautionned not to discuss the experiment with other people, and i n the last
ses sion, the y were asked to indicate how often if at all they had discussed
the issue s .
So far, we have reviewed evidence which suggest that t wo aspects of
t he communication material itself may be important in affecting subsequent
retention of induced opinion change.

The first of these referred to the

degr ee o f i mpor t a nce of the communication for tt1e
s u g~es t e d

subj~ct.

It has been

that ce r tain top jcs a re li kely to be of v,reater importance to the

s ubj ec t t han o therfi.

Th is wou l d lea d one to

exp ~ ct,

that if importance of

issue i s a de t e rmi ni ng factor, retention of induced opinion will be greater
f or those iss ues mos t important to the subject, and less for the least impor tant i ssues.

It has ueen suggested that those issues empirically de£ined

a s cultural truisms may wel l be those issues which elicit a high degree of
committment from th e subject and possibly represent important issues to him.

It was also po inted out that certain issues, although meeting the criteria
for truisms used b:.c McGuire, are of a different nature in that they do not
represent highly important topics for the subject.

Such differences may be

reflected i n the scores of retention of opinion change.
The second variable was the degree of interest in the communication,
and here it was suggested that interest would be greatest for the novel antitruism arguments.

Studying the scores obtained for

the degree of interest

expressed by the subjects for the d ifferen t topics, it may be possible to
make some correlat ion between interest and retention of opinion change.
The remainder of this s ection will deal briefly with another factor
wh ich wou ld be likely to influence retention, that is the strength of the
i ni tial opinion expressed by the subject prior to reading the communication.

Of necessity, it is brie f since the only study which can be found to have
related memo ry to opinion strength is one by Doob (1953).
In this study, Doob was interested in the effect of initial serial
pos ition and attitude i nt ensity upon recall unde r conditions of lo w motivation
to learn.

He explained his results in terms of drive strength, such that

intensely held atti tudes are remembered . best.

He found that attitude intensity

was related in a positive wa y to the number of arguments of the communications
which were reca l led.

However. this superiority was not always correlated with

acc u racy o f reca l l.

'l'his e xpe riment by Doob indicates that strongly opinionat-

ed suh j Prts wiJ L remember more of the arguments than the mild.
any opinio n c hanf,e i ndu c e d in the strong

subject~"

~ossibly

then,

wi.ll be retained longer than

in the mi l d sub J ncls .
With r ep;ard t o tb e pre sent experiment, it is possible to compare

retention of opinion change for the three different issues of truisms, semitruisms and non-truisms.

If it is found that there are differences in the

amount of retention for each issue, then it would be interesting to see if
there was any correlation between interest scores and retention.
~imilarly

interest scores may be compared for initially strong,

moderate and mildly opinionated subjects, and any differences in retention
of opinion change over time be investigated.

•••••••••••••••••••

ln view of the number of findings which the above review has documented, a general statement of the main points may be useful.
"Th ere hRve been relatively few studie s which have specifically
inves tiga te d the effects of different types of communication issues on
opinion change.

One variable however, which may be important, is

familiarity to the subject. of the topic discussed.

the

Two theories were

suggested which may account for the likelihood that new, unfamiliar arguments
cause more opinion change than old, familiar arguments - these were an
innoculation theory and a self-esteem theory.

It was also suggested that

arguments on technical non-emotional issues are more effective in modifying
opinions than are those on emotional issues.
Another factor, which was considered important in accounting for
the different amounts of opini on change obtained in previous studies, was
the interaction between the type of communication issue used and the initial
opinion strength of the subject before he received the persuasive message.

It was s uggested that wi th thos e i s sues for whi ch the s ubject fe l t only a
l ow degree o f c omm it tm e nt for his initial opinion, opinion change would
increase as di s crepancy b e tw e en the opinion o f th e s ub j ect and the o pinion
ad voca ted by Lhe commu ni cation increased.

However, wi th thos e issues

eliciting a high deg re e of committment, opinion change would not increase
with t h e inc r ease i n di screpancy.
'I'hirdly , s ome s tudies were reviewed which ind i ca ted that there was
no one general statement which could be made regardin g the effect of retention
of induced opinion change over time.

It was sugges t ed that retention of

opinion change may be pos i t i ve l y r elated to the numbe r of arguments remembered fro m the communication.

Furthermore, the importa n ce o f the com-

munication issu e relati ve t o Lhe subject was though t t o a f fe ct the memory
he had fo r the communica tion a nd consequently the a mo•.1nt of opinion c hange
which was re tained .

I nterest in the c ommuni ca tion was a lso felt to be

important for retention o f o pinion c hange.

However, i t seemed impossible

to spec ula te as to which t ype of communicati on i s sue wou l d stimulate those
factors thought to be ne cessary f or maximum re t enti on.

S i milarly, it was

dif ficult to ass ess the i mportance t o r etenti on of ini t i a l opinion strength.
Present

~xperiment

The present exper i ment

investigated the effects of diffe rent t ypes

of commu nicati o n issues on opinion change, with s ubjects of di ff ere n t i ni tia l
opini.on f;trengths.
periods

c>f

Lime.

'l'hp

inriucAd opinion change w11s 0.val unLed a t var :ious J n te r

Measures were also made of the numher of a r gu men ts rememb e red

from Lhl> commun icati o n and of tlle in te r est which the su b ject had f or th e
communi cation issue.

CHAPTER

THRt~E

METHOD
The present study consists of two parts.

Originally only the first

part was planned and this is the one described first in this chapter. The
data for this portion is discussed in Part I of the results section. However,
in analysing the results it became apparent that an extension of the experiment would be helpful in order to explain some of the findings.
second part was designed and it also is descrihed in

Thus, a

this chapter.

The

data for this follow up study is discussed in Part II of the results section.

PART 1
Subjects
'£he subjects were 2b3 male and female undergraduates enrolled in
an Introductory Psychology class.

At the beginning of the year, they had

been randomly allocated to one of thirty tutorial groups, each containing
about thirty students.

The experiment was based upon these groupings since

it was assumed that age, sex and opinion strength on the topics, would also
he randomly distributed within them.

The actual number of students on

which the results are based is less than the initial population.

This was

because one tutorial group was cancelled on the day ;-.cheduled for the first
trial, and a

consi~erable

four tutorials

durin~

number of students failed to attend all of the

which the experiment was run.

Consequently, none of

their data wan used.
Design
Independent and Dependent VariRbles
'l'he three independent variables in this experiment were:
1)

Type of lssue
'l'here were three levels of issues - truism, semi-truism, and non-

truism.

Each type of issue was represented by three topics. Topics were

chosen to be included in one of the three types of issues on the basis of
a quostionnaire distributed during the first experimental session (see Procedure
below).

A topic waR regarded as a truism if it had elicited strongly agree

or disagree responses on the initial attitude questionnaire from over
of the populRtion.

75%

A statement was regarded as a semi-truism if it was
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more controversial, with over

40% of the population either agreeing or

disagreeing regardless of the actual opinion strength.
were regarded as non-truisms which had elicited the
in both the agree and disagree positions.

(Appendix

Those statements

w1t.i "'; t
R

range of opinions

lists all the topics

included in the original questionnaire, and the nine finally chosen for the
experiment).
2)

Initial Opinion Strength
Three levels of initial opinion strength were used - strong, mod-

erate and mild.

Measures of initial opinion strength were obtained during

the first experimental session by having the subjects rate their opinion on
each of twenty five topics (Appendix B) using a seven point scale ranging
from strongly agree, moderately agree, mildly agree, through can't decide
or no opinion to
(the scale
_))

)s

mil~ly

disagree, moderately disagree and strongly disagree

shown in Appendix B).

Time
There were four periods of time during which the experimental sessions

took place.
second

T

4

The first session occurred at time T1 • Two weeks later at T , the
2

session was run.

The third session occurred one week later at T , and

3

was a further two weeks later.

The one dependent variable in this experiment was:
Induced Opinion Change
Induced opinion change was the opinion strength recorded by the
subjects :d'ter they had rend the persuasive communications.
opinion change was measured at times T , T and T •
4
2
3

The induced

Opinion change was

positive if thr> subject char;ged in the direction advocated by the communication, and negative if he changed away from the position advocated by the

communication.
Two measures were made which were thought may be correlated with
amount of opinion change.
1)

These were:

Interest in the Communication
Interest scores were measured at time T4 by having the subjects rate

on a 9 point scale, their interest in the task of reading the communications.
The scale ranged from very interesting, intr.rr)r;ti nf, through neutral to uninteresting and very uninteresting (Appendix B).
2)

Original Points Remembered
At T

arguments

4

the subjects were asked to list in point form the number of

which they could remember from the original communications.

total score for each topic was the number of correct arguments

lis ted.

The
The

maximum score possible in each case was eight.
One fina1 measure which was made was to check that subjects had
obeyed the instructions not to discuss the experiment:
Post Experiment Discussion
This last measure wa s determined by asking the subjects to indicate
along a nine point scale how often they had discussed the topicH dealt with
in the communications after the experimental session.

The scale ranged from

very oft.' YJ, often, through occasionally to hardly at all, and not at all
(Appendix B.).
Procedure
1)

The Persuasive Messages
There were three types of issues, and three topics for each issue.

Bach subject was required to read three messages advocating a position

6o.
opposed to the opinion which he had initially expressed during the first
experimental session at T •
1

The total number of persuasive messages pre-

pared was eighteen , nine messages arguing in support of the topic, nine
arguing against it. The full text of the messages will be found in Appendix B.
The messages were all of approximately 400 words, and each contained
eight arguements.

They were all attributed to reputable, though fictitious

sources, and were intended to present rational rather than emotional arguments.

All the messages were one-sided in that they presented all pro or

all con arguements.
2)

Instructions
In order to disguise the persuasive intention of the communications,

the subjects were misinformed as to the true nature of the experiment.
First Session T
lnLtially each tutorial group was visited by the experimenter who
explained the purpose of her visit in the following way:
"I am a graduate student in the psychology department, and I am
conducting an expPriment to compare the effectiveness of two different
types of communication medias - writ ten and oral.

I am asking all

£~tudents

in first ye··r psychology to act as subjects for that part of the experiment
which involves the written communication.

I have a.nother group of subjects

who will receive the same communication, but in the form of a lecture.
1 shall be coming to three more tutorial groups on the following
da t.es (the dates wen· writ ten on the blackboard).

During these sessions

l ,_,hal 1 be nsking you questions to discover how much you have remembered
and understood of the communication.

These results will be compared with
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those of the subjects listening to the lecture.
Today I am going to ask you to answer this questionnaire, giving
your opinions oR ••enty five topics. The communications which you will be
asked to read will be concerned with some of these topics.

The rating scale

you are· t,; use is attached to the questionnaire.

Record the opinion which

best

Please do not discuss

~scribes

how you feel about each statement.

any part of the experiment or the communications with other subjects since
this may affect your understanding of what you read.
You are perfectly free to choose not to participate in the experiment
if you do not wish to do so.

Your performance in this experiment in no way

affects your records as an undergraduate.
Does anyone have any questions?"
The questionnaires were then handed out and about five minutes
allowed for their completion.
Second Session T
2
Two weeks later, the experimenter again visited the tutorials and
gave e·lch person a booklet containing three persuasive communications.
(Appendix H)
The technique of presentation was as follows:
Of the twenty nine tutorial groups, ten received communications on
the three truism topics, ten received communications on the three semitruism topics, and nine received communications on the three non-truism
topics.

Thus each subject was required to read three articles.

cle argued a position for or against one of

th~!

Each arti-

issues, and depending upon

his initial opinion expressed at T , he was given a communication which
1

b?.

argued a position opposite to the one he had indicated.
labelled with the subject's name.
organization.

The booklets were

They were told that this was to facilitp.te

The sequence of the three articles was randomized so as to

avoid order effects.
The experimenter gave the following instructions:
"Today 1 have brought along some articles for you to read.

You are

to re·.d each one twice and on the second reading you have to underline the
main points of the arguements.
subjects to read).

(It was felt that this might motivate the

Turning to the next page you will find a statement

regarding the issue, to which you are required to state your opinion, using
the nine point rating scale.
each article.
so.

You will be allowed ten minutes to complete

Do not turn to the proceeding article until I tell you to do

We are interested in your opinion since there is evidence that a person's

opinion wi1.l affect his ability to remember what he has read.

Remember, we

want your opinion on the topic, not what you think the author's opinion is.
Are there any questions?"
Third Hession Tz
j

One week later the tutoriaJ n:roups were again visited and each
subject was givPn a booklet (Appendix H) with the following instructions:
"You remember the articles I gave you to read last week?

This week

I wotJld like you to answer some questions concerning your own reactions to
written Rnd oraJ communications so as to help us assess the relative popularity of eRch method.

P1P.ase read carefully the instructions at the begin-

ning of the booklet".
l'he questionnaire contained the three original opinion statements

relevant to the articles which the subject had read the previous week •. These
were embedded in several other questions concerning the subject's preference
for written and oral communications.
distract~tention

These served no purpose other than to

from the main purpose, which was to obtain a measure of

the extent of induced opinion change.
Fourth Session T
4
One week after the third session, the experimenter returned to the
tutorial groups for the last time and handed out another booklet (Appendix R).
This booklet was divided into three sections.

This contained the three original statements on which the subject
was asked to state his present opinion.
Section B
This contained two

~uestions

- one to discover how interested the

subject had been in the task of reading each of the three articles and the
other asking how often, if at all, the subject had discussed the topic with
anyone, since reading the articles.
Section C
This provided space for the subject to write down
arguments

used in the articles as he could remember.

a~;

many of the

To ensure that the

subjects would spend the same amount of time on each section, they were
told not to turn the page to the next section until they were told to do so.
The following instructions were given:
"Today is the last session of the experiment.
out how much of the articles you have remembered.

I now want to find

The booklet is divided
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into three sections with Section C having three parts to it.

Would you

answer each section and wait until I tell you to go on to the next section.
In section C, complete each part and again wait until I tell you to proceed
to the next part.

Head carefully the instructions on the first page.

Are there any questions?"
The booklets were then handed out, and completed by the subjects.
Approximately five minutes was allowed for the first two sections, and five
minutes for each part in Bection

c.

PART II

The follow up study took the form

of a questionnaire which was

mailed to all those subjects who had taken part in the original experiment.
2~5

Of thA

subjects, replies to the second questionnaire were received from

126 subjects.

The rather large drop in numbers was due partly to the failure

of many to return the forms, and partly to the fact that, since the questionnair~

were mailed approximately six months after the date of the first ex-

periment, many had left the university and were unable to be contacted.
The questionnaire, which will be found in Appendix C, was in the
rorm of a hooklet.

It was accompanied by a letter to the subject, reminding

him of the experiment which he had previously participRted in, and asking for
his co-opPration in this follow-up study.

Each subject was sent the same

three communications which he had read in the first experiment, and following
each one was a questionnaire relating to the passage he had just reread.
The first question asked how personally involved he felt towards the
whelP issue about which he had just read.

The Aecond question asked him how

much this issue could personally affect him.
r;uhj~>ct

WAf;

asked to rate hi;. responRP. on

al ;dJ., to r;!ip;h
indicnl•·d

1

iy,

lhrou1~h

low invn!vemenl.

H

for both theF.e queEt.ions, the

9 poinl

t>cBie

r·anp;inp; from not

nf'utral, to f.<J"irJy and very p;r-eotly.

Low scoreH

It wc-w <mticipated lh•.1t the responses to these

two questlonr; would be !Lighly correlAted, indicating that they were both
menS11ring lhe degree of involvement felt by the subject for the issue.
The third question askPd the subject to indicate on an opinion scale
where the author of the article wouJd be likely to place himself if he were
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asked to state his opinion on the issue.

The fourth question asked the

subject how he himself thought the strength of the argument contained in
the communications could best be described according to the opinion scale.
The scale used for these two questions was a 4 point scale ranging from
strong, to moderate, to mild to neutral.

Each interval on the scale was

given a value from one to four with one corresponding to a strong opinion.
There was also a fifth question which was included.

This asked the

subject once more to state his opinion on a statement regarding the issue
about which he had just read.
in thP first experiment.

The opinion scale was the 9 point scale used

This last question was included since it was felt

that this was an opportunity to investigate any opinion change remaining
after an interval of six months.

However, an error was made in that the

subjects answered this question after they had reread the persuasive communications.

Thus, any measure of retention of opinion change was invalidated.

CHAPT.l<~R

FOUR

RESULTS

The results presented in this chapter will be discussed in two parts.
Part I analyses the results obtained in the first part of the experiment
which was described in the previous chapter.
used are those used in the historical review.

The sub-headings which are
Under the first sub-heading

the effect of different issues of truism, semi-truism and non-truism on
opinion change will be considered.

Then will follow a description of opinion

change analysed in terms of the original opinion strength of the subjects.
Thirdly the retention of opinion change over time will be discussed. Lastly
the data on the subject's interest in the communication topics, the number
of the original arguments recalled, and the amount of post-experimental
discussion he

eng~ged

in will be described.

l-'art li analyses the results obtained in the follow up study which
was described in the previous chapter.

The data relating to the amount of

involvement felt by the subject for the communication issues, are then compared with the amount of opinion change occurring for the same issues, which
were found in

th~

first experiment.

-6'7-

6~

•.

PART I
'l'he statistical analyses summarized in this section are based on
the responses of 283 subjects.

Each sub,ject answered questions on three

topics and so the total number of responses should be 849.
total number of usable responses was 812.
facts.

Actually, the

This difference was due to two

Firstly, a number of subjects had to be discarded because they

had incorrectly used the rating scales or in some way misinterpreted the
questions·.

Secondly a very small number used the "can't decide"

to answer the attitude questionnaire.

category

These responses were not used in the

analyses since there were too few for any meaningful conclusions to be

= 9).

drawn from them (n

All the summaries of the analyses of variance and other statistical
tests will be found in Appendix D.
Th0

~ffect

of Issue

The initial opinion expressed at T , before the communications were
1
JlresPnted, was significantly stronger for the truisms than for either the
r;em·i-truisms or lhe non-truisms.
was no

(p ( .001 Table l of Appendix D).

'!'here

difference in opinion strengths between the semi-truisms

si~nificant

and the non-truisms.
'fhe effe;:t of the communication at T

2

was to change the mean opinion

strength on each iRsue in the direction advocated by the communication. This
mean opinion change fi was significant for each issue (p< .001 Table II of
Appendix D).
An analysis of variance, calculated for the mean opinion strengths
on earh isGUP at T ,. showed that the differences in opinion strengths for
f

thP three issues which had existed at '1' , still remained at T • (p (
1
2
Scheffe tests to compare the separate means at T

2

showed that tl·is signifi-

cance was accounted for by the truisms vs the semi-truisms (P (
the truisms vs the non-truisms

(P (

.01).

.001)

.01)

and

'fhere was no significant

differenre between the mean opinion strength of the semi-truisms and the
non-truisms.

('rhese data are snmmarized in Table Ill of Appendix D).

Tests on the relative amounts of opinion change at T

2

for the three

issues, revealed that there was no difference between the opinion change on
the semi-truisms and the non-truisms.

On both these issues, opinion change

was significantly greater than on the truisms (P (
of opinion change occurred for the truisms.

.001). The least amount

These opinion changes are shown

in Table I below, and the data are summarized in 'l'ab1e IV of Appendix D.

Table I about here

Table 11 shows the proportion of subjects changing their opinions
towards the communication at T> for the three issues.
(_

·----------Table II about here

'I'l-wse data revealPd th'lt a sip;nificant1y larp;er proportion of subjects

chanp;ed

OP

Ute non-tru.isms than on thP truism:; ( p ( .001).

~ignifirnntly

(p

<.01).

SimilRrly.

more pPople chnnged on the semi-truismo thnn on the truiRms

However,

th~re

was no significant difference between the pro-

portion chanv,.i np; on the non-truiRms and on the semi-truisms.

'10.

TABU; I

Mean Opinion Scores, X1 and X , expressed for the diff!rent
2
issues at Times T and T and the Mean Opinion Change D at T
1
2
2

X

x2

Truisms

6.61

5.35

1.26

273

Semi-Truisms

6.21

4.41

1.80

29?

Non-Truisms

6.16

4.13

2.03

247

D

TABU; II

Proportions of Subjects changing their Opinions towards the
Communication at T for the 3 issues
2

Change

No Change

'l'ru.ismr;

0. ':.>')

o.~~':>

;; em:i -1'ru i smr;

o.u;

U.))

Non-'l'ruismn

0.69

0.)1

N
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In this a nd all the subsequent analyses involving thR proportions
of Sllbjects who changed their opinion, those subjects who chanr:·;ed away from
the commun ica tion at T

2

(boomeranged) are grouped with the no-change subjects.

'l'here were 46 of these "boomeranging" subjects.

In view of the fact that the

communications had clearly had an effect on their opinions hut in the opposite
direction to the one inLended, it was felt that they should be included in
the resu1 t..s.

Since a chi-:3quare test showed that they were equally distributed

amongst a l l the topic8 , it was arbitrarily decided to treat them with the nochange group .
The

~ffect

(Th~

above data are summarized in Table V of Appendix D).

of Original Opinion S trength

The original opinion strength at T
scores on the attitude questionnaire .
for the mo de rate and

~.0

1

was given by the subject's

These were 7. 0 for the strong, 6.0

for the mild.

An anal ysis of vari <-mc e showed that at T

2

there were still signi-

f ican t.. differences between opinion strengths for the t hree grOll pS (p (
;

Scheffe tests between the separate means were significant
com par1 sons (p ( . 01 in each case.

for~]

. 001).

possible

Table VI of Append i x D) .

The effec t of the comm unication at T

2

wa s to change the opinions of

all p, ronps in Lhe dir e ction advocate d by the commun icat ion.

Thi s mean

opinion c hange D, as measure d by the difference in mean opinion strenRth
f o r each g roup a t T

1

,

and T

2

was found to be significant in each case.

(p ( . 00 1 Ta bl e VJ J of Appendix D).
However, when these mean amounts of opi nion c hange a t T

2

were com-

pared for the thr e e groups , it was found that there were no differences in
thP amoun Ls of

ch~ng e

experi enced by subjects of initially different opinion

'/2.

These results are shown in Table Ill, and the

strengths.

comp~risons

sum-

mari7,ed in Table VIII of Appendix D.

Table III about here

Although there was no overall difference in the amount of opinion
~hange

at T

2

due to different initial opinions, it was possible that if each

issue were taken separately these differences might become apparent.

D was

~aJculR.ted

'I'hus,

for strong, moderate and mild subjectR on the truisms, semi-

truism:; and non-truisms.

'l'hese scores are shown in TabJe IV.

Table IV about here

t

·~sts

comparing the means for each type of issue failed to show

any differences between subjects of different initially opinion strengths

(Table IX of Appendix D).
Table V shows the proportions of initiaJly strong, moderate and
mild

subj~ct.r;

who r.hunged their opinion at T., towf.lrds Uw viPw advocated
r

by lhe communicRtion.

TablP V about here

------· ····--·--------------.,--------------·
Chi-squRre tests (summarized in Table X of Appendix D failed to
show any significant differences between these proportions.
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TABLE III

x

Mean Opinion Scores
and X expressed by Subjects of
1
2
different Initial Opinion St~engths at Times T1 and T ,
2
and the Mean Opinion Change D at T
2

D

x1
Strong

7.0

Moderate

6.0

N

410
265

4.17

13~

Mild

TABLE IV

Mean Opinion Change D at T for Strong, Moderate and
2
Mild Subjects on the 3 issues

'l'ruisms
Strong

1.28

Moderate

1.25

Mild

1.10

Semi -'l'ruisms

1.68

Non-Truisms
2.0B
2.0B

1.87

1.CI4
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TABLE V
Proport i ons of Subjec ts of Initially Different Opinion
S trength who changed their Opinions towards the Communication at T
2

Change

No Change

S trong

0.62

0 .3~

Mod erate

0.65

0.35

Mild

0.68

0.32

Effect of Time on Retention of Opinion Change
a)

For Different Issues
Figure 1 shows the effect of time on retention of opinion change

for each of the three types of issues.

Figure 1 about here

'I'he standard errors of the means were calculated for times T , T3' T •
4
2

These

values are also shown in Figure 1.
Table VI shows the average slopes calculated for opinion change over
time for the three different issues.
'fABLE VI

Average Slopes for Opinion Change at Times T , T ,
2
3
T for the 3 issues
4

Truism

Average Slope

S emi.-Truism

Non-Truism

0.?3

There wa.s a significant linear trend for the semi-truisms { p

<.001)

and for the non-truisms (p ( .001), thus indicating that there was a regressian of opinion strength to the initial values at T •
1
ficant linear trend for the truisms.
significant deviation from linearity.

There was no signi-

In none of the three cases was there
The trend analyses for each slope

are summarized in 'J'able XI of Appendix D.
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FIGURE
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h)

For Subjects of Differing Initial Opinion Strengths
Figure 2 shows the effect of time on retention of opinion change

for subjects of different initial opinion strengths.

Figure 2 about here

The standard errors of the means were calculated for 'l'imes T , T , T • These
2

4

3

values are also shown in Figure 2.
Table VIJ shows the average slopes calculated for opinion change
over time for subjects of initially different opinion strengths.
TABLE VII
Avera~e Slopes for Opinion Change at Times T , T~,
2
T.lj for subjects of Different Initial Opinion Str~ngths.

i1.verag.e Slope

Strong

Moderate

0.24

0.24

Mild

Here again each group showed significant J inear trends (p
for stronp;, p ( .O;>') for moderate, p ( .001 for mild).
ficant deviations from linearity.

< .01

There were no signi-

(The trend analyses are summarized in

'l'able Xll of the Appendix) •
Interest Scores
a)

For Issues
The mean interest scores expressed by the subjects in the task of

reading the communications were first calculated for the three types of
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issues.

These are shown in Table VIII (low scores indicate greater interest).

TABLE VIII

Mean Interest Scores for thE'! Truisms, Semi-Truisms
and Non-'l'ruisms

Semi-Truisms

Truisms

Non-Truisms

Mean Interest Scores
An analysis of variance revealed a significant difference in interest score.s due to the different issues (p

<

.005).

Scheffe tests on the

individual means showed that both truisms and non-truisms were [;ignificantly
more interestLng than the semi-truisms (p (

.05 and p ( .01 respectively).

However, there was no difference in interest scores between truisms and nontruisms.
b)

These analyses are summarized in Table XIII of the Appendix.

For Different Initial Opinion Strengths
Table IX shows the mean interest scores for the task of reading the

communications, expressed by subjects of different initial opinion strengths
(low scores indicate greater interest).

TABLF-: lX

Mean lnteresL Scores for Subjects of Different Initial
Opinion ~trengths.

Strong

Mean Interest Scores

Moderate

Mild

8o.

Significant differences were shown

to exist in the interest scores

of tile strong, moderate and mild sub.]ects (p ( .05).

Scheffe" tests revealed

that this was due to the significantly greater interest of the strong as
compared with thP moderate subjects (p ( .10), and similarly the greater
interest shown by the strong as compared with the mild (p

< .05).

These

results are summarized in Table XIV of the Appendix.
~oints

Remembered
Two analyses of variance were performed in order to find whether the

number of points remembered or the original arguments were in any vay

re-

lated to the type of issue involved or to the original opinion strengths.
Neither analyses showed any differential effects.

(The analyses are sum-

marized in Tables AV and XVI of the Appendix).

'!'he analyses of variance carried out on the amount of post-experirn0nl~l

discuRsion reported by the subjects, indicated no differences with

respe~t

tn the issues involved or to the original opinion strengths. (These

analyses are summarized in Tables XVII and XVIII of the Appendix).
SUMMill-?Y OF RE:SI!l.'T'S

Opinion _0hang;e
1)

!~'?E

the Different Issues

ThR effect of the communication was to change the original

opinions on each iGsue towards that advocated by the communications.
?)

The greatest opinion change at T , due to the
2

occurred for thP- non-tr1Jisms.
tru:i f>mc..

communi~ation,

'l'he lAast opinion chanp;e occurred for the

There waf; no differenre in the amount of opinion change at '1'

between lhr semj-truisms and the non-truisms.

2

3)

The communications on the truisms caused a larger proportion

of subjects to change at T

2

than did the communications on the non-truisms.

There was no difference in the proportion of subjects changing on the semitruisms and on the non-truisms.
Opinion for Subjects of Different Initial Opinion Strengths
1)

The effect of the communication at T

2

was to change the opinions

of a.ll groups of subjects in the direction advocated.
2)

There was no difference in the amount of opinion change at T

2

for initially strong, moderate or mild subjects.

3)

For each type of issue taken separately, there was still no dif-

ferenr:e in the amount of opinion change at T for subjects of different
2
initial opinion strengths.
4)

'rhere was no difference in the proportions of initially strong,

moderate and mild subjects who changed their opinion at T •
2
~ffects

a)

of Time on Retention of Opinion Change

For Different Issues
1)

There was no regression of opinion change back to the initial

opinion strength for the truism issues.
2)

There was significant regression of opinion change for both the

semi-truisms and the
b)

non-truis~s.

For subjects of Different Initial Opinion Strengths
For all three groups of different initial opinion strength, there

were significant linear trends showing a regression of opinion change back
to the original opinion strength.

o2 .
Interest Scores
1)
non-truisms .
2)

The two most interesting issues wer e found to be the truisms and
They were found to be equally interesting.
.Subjects of initially strong opinion strengths expressed the

greatest interest followed by the moderates.

There was no difference in

the interest expressed by the moderates and the milds.
Points Remembered
There were no differences in the number of arguments remembered for
the di.fferent issues or by subjects of different initial strengths.
Pos t Experimental Discussion
There was no difference in the amount of post-experimental discussion
on t hP d i f feren t iss ues, or by subjects of different initial opin ion strengths.

PART II

The results for the extension of the experiment are based on the
responses of 126 of the original 2H3 subjects in the first experiment.

All

the tahles referred to below, which summarize the statistical analyses carried
out on the data, are to be found in Appendix E.

1)

Involvemen t

~cores

It. was ant.i.cipAted that. the two questions concerning the subject's
feeling of involvement wjth the issue, would give highly similar score s ,
i ndi ca ting that both questions were dealing with the same underlying factor.
Table X shows the mean score for both questions average d across all nine
communication topics.
'l'ABLI.•~

X

Mean Involvement Scores from Q.uestions 1 and 2

1

Mean lnvolvcment Ecores

6.18

2

).<)()

An analysis of variance carried out on all the involvement scores for
the 9 topics indicated t hat there was no significant difference between the
scores for the two questions.

Thus, in all subseq uent statistical analyses

usin g involvement scores, the mean score for the two questions was employed.
(A 511mmary of the above analyses is shown in Table I of Appendix E).
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The mean amount of opinion change for each topic observed immediately
after the communication had been presented in

~xperiment

with the mean involvement scores for those topics.

I, was then compared

This was done by ranking

the 9 topics in decreasing order of involvement and increasing order of
opinion change.

ThiB is shown in Table XI.

The title of each topic is

abbreviated.

Table Xl about here

It is apparent that the two orders are fairly well correlated, with
greater opinion change occurring for issues of lower involvement.

Spearman's

rank correlation coefficient was found to be significant (~=0.75, p. ( .05).
In view of the fact that there was a significant correlation between
opinion change and involvement scores, some of the data from the first experiment were re-analysed.

Instead of categorizing the nine topics into

truism, semi-truism and non-truism issues, they were divided into two
groups.

One group, which was labelled "low involvement", (LI) contained

the three topics eliciting the three lowest mean involvement scores.

The

other group, which was labelled "high involvement" (HI), contained the three
topics eliciting the three highest mean involvement scores (Table XI above).
The LI group contained topics on X-rays, Immigration and the Death Penalty.
The HI group contained topics on Canada and the U.S.A.,

~ducation

and the

Family.
Opinion Change at T
2
The mean opinion change D at T , immediately after the communication
2
was presented, was calculated for the low involvement group and the high

Bs.

TABLE XI
Nine Communication Topics Ranked According to Involvement
Scores and Amount of Opinion lliange

'I'opics

Mean Involvement
Scores

'I'opics

Mean Amount of
Opinion Change at

Canada/USA

7.11:$

Canada/USA

o.6o

Education

6.91:$

Education

1.10

l''amily

6.55

Family

1.32

Voting

6.38

Initiations

1. 77

Penicillin

5.9?

Death Penalty

1.1:$0

Initiations

5.'/6

Votinp;

2.03

X-rays

5.46

PeniciU.in

2.06

Jmmigrntion

5.06

X-rays

2.32

Death .Penalty

4.70

Immigration

2.42
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involvement group.

(X 2 )

at T

2

'fhis was done by subtracting the mean opinion strength

(X 1 )

for the mean opinion strength

at T •
1

These changes are

shown in Table XII.
TABLF. Xll
Mean Amount of Opin~on ·Change
Groups

Dat

T

2

for LI and HI

Groups

D

Ll

6.19

4.00

HI

6.60

5.60

t

t~sts

1.00

showed that for both groups opinion changes at T

significant (LI p (•001, HI p

Il of Appendix E.

(•001).

2

were

These tests are summarized in Table

t tests to compare the mean opinion change at T

2 for LI

and HI revealed that there was significantly greater opinion change in the
LI p;roup than in the HI group tp ( .005).
l i l of Appendix

This test is summarized in Table

~.

Each group was then analysed in order to find the amount of opinion
change at T

2

occurring for subjects of different initial opinion strengths.

Considering the Ll group first,

~t

was found that the mean opinion

change at T was significant for 1nitially strong, moderate and mild subjects.
2
tp ( .005 in each case).
group.

Table XIII shows the mean opinion change D for each

TABLE Xlll

Mean Amount of Opinion ChAnge D at T for Initially
::~trong, Moderate and Mild Subjects i~ the Low !nvolvement
Group

D

x1

Strong

7.00

Moderate

6.00

Mild

5.00

2.28
3.20

The results are analysed in 'l'able IV of Appendix E.
An analysis of variance performed on the meAn opinion ::;trengths at
T for these strong, moderate and mild subjects revealed significant dif2
ferences ~etween the means (p ( .001).
~omparisons

Scheff~

tests for all possible

indicated that this difference was due to the initially strong

subjects retaining a stronger opinion strength at T compared with both the
2
moderate and mild subjects (p ( .01 in both cases).

There was no difference

in opinion ::;trenvths at 'r? for the initially moderate and mild subjects.
(These analyses are summarized in Table V of Appendix E).
In order to compare the amount of opinion change al T?
subjects of different initial opinion strengths in

th~

occurrin~

for

low involvement group,

t testr; were carrif'·d out to compare the mean amount of r:hunve D for each group.
The va]

ue~

found to he

of D were showr, in 'l'ablc Xlll above.
si~nificant,

None of the comparisons were

indjcating that the initial opinion strengths of the

subjects in the involvement group did not differentially affect the amount

8~.

of opinion change due to the communicatton.

(These results are analysed

in Table VI of AppendiA E).
Turning now to the HI group, identical statistical tests were made
as for the LI group.

Mean opinion change at T was found to be significant
2

for initially strong, moderate and mild subjects (p ( .001 in each case).
These results are shown in Table VII of Appendix E.

Table XIV shows the

mean opinion change D for each group.
TABLE XIV
Mean Amount of Opinion C hange D at ~ for Initially
2
Strong, Moderate and Mild subjects 1n the High
Involvement Group

D

Strong

1.01

Moderate

6.00

o.87

Mild

5.00

1.59

An analysis of variance on the mean opinion strengths at T for the
2
three strength of opinion groups revealed significant differences between
these means (p ( .001).

Scheffe tests for the three mean opinion strengths

at T? showed all possible comparisons to be significant (p ( .01 in each
case).

'l'hese analyses are summarized in 'l'able VIII of Appendix E.
The change in opinion strength D at T was compared for the initially
2

strong, moderate and mild subjects.

The greatest opinion change occurred

with the mild subjects and the least with the moderate subjects (see Table

XIV above).

t tests showed that opinion strength for the mild was sign-

ificantly greater than for the strong (p ( .05).
than for the moderate (p ( .05).

and significantly greater

There was no difference in the amount of

opinion change occurring for the strong and the moderate subjects.

Thus,

for the high involvement group, the initial opinion strength of the subject
was reflected to some extent in the amount of opinion change indicated at
T •
2

(These results are summarized in Table IX

of Appendix E).

Retention of Opinion Change
Figure 3 shows the mean opinion strengths at T , T , T for the LI
2
3 4
and the HI groups.

Figure 3 about here

Only the low involvement group showed a trend significantly different from
a sJ ope of zero ( p ( .05).

This means that the opinion change for the high

involvement group was retained longer than for the low involvement group.
(These results are summarized in Table X of Appendix E).

Neither group

showed significant deviations from linearity.
When the opinion change over time for the LI group was analysed
for subjects of initially different opinion strengths, it was found

Lh~t

the regression of opinion strength back to the initial strength was due
solely to the initially strongly opinionated subjects (p ( .01).

For the

init-ia1ly moderate and mild sub,jects there was no significant trend (This
analysis is shown in Table XI of Appendix E).
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Interest Scores
Table XV shows the mean interest scores expressed for the topics
in the low and high involvement groups (In all measures of interest, lower
scores indicate greater interest).
TABLE XV
Mean interest Scores for LI and HI Groups

LI

HI

3.42

3.39

An analysis of variance (summarized in Table XII of Appendix E)
showed that there was no difference between these values.
Table XVI shows the mean interest scores for the two groups when
they are calculated for subjects of different initial opinion strengths.
'l'ABLE XVI
Mean Interest ~cores for ~ubjects of Initially Different
Opinion StrengthR in the LI and Hl Groups

LI

Strong

2.99

Moderate

2.b7

Mild

HI

3.27
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An analysis of variRnce (.summarized in '!'able XIII of Appendix t;)
revealed that there was no difference in the interest scores among the
subjects in the Hl group.

However, in the LI-group, subjects of different

initial opinion strengths did show significantly different interest scores.
(p ( .05)

~>cheffe tests for all possible comparisons indicated that this

significance was due to the greater interest expressed by the strong subjects
compAred with the mild (p ( .10).

There were no differences between the strong

and the moderate or between the moderate and the mild (Table Xlii of Appendi..-.. E).
~oints

Hemembered
TRhle XVII shows the mean number of arguments remembered from the

original communications by both the low and the high involvement groups.
'l'A BLE XVI I

Me~n Number of Original Arguments Remembered by the
Low and High Involvement Groups

11

2.95

HI

2.72

An analysiR of variance indicated no difference between these scores
(Table XIV of Appendix E).
The number of points remembered for each group, by subjects of different
initial opinion strength, similarly showed no differences. (Talbe XV of Appendix E)
2)

Author's Opinion and Own Opinion Scores
These scores were obtained from questions 3 and 4 on the questionnaire

which had been mailed to the subjects.

The Author's Opinion (AO) was the

opinion strenf,th which the subject believed would be expressed by the author
of the communication, if he was asked to state that opinion for the topic.
Own Opinion (00) was the subject's own rating of the strength of the argument
which he had read.
Table XVIII shows the mean scores for these two questions for the
Ll and

tl1H

HI groups.

TABLE XVIII
Mean Values for AO and 00 for the Ll and HI Groups

LI

HI

AO

1.60

ou

2.ms
An analysi."; of variance revealed that for both groups 00 scores were

sign 1 fican tly higher than AO score;; (p

<.001

in each case).

'l'hiF; analysis

is summnrized in 'l'able XVI of AppendiA E.
A t

test was carried out in order to determine whether this dis-

crepA nc,y between AO and 00 scores was different for thH HI and Ll groups.
The resnlts of this test, which is summarized in Table .XVII of Appendix E,
showed no difference with respect to groups.
It was also shown that the high involvement group expressed significantly stronger opinions than the low involvement group for both the "AO"
and "00".

(p. (

.001 and p (.U':) respectively).

This ana1ysis is summarized
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in TahlP XVlii of Appendix E.
Each group was then examined in order to
were any differences

~n

the scores

wh~ch

determ~ne

whether there

could be attributed to the dif-

ferent in1tial op1nion strengths of the subjects.
Table XIX shows these mean scores for the LI group.
TABU; XIX
Mean AO and 00 scores for the LI group.

AO

00

Strong
Moderate
Mild
An analysis of variance (summarized in Table XIX of Appendix E) showed
there were no differences for either scores between the subjects.
Table XX shows the mean scores for the HI group.
TABLE XX
Mean AO and 00 scores for the HI group.

AO

00

Strong

2.02

Moderate

2 .1.3

Mild

1.~9

An analysis of variance again showed no differences in scores for
subjects of different ini tiaJ opinion strengths.

This analysis is summtirized

in Table XX of Appendix E.

SUMMARY OF RESUVT'S

Involvement scores closely correlated with the amount of opinion

1)
c-han~e

at T
2)

2

in the main experiment.
There was greater opinion change at T

2

for issues in the low

involvement group than for issues in the high involvemenil group.
3)

In the HI gro11p, initially mild subjects showed the greatest
In thA Ll, there were no differences in the

opinion chHnge at T •

2

of opinion chAnge at

T~

amount

between subjects of initially different opinion strengths.

(

1~)

I ndu:· P.d opinion change for the issues in the LI group showed a

gradual rep;ression over time towards the initial opinion strength.

There

was no such regression for the issues in the HI group.

5)

The regression of the induced opinion change for the LI group

wa8 solnly due to the initially strong subjects.

There was no such regression

for the initially moderate and mild subjects.

£,)

'I'here wa1> no d1 fferenr.e in interest

r~cores br~tween

the LJ

<:~nd

Hl

p:rou ps.

7)

In the LJ group, the initially strong suhjects expressed the

greatest intere5t in the topics.

There were no differences in the subjects

in the HI gro\Jp.
There was no difference in the number of arguments remembered for
the LI or HI group, nor were there any differences due to the initial opinion

9&.

strength of the subjects .
For both HI and LI groups, "Own Opinion" s·cores were stronger than
"Author ' s Opinion" scores.
10)

The scores for both 00 and AO were stronger for the HI group than

for the Ll group.
11)

There wer e no di fferences either in the 00 or the AO scores which

were due to different i nitia l opinion strengths of the subjects.

CHAP'rER FIVE

DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the results of both the main experiment
and the subsequent follow-up study.

In order that they may be related to

tt1e arguments presented in the historical review, the chapter will be divided
into three sections.

The first section will consider the results pertaining

to the variable of type of issue.

The second will deal with the results

analysed with respect to subjects of different initial· opinion strengths,
and the third with the retention of opinion change over time.
1)

The Effect of Issue
In the main experiment, the effect of the communications Nas such

that the

gre~test

opinion change at T occurred for the non-truisms, and
2

the least opinion change for the truisms.
ThiB did not support the finding of McGuire ( 1961a, 1961b, 1962b)
Lhat anti-truism arguments would cause the greatest opinion change. McGuire
argued thrtt subjects are inadequately prepared to defend their belief on a
truism Gince counter-truism communications presented new and unfamiliar
arg1lments.
by

However, in view of the fact that the pilot study carried out

the present author indieated that subjects would write their own anti-

truism arguments, it is questionable whether or not this is the crucial
variable, at least in terms of the present experiment.

A more useful approach may be the one which has been descrioed as
~:>elf-esteem tht~ory,

(McGuire nnd Millman 196')) in whi.ch it was argued th.qt

-9'/-

messages on certain issues are unlikely to have much effect in. influencing
the subject's opinion since an opinion change would be damaging.to hiR selfesteem.

Such i::;sues were likely to be emotional, non-technical topics for

which opinion change would be seen as indicative of a weak will.
'rhis view seems to be supported by the results obtained in the
follow-up study.

When the nine original topics were arranged in order of

involvement expressed by the subjects, two of the three topics which were
rated as most involving were two topics which had been c1assified·as truisms
in the main experiment.

However, the third topic which had been classified

as a truiRm was rated quite low in terms of involvement.

This was the topic

concerning the benefit of penicillin and had been one of the truisms used
by McGuire.

It is interesting to note that the two topics·'taken from McGuire's

list of truisms - the one concerning penicillin, and the one advocating yearly
chest X-rays- were both rated as being of relatively low'invol'vement for the
r;ubject.

In other words, the three truisms used in the llliin experiment differed

considerably in their importance or degree of involvement ofor the'subject.
In terms of self-esteem theory, we would expect the least change for these
most involving issues.
The following study indeed showed that considerably

les~

opinion

change occurred at T following arguments against the three highly involving
2
topics compared with arguments against the three less involving topics.
There is much support in the literature for this difference between
topics of low and high involvement, and there is also some evidence as to
why this difference might occur.
For example, Miller (1965) manipulated involvement in groups of high

99 ·

school students by telling them how important their views were .

He found

that there was less opini on change f oll owi ng communlcations on the subje ct
of fl uori da t i on f or th e high involvement group tha n f or t he l ow i nvol vemen t
group .
Kell ey a nd Vo l khart (1952 ) found tha t Boy Scouts who highl y valu ed
thei r membership in the organization changed les s towards messag es contradi c t ing tradi t i onal Scout practices, than did boys who valued their members hip less hi ghl y.
Eagly (1967) studied the effect of involvement a s a dete rmina nt of
response to f a vourable a nd unfavoura ble information.

She described involvement

as being the psychologi cal state that accompanies the activation of a relatively
cent ral concep t by discrepant information.

Since a central concept is strate-

g i cal ly located in the sense that other concepts are dependent upon it, and
s i nce all concepts are supported by information that the individual has processed in his past life, change towards discrepant information on such a topic
is inhibited.

She found evidence to show that when negative or unfavourable

information was presented, there was less change on the rating scale for the
high involvement subjects than for the low involvement subjects.
It is reasonable to suppose that the three topics making up the high
involvement group in the present exp eriment, were relatively central concepts
in terms of Eagly's definition.

The present f i nding then, that there was less

opinion change for topics in the high involvement group than in the low involvement group, is supportive of the data which Eagly collected.
Eagly's description of the centrality of the concept inhi biting
opinion change is simply a description of the situation.

However, Sherif
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and his associates (Hovland, Harvey and Sherif 1957, Sherif and Hovland 1961)
have been responsible for developing the assimilation - contrast theory
which is an attempt to apply principles of judgement to the phenomena of
attitude change.

According to this theory each individual possesses a

Jatitude of acceptance (the range of positions on an issuP considered acceptahlP h.v thP individua.l), a latitude of rejection (tt;e range of positions on an
is.suc cor1.sirlered objectionable by the individual) and a latitude of non
committment (the range of positions toward which the individual feels neutral).
Information judged to be within the latitude of acceptance is perceived as
advocatirn~

a position nearer to the individual (assimilation).

Information

judged to be within the latitude of rejection is perceived to be more discrepant from the individual (contrast).

Opinion change towards the information

is more likely to occur if it is perceived to fall within the individual's
latitude of acceptance.

The argument with respect to involvement is that

the more involved in a topic the individual is, the narrower will be his
latitude of acceptance, and the wider will be his latitude of rejection.
Thi<; approach has been used by several investigators to explain their
fin<lings that more involved subjects show less opinion change towards discrepant information than less involved subjects (ep;. Freedman 1964; Atkins,
Deaux and Rieiri 1967; Deaux and Bieri 1967)
In the present experiment, although we were able to show that
involvement was inversely related to opinion change, we did not have a
measure of latitudes of acceptance or
groups.

~ejection

for the two involvement

Had we had such a measure, we may have been ah.lP. to show that

the communications did in fact lie within the latitude of acceptance for

, W:BtViO~I~'l \JBR~RY.

~~'LtS
SIT.:.R
!McMA · .._.
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the low involvement group and within the latitude of rejection for the high
involvement group.

However, some interesting differences were found between

the two groups with respect to their scores for "Author's Opinion" and "Own
Opinion".

It is possible that these scores are in some way related to the

latitudes of judgement to which we have been referring.

The following few

paragraphs should help explain this possibility.
In the present experiment, the "Author's Opinion" and "Own Opinion"
scores expressed by the High Involvement group were both significantly
stronger than those expressed by the Low Involvement group.

In other

words the HI group judged the communication to be advocating a much
stronger opposing position than did the LI group, and yet the .communications
had least influence on the opinions of the HI group.
This finuing that highly involved subjects perceive discrepant
communication to be even more discrepant from their.own position, agrees
with several previous studies.
For example, Diab l19b6) found the same contrast effect when subjects
were asked to describe the position of a communication involving Arab unity.
Those extremely opposed to the message judged its position to be stronger
than did a less extreme group of subjects.
In another experiment, Ward (196::>) found that subjects who were
highly involved in Lhe question of Negro civil rights, contrasted more
statements regarding the social position of Negroes towards the negative
end of the scale, than did subjects who were less involved in the problem.
The finding then, that

11

Author's Opinion" and "Own Opinion" scores

were judged stronger by the HI group than by the LI groups, perhaps may be
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described in the assimilation-contrast terms used by Sherif, et al.

He

found that assimilation occurred if the communication was seen to lie within
the subject's latitude of acceptance, and contrast occurred if it was seen
to lie within the subject's latitude of rejection.

Thus, the HI group

may have pPrceived the communication to be advocating a stronger position
than did the LI group, because of the fact that the communication lay within
the latitude of rejection for the HI group, but within the latitude of acceptance for the LI group.

The differences in opinion change experienced by

each group, could then be related to these different dimensions of judgement.
Another interesting result found in connection with the scores for
"Author's Opinion" and "Own Opinion", was the finding that subjects in both
the low and the high involvement groups felt that the actual communications
advocated

ii

c.tronger opinion than the author himself was likely to hold.

This was revealed in the results which showed that "Own Opinion" scores
for hoth groups were significantly stronger than "Author's Opinion" scores.
It is difficult to explain why a subject should make this distinction.
'I'he main evidence he had for the author's opinion was the communication itself,
and yet he believed that this expressed a stronger opinion than the author
actually felt.

He may have judged the author's opinion partly on the basis

of the name and occupational status credited to him.

One possible explanation

may be thst the distinction made by the subject, reflected some sort of justification mechanism.

Faced with a discrepant

messa~e,

the subject justified

his previous opinion change by reporting that he perceived the message to be
very strong, stronger in fact than the author had probably intended.
However, if this were so, then surely one would find that the dis-
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crepancies between the "Author's Opinion" and "Own Opinion" would be difff:'r"'nt f'cr the ;ow and high involvement groups.

In fact, there was no such

difference between the groups.
Another possible explanation may be that the discrepancy reflected
a rejection of the author.

In view of the fact that the communication was

opposed to the subject's opinion, he may have wished to somehow discount
or reject it.

Possibly, he found it easier to reject the author than to

reject the communication which was actually there in front of him.
this also seems unlikely since as with the previous
would

exp"'~t

nug~estion

However,

made, one

a difference between the low and the hiKh involvement groups.

Furthermore, one would expect, on the basis of the evidenr.e of assimilation
and contrast thAt a
to

di~plare

rejn~tion

of the author would

hav~

caused the subject

"AuU:or' s Opinion" even further from his own, ie. the "Author's

Opinion" scores would then be stronger than the "Own Opinion" scores.
fac~.

In

of course the opposite was found.
'rhe data collected in this experiment did not provide a satisfactory

explanation for this finding.

The two suggestions just made are much too

speculative to be capable of explAining the findings.
plent.Y of evi.rlenr.e in the literature for the
nothinp; which would heJp

us

ph~>nomPnon

Although there is
of contrafd,, lhf•re

i1;

to expht.in ttlif> dir;tinct'ton, in the mind of the

subjecl, between the opinion expressed in the communication, and the vctual
opinion held by the author.
whilP investigating further.

lt is certainly a question which would be worth-

2)

Strength of Opinion
In the main experiment, there was found to be no overall difference

in the amount of opinion change expe rienced at T
initia] opinion s trengths.
literature

suggest~d

2

by subjects of different

This had been anticipated since a study of the

that the effect of the subjects' initial opinion strength

on subsequent opinion change (or, as described in d ]Rc repancy studies, the
effect of the discrepancy between the opinion advocated by the communication
and that held by the subj ect) was not the same for all types of issues.
lt was further suggested that issues could be differentiated according
to thP degree of committment of the subject to that issue.

Several studies

in Lhe literature indi ca ted that for issues of low committment, opinion
.I .

change increased as discrepancy between the opinion of the subject and
the opinion expressed in the communication increased.

However, for those

i ssues e Li c i ting a high degree of committment, there was evidence to suggest.
tha t opinion change decreased as discrepancy i ncreased.
In the s ense that a cultural truism was an issue accepted as true
hy Lhe majority of the population, i t was thought that these might represent
issues of high committment.

If this was so, then one could expect an i nter-

action between i nitial opinion strength and type of issue, s uch that. for the
truisms (issue s of high committment) opinion change wou l d not increase with
increasing dis c repancy.

For the non-truisms however, ( issues of low com-

mittment), opinion change probably would i ncreas e with i ncreasing discrepancy.
The results of the main experiment f ailAd to support this line of
reasoning.

When each issue was analysed separately, there was found to be

no difference in the amount of opinion change at T

2

occurring for subjects

10 5.

of initially dif ferent opini on s trengths.

Ne i ther were there a ny differences

in the numbe r of s ubjects who chang ed the i r opin i ons towa rd s the c ommunication
at 'T' z•
In other words, th e ori ginaJ approa ch of c l assifying

th ~

topics

into truisms and non-tru i sms eviden tl y did not suc ce ed i n making the correct
distinctions b etwe e n topic s o f high and low committme n t.
The fi r s t sec t i on of t his c hapte r disc uss ed th e di fferent top i cs
which made up t he t hree trui s ms used for t he communica ti on s .

It was po i nted

out thnt one o f them, a heal th t r u i s m us ed by McGuir e , d i ff e red con sid erably
from the other t wo in terms of t he amount of invol veme nt wh i ch the s ub j ects
in tt1c foll ow- up study expr ess ed f or it.

Thi s health truism was rated as

being a much l ess in vol ving t opic than the othe r two t ru i sms.

In view of

these findin <r,s of the f oll ow-up study , th ere is a strong likelihood that the
amount of committmen t felt for th e topics was a l so different.
In the pres ent e xperiment , committment was descr i bed in the terms
used by Brehn a nd Cohen (1962) .

They regarded committment a6 being the

res11lt of maki ng a choi ce between tw o or more a lte r nati ves , and to t hat
extent., h;wing an opinion on an issu P. amo unt ed tn beinp; comm i t ted .

J<;f.lp;l:y

( 196'1) spoke of i nvoJ veme n t af; h ein p: th~ ps ycho l og :i r:;.d r. t.a Le a r ow;ed hy

t he activation of a cent r al. concept .

The present author be l i eves t hat

"comm:i.ttment " to an issue , a nd " in volv ement" in an i s sue a r e in f ac t d es cribing the same psychol ogical state a nd t hus
changeable.

the t wo t erms are in ter-

In oth e r words, it i s to be e xp ected t hat f or i s s ue s of l ow

involvement, opinion chang e shou l d i nc reas e wi th in c r easing d iscrepanc y ,
and for issues of high involveme n t , opinio n cha ng e wi l l not i nc reas e wi th
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increasing discrepancy.
The results of the present experiment do show some support for thi s
When the opinion

exp~ctation.

chan~e

at T

2

was measured for subjects of

different initiaJ opinion strengths, it was found that for the three topics
described as

bein~

of high invol vement, the

for the mild subjects .
chan~e

~re a test

opinion change occurred

There was no dif f erence in the amount of opinion

for the strong and moderate s ubjects.

discrepancy, less opinion change occurred.

In oth e r words, at maximum
However, for the low involvement

group of topics, there were no such d i fference s attr i butable to initial
opinion strength .

l 'ossible reasons for this failure, in the latter case,

to show an increase in opinion change wil l be discussed later.
~>evera l

studies investigating the effect of di sc repancy on opinion

c hange have Rlso found a difference between topics of high and low involvement.
Hovland et al ( 1957) found a linear relationship between d is crepancy
and opinion change, but they warned that this probably held true only for
~ epics

of low involvement for which the communication was seen to lie within

the subject's latitude of acceptance .
EagJy

~196 '1)

found that in the Low Involvement condition, the g rea test

opinion change was experienced by the strong subjects, bu t in the High
Involvement condition the maximum change occurr ed at moderate

di~crepancies.

Freedman (1964) extended Hovland's judgemental theory to predict a
curvilinear relationship between discrepancy and opinion change for a ll
levels of involvement.

Thus,as iiscrepancy increased, opinion change als o

increased until a maximum point was reached and any further discrepancy
produced less opinion change.

He argued that involvement was impo rtant
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in so far as it determined the level of discrepancy at which this maximum
opinion change occurred.

We have already shown in the first section of

this chapter that th@re is considerable evidence indicating that subjects
hHve larger latitudes of acceptance for issues of low involvement than for
issues of high involvement.

Freedman argued that so long as the communication

lay within the latitude of acceptance, then opinion change would increase
witl1 increasing discrepancy.

However, if the discrepancy reached such a

magnitude that othPr factors came into play, (eg. disbelief in the message,
reject1on of the source, etc.), then opinion change would no longer occur.
This would happen when the communication had fallen outside of the latitude
of acceptance.

Thus, for an issue of low involvement, the point of maximum

di.screpanr::y for a communication would be greater than for an issue of high
invo.lvement sincC> it would remain within the wider limits of the former's
latitude of acceptance.
In the experiment which Freedman (1964) conducted to investigate this
hypothesis, he in fact found that for the high involvement group, maximum
chanp:e occurred at moderate discrepancy.

For the low involvement group,

opinion change increased monotonically with discrepancy.

He believed that

had the discrepancies been large enough, then there would also have been a
decrease in cpinion change at maximum discrepancy for the low involvement
group.
Whittaker l1963) suggested that the contradictory results obtained
from so many of the studies on discrepancy and opinion change, was simply
due to Lhe limited range of the opinion scales which were used. He thought
there existed a rurvilinear relationship between thPse two variables for
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issues of

hi~h

ond low involvement.

In a series of experiments,

~hittaker

(1965; 1964; 1965) widened the range of discrepancies for issues both of low
Hnd high involvement.

He was able to demonstrate that if the discrepancies

are .Lnrge enough, then for both high and low involvement topics, there exists
a curvilinear relationship between opinion change and discrepancy, thus,
supporting the predictions of Freedman.
lt should also be pointed out here that a curvilinear relationship
between opinion change and discrepancy is also predicted from dissonance
theory (Hochner and Insko 1966).

Thus, as discrepancy increases, dissonance

is reduced through changing one's opinion towards the view advocated by the
communication.

However, at very great discrepancies, other modes of dis-

sonance reduction are used eg. source rejection, etc.
Briefly then, available studies show that with increasing discrepancy,
opinion change for topics of low involvement will also increase.

For topics

of high involvement, a curvilinear relationship is thought to be a more
natisfactory description.

Freedman (1962) and Whittaker (1963; 1964; 1965)

believe that a curvilinear relationship exists for all issues, and that the
failure of many studies to find this pattern for the low involvement issues,
was because the

pos~3ib1e

range of discrepancy

waH

not sufficiently wide.

The present study did in fact suggest a curvilinear relationship
for the high involvement group in that maximum opinion chanp;e occurred for
the mild subjects.

Referring to the criticism made by Whittaker (1963),

it is probable that had there been some measure of opinion strength which
was even milder or less discrepant than the mild indicated on the rating
scale, then subjects with this initial opinion strength would have shown
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l ess opinion changed T

2

t~an

the mild in the present experiment. Simi larly

ha d there be en finer dis ti 1ctions sho wn on the rating scal e between mo d erat e
and s trong, then this curvllinear relationship would have been more apparent.
'l'he fact that there was no lsignificant difference in opinion change between
the st rong and the moderate subjects, s uggests that for both these groups
the co mmunication already l ay outside their latitudes of acceptance.
For the l ow in volv j ment group there was no d jf ference in the amount
of opinion change between J ubjects of different initial opinion strengths.
here again, one may
techn .ique.

perhap~

Had the scale

r

attribute this failure to an inadequate sca ling
n more

ferences might have been r vealed .

highly differentiated, then any difFor future studies, i t is felt that a

much finer opinion scale thf n the nine point scale used here would yield
more useful data.
The strong, moderat

and mild subjects all expressed much stronger
than for "Author's Opinion" scores - a

r henomenon wh ich has

alre~d

been di s cussed in the previous section of this

chapter .
However, a rather

u~expected

finding regarding these measures was

that for bo t h the lo w and t i e high involvement groups, subjects of different
initial opinion streng ths a l perceived the communications as being equally
strong.

This was shown b v

"Author's Opinion" or "Own

he fact l hat there were no d if ferences for either

~pinion"

s cores ,fo r i nit jally strong, moderate

or mild s ubjects in t he high and low in volvement groups.
In the previous sec t ion of this chapter, we have already

~ite d

studies showing thAt ro mmun cations are perceived to express an opinion
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closer to that of the su b j [e ~ t ( assimil ation ) or more di s crepant ( contrast)
depending upon

wh~ther

t he communication l ay wi thin t he subject's l atitude

of acceptance or latitude

f rej ect i on.

The probabili t y of tt e communi cation

lying in either of these t l o l at itudes i s l argely determined by the level of
involvement of the topic .
However, there ha vr also

b e ~n

assimilation and contrast

t" terms

Manis 19b1; Feather 19bl•;

~ i.ab 19bb;

the more extreme the

opini~n

s tu di Ps wh ich have i nvest i ga t ed

of th e a t ti t ud e of t he su bj ec t ( eg .
Ward 1966) .

The y have found that

of the subjec t, t h e more he pe rce i ves the

communication as advocatin! an opinion highly dis crepant from his own.
In the present exp r i ment, we failed to find that initially strong
subjects rated "Author's

O~inion"
I

or "Own Opinion" as being any stronger

than did t he in itially mild s ubj ec t s .
In view of the fac J tha t i n the l ow involvement group there were
no rlifferences in opinion l hange f or sub j ects of d i fferent initial opin i on
1;tre ngths, then the failuri to find di f fer en ces f or "Author' s Opini on" and
"Own Opinion" scores for t Jis group ma y not be so surpr ising .
dequacies of an opinion scale which

between subjects of

dlffer~nt

fail~d

'I'he i na-

to dif f erentia t e more clearly

initial opinion strengths , may als o e xplain

the lack of differences in \"Author s Opi nion" and "Own Opinion" scores f or
the low involvement group.

Furthermore, the l j ck of differenc es in these t wo score s for strong,
moderate and mild subjects in the low involvement group, may expla in why
there were no differences between
T~.

,_

th~m

in the amount of opini on change at

Since they all perceiv d the communication to be advoca t jng

the same
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position, there wns c onsequ ently no difference i n opinion change .
However, the res u lts for the high involvement group do not support
this

su~gesti on,

since although for this group again, there were no dif-

ferences bet ween "Author's Opini on" and "Own Opinion" scores for suhjects
of differer.t initial opinion strengths, the main study did show that the
mild nubjPcts experiPnc ed significantly more change a t T
s tro n~

than did the

2

or the moderate su bjects.
lt is difficult to resolve th e se apparent inconsistencies or the

ha sis of the evidence collected , al th ough the use of a rating scale, capable
of finer discriminations of opinion strength might revea l differences which
the present study failed to fi nd.

))

Pe rsistence of Opinion Change over Time
The main experiment did not s upport the frequent a Hsumption that

memory for the . persuasive communication is necessary for opinion change to
be retained over time (eg . Ho vland, Janis and Kelley
Campbell

19?9;

Watts and McGuire

1953;

Miller and

1964).

Opinion change was retained l on ger fo r
the se mi-truism s or the non-truisms.
opinion stre ngth was mea snre d at T

3

the truisms than f or ei t her

Thi s was shown by the fact that when
and

'1\

for each o f the issu e::> , opinion

strengths on th e semi-t ruism s and the non - truisms sh owed

R

r egre ss ion back

to the origina l opinion strength at T , the sl ope of wh ich was significantly
1
different from zero in both

case~.

The induced op ini on st rengths for the

11 ?. .

truisms in contrast, showed no such regression.
However, there were no differences in the number of arguments
remembered for each type of

is ~ ue.

This finding was contrary to the

results obtained by Watts and McGuire (1964) who found that retention
of induced opjnion change was positively correlated with recognition of
the ::; pee i fie arp;wnents used in the communication.

1 t should be pointed

out that in their experiment, subjects were required to recognize the
arguments used, whereas in the present experiment, the task was one of
recall, in which the subjects had to reproduce the gist of the arguments.
Luh l1922 ) has shown that retention scores using recall tasks are significantly lower than ones using recognition tasks.

The mean numbers of

arguments recalled for the three issues were very low - approximately two
or three out of a possible eight.
number wa s

:, o

This seems to sugges t that since the

low, retention of opinion change was not functionally dependent

upon good memory for the communication.
argument~>

This would then explain why no more

were recalled for the truisms although opinion change for this

issu e was retained the longest.
It was suggested that interest in the communication might account
for any differences found in the number of arguments remembered.
The results of the main experiment indicated that the communications
for the truisms and the non-truisms were equally interesting - those for the
semi-truisms were the least interesling.

However, si nce we have already

shown that there are no differences in the number of arguments remembered
for the issues,the intrinsic interest of the messages evidently did not
contribute to differential recall of the arguments.

Interest in the

communication did not appear to affect retention of opinion change either
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since although truis ms and non-truisms were rated as being thA most interesting. retention of opinion change for the truism s was greater than for
the non-truisms.
In the previously cited experiment by Watts

~1967),

a measure of

interest was used as one of three mea sures made to assess the degree of
involvement which th e subjects felt for the topic.

He too failed to s how

a correlatio n between interest s cores a nd retention of opinion change,
although he did finrt a correlati on with the overall measure of involvement.
lt wa s the present author's belief that since each of the three i nvolvement
measures which Watts used, could also be interpreted as measures of interest,
then level of interest might we ll be considered an important variable in
retention of induced opinion change.

The results of the pres ent experiment

s uggest tha t this belief was erroneous.

The mean interest scores for all

three i ssu ea were re lati vely high - most people scored three on a nine point
sc a J e wrdch corresponded to a rating of "interesting".

It is a little sur-

Jlr i s ing therefore to find the number of arguments recalled to be so low.
llo wPver, the main point here is that interest was not found to affect either
the number of arguments remembered or the amoun t of opinion change which
was retained.
One fi1rther suggestion was deri ved from a rev iew of the literatu re.
Thi R was that the i ssues which were more important to the subj ect would be
remembered better by him Brehm (1962) .

Consequently induced opinion change

f or th ese issues wouJn b e retai ned longer than for less i mportant issues .
lt was thought that truisms repr esen te d issues which were i mportant to the
subject, and in fact the r esults did show that opinion change for the
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truisms was retained the longest.

However, it hecame clear from the follow-

up study that when the communication topics were classified into issues of
high and low involvement, the original classes of truisms and non-truisms
did not ref)ect different levels of involvement.

It is difficult to believe

then that the greater retention of opinion change, found for the truisms,
was due to these issues being of the greatest importance to the subject.
When retention of opinion change is measured for subjects of different initial opinion strengths, the results are similarly difficult to
explAin.
The only experiment which was found to deal with this variable
was by Doob \1953), who reported that subjects who felt strongly about
a topic remembered more than the mild subjects, although accuracy of recall
apparently was not correlated .
The present experiment found no differences in the number of
arRuments recalled by subjects of different initial opinion strengths,
and no differences in the amount of opinion change retained by the subjects.
Strong subjects rated the communications as being more interesting than did
the mild subjects, but again this was not reflected in their retention scores.
The results of the main experiment regarding retention of induced
opinion change are disappointing ih that neither of the measures - recall
of arguments, or interest in the communications - seem to account for the
different amounts of retention found.

What does seem to stand out is that

thor;e topics for which opinion change at 'I' .; was the greater-;t (r>emi-truiAms
L

and non-trui.smf;) a _l!;o showed the 1-:;reutest regression of this induced chanp:e
hack to the origjnal opinion at T •
1

In other words, although the communication

fo r t hese i s s ues ap pA r e ntly ha d the greatest immediate effect, it did not
orove to he a v e r y

las t i n~

one.

We will n ow c on si der the res ults obtained from the follow-up study.
The

f i n d i n~

by Brehm (196 2 ), that any opinion change induced for

iosues of high in vol veme nt would be retained longer than for issues of low
i nvo l vcmen t was s uppo rte d by the findings in the present experiment. These
s how t ha t a lthou gh there was a si g nifi cant reRression of the induced opinion
"back t.o U1e ori v, inal opinion at T

2

for i s s ues of low involvement, those

i s su0s o f hi gh i nvo l vement s howed no such regres s ion.

However, once a gain

t hese d iffere nces cann o t be acc ounted for by the number of arguments remembe r e d sinc e there was no differen c e in recall scores for the issues in
ei th er group.

No r coul d they be explained by diff e r ent degrees of interest

e xpres s ed f or th e

~ o mmun i cation

since is s ues in both groups were found to

be e qually i nterest i ng.
When the retenti on scores were analyzed for subjects of different
i nitial opin ion st r eng ths, it wa s f o$nd tha t the regression noticed for
the l ow in vol vement group was ac cou nted for s ol e l y by the strong s ubj ec t s
who showed r egr er;sio n ba r k t o t hei r opinion at

•r 1 •

However, again thi s

waf; no t r: orr ela te d wi t h a poorer abili ty to re call th e arp;umen t s , nor was
it ro rre lated with a

lo~er

degree o f interest - in fac t, on th e co ntrary ,

t he i n i ti al l y strong s ub j ects in th i$ group exp r es s ed t he g r eat est interest
compared wi th Lhe mode rate and the mil d.
On c e again, t h e main t h i ng t ha t seems to s t an d out is th e fact
Lhat t hos e i ssue s f or which opini on

c ~ange

was l east at T , name l y those
2

in th e high :invol vemen t g rou p , s howed a grea t er sta bili ty of induced
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opinion change.
In view of thf! fact that all the results discusc;ed so far have
failPd to show any correlation between retention of opinion change and
either interest in the

communicatio~1

or number of arguments recalled, it

is difficult to explain why any dif~erences in retention were found at
all.

The most likely explanation would be in terms of the types of com1

munication issues used.

In the main experiment, the induced opinion change

was most stable for the truisms.

On the basis of the different involvement

levels found in the follow-up study, induced opinion change was most stable
for issues of high involvement.

However, it has previously been stressed

that classification into truism and non-truism, does not result in the same
topics being grouped together as when they are classified into issues of
high and low invo l vement.

Thus, no generalization can be made as to which

type of is GP es will show the greatest retention of opinion change.
A more revealing finding is that those issues, for which there was
the greatest opinion change immediately after receiving the communication,
showed less stability of induced

op~nion

change over time.

Perhaps this

is a case of subjects acting in haste and repenting at leisure.
reasoning however, does not explain why this should be so.

This

There is really

no way of knowing from this experiment whether the di.fference is due to the
type of issue involved, or to some reaction on the part of the subjects who
changed so drastically at T;, •

Poss ~ bly, some internal conflict occurred

in these subjects, and on later reflection they felt they had heen too
gull.ible.

On the other hand, since opinion change was retained longest

for issues of high involvement, it may be that because of his greater
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jnvolvement in the topic, the subject "internalized" his changed opinion,
thought about it more, and eventually it became part of his belief system.
Although there was more immediate opinion change for the i ssues

of low

involvement, thP opinion change may have been more superficial and quickly
forgotten, simply because, for the subject it was a relatively unimportant
issue.
Clearly, what is needed is an experimental design which would keep
initial opinion change constant, and would vary the type of issue used.
In this way, we would be able to determine whether retention of opinion
chan~e

was in any way affected by the type of issue.

··········· ·~········

In

Lew of the number of findings which this chapter has discussed,

it may be useful to list briefly the main points of each section.
Type of Issue
1)

Opinion change was found not to be greater for truism arguments.

In fact the greatest change occurred for the non-truisms.

A follow-up study

suggested that a more useful classifi cat i on of issues was in the amount of
personal involvement which the subject felt for th e topic.
2)

Opinion change was shown to be related to the subject's degree

of involvement with the topic.

Communications or issues of high involvement

resulted in the least amount of opin ion change.

Communications on issues

of low involvement resulted in the grea test amount of opinion change.

3)

This finding was discuss ed in relation to an assimilation -

11~ .

contrast theory in which a persuasive communication was described as being
more effective if it fell within the subject's latitude of acceptance for
that issue.

It was less effective if it fell within the subject's latitude

of rejection for that issue.

The widths of these latitudes were dependent

upon the relative involvement of the issue - the more involving the issue,
the narrower the latitude of acceptance, and the wider the lati tude of
rejection.
4)

~ubjects

in the high involvement group judged the communications

to be stronger than did those in the low involvement group.

It was suggested

Lba t. an assimila tiort - contrast process may have been involved here too, and
this was thought to be related to the different amounts of opinion change
found for issues in these two groups.

5)

Sub jP cts, in both the high and low involvement groups, when

asked to give their own evaluation of the communication, judged the comm•mica Lion to be advocating a stronger position than when they were asked
to

j11d~e

the author's probable opinion on the topic.

Several suggestions

were made to account for this finding
lnitial Opinion
1)

~trengths

No overall difference was found in the amount of opinion change

experienced by subjects of different initial opinion
2)

stren~ths.

No difference in the amount of opinion change experienced by

subjects of different initial opinion strengths was found between the issues
when they were classified into truisms, semi-truisms and non-truisms.

This

was not surprising in view of the conclusions, drawn in the first section,
that such a classification did not succeed in grouping together issues of
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similar involvement for the subject.
3)

It was found that for those issues of high involvement, opinion

change was p;rea test for small discrepancies (subjects of an initially mild
opinion strength), and least for maximum discrepancies (subjects of initially
strong and moderate opinion strengths).
4)

This finding was discussed in relation to the assimilation -

contrast theory, and to the curvilinear relationship between opinion change
and discrepancy which has been frequently found in discrepancy studies.
5)

For issues of low involvement, there were no 4iifferences

found

for the opinion change exp erienced by subjects of different initial opinion
strengths.
was

The failure to find a curvilinear relationship for these issues

attrib ut~ d

6)

to inadequacies in the measurement scale used.

ln both the high a nd

lo~

involvement groups, the communications

and the author's opinion were judged equally strongly by subjects with diff e rent initial opinion strengths.

This finding did not support those studies

which showed that subjec ts with the most extreme opinions perceived the
opinion expressed by the communjcati on as further away from their own opinions
Lhan did subjecLs with less extreme opinionG.

ARa in , it wan suKgested that

a more discriminati ng measurement scale may have yielded more use ful results.
Retention of Induced Opinion Change
1)

Induced opinion change was retained l ongest for the truisms,

and shortest for the semi-truisms and non-truisms.
2)

The greater retention of induced opinion change for the truisms

was not explainable either in terms of better recall of the arguments used
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in the communications or in a greater interest expressed for the truisms.

3)

The initially strong subjects proved to be more interested in

the communications than were the moderate or mild subjects, yet this was not
reflected in any better retention scores for the strong subjects.

There were

no differences in the number of arguments recalled by subjects of different
initial opinion streng ths.
4)

It was doubtful that the super i or retent io n of opinion change

for the truisms was due to these issues being of greater importance to the
subject, since it had already been demonstrated that such a classification
did not group together issues of similar involvement.

It seemed more likely

that the explanation was in some way connected with th e fact t hat retention
was least with those i ssues for which there had been the greatest immediate

5)

This latter observa tion was also noticed when the issues of high

and l ow involvement were compared.

For those issues producing the greatest

immediate opinion change at T , there was a regression of induced opinion
2
change towards the initial opinion (low involvement group).

The much smaJler

immediate opinion change produced by the communication issues in the high
involveme11t group, was retained longer .

b)

These differences in retentio n for the two groups we re not re-

flected in the number of arguments remembered, or in the level of interest
expressed for the issues.

7)

The regression of induced opinion change noticed in the low

involvement group was accounted for by the initially strong subjects, but
again, this finding was not reflected · either in the i nterest scores or in
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the argument recall scores.

8)

The general conclusion regarding the retention of induced opinion

change, was that the measurements taken of interest, and argument recall,
had failed to account for the differences in retention which were found.
There appeared to be a connection between the amount of immediate opinion
change, and the stability of the induced opinion change over time.

Some

sort of compensatory reaction on the part of the subjects may account for
this finding.

On the other hand, the opinion change for the issues of high

involvement may become internalized into the subject's belief system since
the issue is important to him.

An issue of low involvement is quickly for-

gotten since the issue is relatively unimportant to the subject.

CHAPT.KR SIX

SUMMARY

The purpose o f this experiment was to compare the amount of immed iate opinion change, and the retention of opinion change over time,
produced by communications about different types of issues among subjects
with different initial opinion strengths.
A study of the literature on opinion change, suggested that many
of the conflicting findings may have been due to the use of different types
of communication issues .

One characteristic of the issues which was thought

to be of importance, was the familiarity, to the subject, of the topic discussed.

'l'wo theories, an "innocull'ltion" theory, and a "self-esteem" theory,

led to the expectation tha t greater opinion change would occur for communications on unfamiliar topics than for communications on more familiar
topics.

Another sugges tion was, that arguments on technical issues would

p1 oduce greater opinion change than those on emotional issues.
Communications attacking cultural truisms would, it was thought,
provide new and unfamiliar argu men ts since a cu ltura l truism was defined
as a topic which a majority of the population strongly believed to be true.
'l'hus, people would be unlikely to have heard these beliefs frequently attacked.
Communications attacking non-truisms, or highly controversial topics in terms
of the diversity of opinions they elicited from th e population, were thought
to provide more familiar argum e nts.

-12.2 -
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Hence in this e xperi ment, one group of subjects read communications
on three truism issues , one group read communications on three non- truism
issues, and one group r ea d c ommunications on three semi-truism issues. These
latter insues elicited op i n i ons somewhere between the other two in terms of
the degree of controv ersy they e l icited.

Measurements of controversy were

obtained from subject's respons es to an opinion questionnaire administered
during the first experimental s ess i on.
Another factor wh ich was con si de r ed i mportant in a ccounting for the
different amounts o f· opini on cha ng e obtai ned in previous studies, was th e
interaction between types of communication issues, and the initial opinion
st rength of the subjects .

S everal studies had suggested that the degree

of committment which the s ubje ct fe l t towards his initial opinion would
af f ect the amount of any s ubsequent opinion change.

For issues eliciting

low committment, it fr e quent l y had be en found that a n increase in the amount
of opinion change occurred as the d i screpancy between the initial opinion
of the subject and t he o pi nion advocated in the communication increased.
However, for issues eliciting high committment, thi s re l ationship had often
f ailed to be found.
In view of the nature of th e cultural truisms it was thou ght that
these might represent issues of high commit t ment.

Thus , i t was the int-

ention in this study to compare th e a mounts of opi nion chang e occurring
for different degrees of discrepancy with th e t ruisms , semi-truisms and
non-truisms.

Discrepancy was thought to be greatest for the initial ly

strong subjects, and least for t he initial ly mi ld s ub jects .

Therefore,

in the present experiment, commu nica t i on s on th e th re e type s of iss ue s
were read by s ub,iect s of different i n i t ial opi ni on s trength s , c.t nd th e
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amount of opi nion change was compared.
Evaluati ons were also made of the amount of opinion change which
rema i ned one we ek a nd t wo weeks afte r the communications had been presented.
The amount of r eten t ion was compared in order to find if there were any diff erences due to the t ypes of i ssues or initial opinion s trengths.

Measurements

were made, during the last experi mental sessions, of the number of arguments
us ed i n the communications which co ul d be correctl y r ecall ed, and o f the
degre e of interest which the subjects expr essed for the communica tion top i cs.
It was t hought that retention o f opi ni on change might be dependent upo n such
facto rs.

A check wa s also made that subjects had not di scussed t h e experiment,

since t hi s woul d ha ve complica t ed the concl usions.

The main fin dings of t he experime nt were :
The anticipa ted

relat~ on sh~p

between opi nion change and the familiarity

of the arguments to the subj ect was no t found.

In fact, the opposite relation-

ship s eemed to be true, since opini on chang e was found to be greatest for the
most familiar non-truism arguments.
A fo ll ow-up s tudy, in the form o f a questionna i r e ma il ed to t he
sub j ects, was designed to investigate further th e differences in t he communi cation topics.

It a s ked t he subjec t s to state how personall y i nvolve d

the y felt in the top ic of the communica t ion .

It also asked f or th e i r opi nion

of the s trength of the communication argument, and the str e ng th of the author' s
opinion as judged from his arguments.
It was found that degree of in vol vemen t correlated h i ghl y with
opinion change.

Issues of l ow involvemen t produc ed the greatest amoun t

of opinion cha nge and issu e s of high involvement produced tr.e

lt:'ASt.

'l'hus,

it was conr luded that the important chara c teristic of communication issues
which accounts for the amount of opinion change produced, is the relative
involvement which subjects feel.
The s tr e ngth of the messages and the strength of the author's
opinion, were both judged to be Etro nger for ir;sues of high involvement
than for ir:sues of low invol vement.
Roth these results could he accounted for by the assimilation con trast theory.
More diffic ult to exp lai n was the finding that subjects in both
the low and high involvement groups judged the strength of the communication
arguments to be stronger than the opinion strength of the author of the
communications.

A compensatory process was suggested to account for this.

The expected relationship between opinion change and initial opinion
:> tr•~ng th

wa s not found for thf! truismr., semi-truisms, or non-truisms.

This

was belie ved to be due to the inaccurate classification of the topics. When
the topics were class ified into groups of high and low involvement, the
greatest opinion c hang e occurred in the high involvement group for the mild
subjects .

This was believed to be similar to the predictions made from the

assimilation - cont ra st theory, of a curvilinear relationship between discrepancy and opinion cha nge.

However, no differences in opinion change

were found in t he l ow in volvement group for subjects of different initial
opinion stre ngth s.
of lhe

stren~t h

No differences were found in the subject's judgements

of the commun ications or of th e a uthor's opinion s trength

when sub ,jPc ts or different ini ti e-d opinion fltrengths in both groups were
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comp:lr·ed .
lt was s ugges ted for both these findings, that the measurement
scale which was us ed, probably did not make fine enough discriminations
of diffe r e nt opinion strengths.
Measurem e nts of the amount of opinion change retained over time,
indicated t hat t he op inion change was likely to be most stable over time
when it occurre d fo r those issues in which immediate opinion change had
been the leas t.
Since no correlation was found between interest scores or recall
of argumen t scores nnd retention, it was difficult to suggest factors which
accounted for di fferent amounts of retention found.

The most likely explana-

ti on was thought to be t hat opinion change is retained longer for issues
o f high i rtvcl.veme nt becaus e the new opinion becomes part of the subject's
helj ef syRtem.
qui~k ly

The opinion change for the issues of low involvement is

fo rgotten becaus e it is less important to the subject.
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APPENDIX
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A\

12 Statements Given to Subjects in t he Pilot Study
(Statements 1-4 were the truisms us ed by McGuire) .

1.

Everyone should get a chest X-ra y each year in order to detect

any possible tuberculosis symptoms at an early stage.
2.

Most forms of mental illness are not contageous.

3.

The effects of penicillin have been, almost with out exception,

of great benefit to mankind.

4.

Everyone should brush his teeth after every meal if at all

possiblee

5.

Communism, if allowed to spread, would definitely be agains t

the best interests of Canada.

6.

A stable family unit is the best guarantee of producing a well-

adjusted member of society.

7. The population of the worl d is increasing so rapidly that presently available food resources will soon be totally inadequate for the
world's needs.
~.

Although one may argue in some cases for the inevitability of

war, there is no denying that it is an evil and destructive tragedy.

9.

Motorists should be restricted by law from consuming more than

a fixed maximum amount of alcohol.
10.

There is no doubt that today man has more control over his

environment than ever before.

11.

No society can allow its members absolute freedom if it is to

survive.
12.

In the long run, educati on can be said to have helped rather

than hindered man's material progress.

Statements Regroup ed into Truisms and Non-Truisms on the Basis of Subject ' s
Responses in the Pilot Study.
Truisms
1.

Everyone should get a chest X-ray each year in order to detect

any possible tuberculosis symptoms at an early stage.
2.

Most forms of mental illness are not contageous.

3.

The effects of penicillin have been, almost without exception,

of great benefit to mankind.

4.

Everyone should brush his teeth after every meal if at all

possible.

5.

No society can allow its members absolute freedom if it is to

6.

In the long run education can be said .to have helped rather than

survive.

hindered man's material progress.

7•

Although one may argue in some cases for the inevitability of

war, there is no denying that it is an evil and destructive tragedy.

Non-Truisms
1.

Communism, if allowed to spread , would definitely be against

the best interests of Canada.
2.

A stable family unit is the best guarantee of producing a well

adjusted member of society.

3.

The population of the world is increasing so rapidly that pre-

,Y

)

sently available food resources will soon be totally inadequate for the
world's needs .
4.

Motorists should be restricted by law from consuming more than

a fixed maximum amount of alcohol .

5.

There is no doubt that today man has more control over his

environment than ever before.

/

APPENDIX B

Main Experiment
The questionnaire presented to the subjects
at T •
1
On the basis of the subject's responses to the
25 statements, the following classification was
made:Truisms -

nos. 4, 9, 12.

Semi-Truisms

nos. 3,

Non-Truisms -

nos. 1 , 11 , 14.

~.
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McMaster University
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

Questionnaire

Instructions
We would like to have your opinion on each of the items listed below.
Indicate whether you agree or disagree with each statement by pla~ing the
appropriate code number on the line following the statement.
The code numbers are on the accompanying sheet.
before you respond to each item.

Refer to this sheet

If you have no opinion, or cannot decide, indicate this by using the
appropriate code number. If you have any questions, ask the instructor before
you begin.
Work quickly, but remember it is important that you give a true picture of
your opinions.

NAME______________________

CONFIDENTIAL

1.

Immigration to Canada should be restricted.

2.

Slipshod manufacture is a characteristic of American
products.

3.

A stable family unit is the best guara ntee of producing
a well adjusted member of society.

4.

In the l ong run , edu cat i on can be said to have helped
ruther than hinde r ed man's material progres s .

5.

University final examinati ons should

6.

Fraternities should be allowed at McMaster University.

7.

The government should socialize medicine.

~.

Initiations at the university level should be abolished.

9.

Canada should eventually join the U.S.A.

bea ~li she d.

10. Motorists s hould be restri cted by law from consuming more
than a fixed maximum amount of alcohol.
11. The voting age should be lowered to eighte en years.
12. The effec ts of penicillin have been almost without
exception of great ben efit to mankind .
13. True freedom of speech exists in Canada

tod~y.

14. Death as a punishment should be abolished. ,
15. There is too much emphasis of sex today.
16. The Monarchy is an outmoded appendage to our society.
17. The legal age for drinking should be lowered to eighteen
years.
18.

The marriage of undergraduates shoul d be actively
discouraged.

19. You cannot r educe prejudice by Law.
20. Given ability university educati on should be free.

21. There is no doubt that today man has more control
over his environment than ever before.
22. Everyone should get a chest X-ray each year in order
to detect any possible tuberculosis symptoms at an
early stage.
23. French-Canadian culture is a handicap to Canada.
24. All public and hiGh school teachers should be required
to have a university degree .
25. College students should not be required to take
physical education.

SA

Strongly Agree

MOA

Moderately Agree

MIA

Mildly Agree

1---------------------------------1
CD
·
Can't Decide

NO
Have No Opinion

MID

Mildly Disagree

MOD

Moderately Disagree

SD

Strongly Disagree

The Persuasive communications presented at T •
2
For each statement, two communications were
written, arguing either for or against the
opinion statement.

Each subject received the

three communications which argued against the
opinion he expressed at T •
1
Communications 1-6 are the truism arguments.
Communications 7-12 are the semi-truism arguments .
Communications 13-18 are the non-truism arguments.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Department of Psychology

!!!! ___________________________
Instructions

This is part of an experiment to compare two different
methods of communication = the lecture form and the written

form~

The following passages are to be read now and you will later
be given tests designed to find out how much you have understood
and how much you can remember of the arguments~
You are asked to read each passage twice.,
On the second
reading underline the main points of the argument as you proceed.
After you have read each page you are to turn to the next
page and record your opinion of the statement printed thereo
Since we wish to investigate whether a person's opinion about a
topic has any influence upon his understanding and memory for the
material~
Please use the rating scale which is attached to the
back of the handout. (This is the same scale which you have used
before~)
'Vhen you have recorded your opinion, then turn to the
next page and read the next passage~

I
EDtrCAi'ION - A Ltoor.aY OR A NECESSITI?
by J. c. Adams

Faculty or Education, UDiversitJ' of Alberta
lOO.ucation 1s no longer a lUXUl'J; i t is a nectessity which we
cazmot neglect if we •an to make pl"031"'es8 ,!..tt~ hol4 our own with tbs
nations ot 't he worl.d. Governments are recognizing that investments ill
education pay higb &t+vidends.. The.Y forse that ani future development
will be ,4ependent upon the opportunitiea they provide for the education
of' their 7out~
It is t.U to eay that tile aroetest ach'anCemeata .iD scientific:
knowledge have been made 4urhl ~last !DmdPad 7Gars~ It bas been
achieved by systematic· and vigorous naeat'"dh made possible by an e~nsion
of each ·countr;'s e~cational policies~ Those cotultri~s which have invested
the most mODq 1D education are able to reap the highest benefits. The
u. s. A. sends Ito% of its high school graduates to UDiversity compared with
l~ in Frazace and 9)) in Brit~. S1gllif:l.cantl;y, the U.S. A. DOW has the
highest 11rtng standard of a1Q' country ill the world. In Russia education
has prio:dty too. Since 1920 sb& has been rapidly' increasing her
teohnolo(31cal output at a rate tar h:l.per than arq country except the

u. s.

A. and Germtm3 ~ ·
Probab:cy the single most difficult obstacle that the government

ot a new naticm must O?ercom.e is the illiteracy of the people. Illiteracy
and obstinacy hampers ·aU attempts to · im~~ve agriculture and housiag ·
and to reli~e disease. The first · a~_ep must be to educate the poople
into new wqs of thizJld.ng so that they thems!1'1Vets can see the advantage
of rel.bquisbing

~d

outdated practices.

·

It i.e a romsntie- notion that man has not bettered l:d.s position
as a result of acienti!ic achievements. Maybe there are more strains
and tensions ·iD the world, but to claim that - "The noble savage 1n his
purity of heart and motive far ezce~a 1D .the sati'sfaction of his personal
necessities, modern man." ·(Thoreau) .~. is to forget the hunge~ and poverty
of those liVing in the . uiulerdeveloped reS!:oilS of the .'world, wheret the battle
for life precludes any . false idea_
s about t~e beaut;r o~ an untamed enVironment .
.
Pr~gress :l.s seen today in tM. figh~ agailist dieo~se, against poverty;
iri the search for new sour.o es. of food; and 1zi the. Wi~~ network of
oammunication whic~ bri~ : men into closer underata~ding with each.other.
All this would ha~ been impossibl~ without a liberal educational P<>liey
which· encourag~d people t ·o us"e 'thea skUl.s.
r~terial advancements u,eed to be achieved tQgether with a grow.ing
soc;tal consoience .about
iladividu~l needs and o:f the responsibility
which this prosress entails. Education is both a prerequisite for a
nation's progr-ess and a neceasal7 . fsc.tor tor its continued existence.

man•s

I)

2.
MODERN MAN

~

CAN HE SURVIVE?

by Edward Brady

Research Advisor to the · IDdian Labour Coneress

In this ace of acheivement in the fields of science and
technolofY, it is with respect that we judge the culture which has
nurtured such progress"

There are

many

people who would wish us to

impose
much of that culture onto our own; to strive for an education
which would provide us with those material benefits" However, we must
be aware that the results have not always been to the betterment of
mankind, and indeed ma~ of those nations are now suffering from the
adverse reactions of such a planned pol~cy of progresso
In all parts of the world people are concerned about the threat
Progress has brought man to the stage when with
one movement of the hand9 a whole force is unleashed ca1~ble of destroyine
all that he hna worked to produce~

ot nuclear warfare.

A no less frightening aspect or knowled~e has been the use
of germ t:ari',.,t.rf$.
Recog:nit.ion of its dangers bas provoked nations to
abide by mutual agreements regarding its limitation -~ but with tb9
techniques available the danger is always presents

In this country we ar• not troubled by air and water polluti~n~
but the prospects for survival in such places as los .Angeles tn th(!} U.,S .. A~
are such that this can be regarded as a major hazard involved in tech=
noloeical progress,
J.1ed1cine has advanced t.remendoualy and we ourselvea are
beginning to feel ita impact, but with the security ~r the health that
drugs bring, also comes the risk of aide reactions and of unheard ot
abnormalities which we have seen.., Is not the alarming increase in
population due also to manus ability to reduce the fear or disease and
famine'?

At 26, the average American man bas the body of a 45 year olne
Automation has reduced the drudgery of labour but it has also reduced
the need to use the body, Man is working towards his ow dee'iay..,
.r;ach year thousands are killed on the world•s highways, There
will soon be as many cars as there are people, each polluting the
atmosphere, and each creating a potential death trap to the population.
Progress is difficult to measure, iDdGed even to define., One
looks at the countryside once beautitul and now laid waste by factories.
by cars and 0, refuse; one wonders it for all that ~ has aehaived,
has he not also paid a high price, so high that he himself is being
destro1ed b.1 his own suecesary

Please give your opinion of thf! follouir..g
he end,.,

US.l.n~

the

l

ating sea e a

In thu long run education can be said o have helped
rather then hindered man's material progress,.
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PENICILLIN AND

rrs

USES AS A CIDX>'l'JIERAPEU'J.'IC AGJXr

'b1 stewart Bane,r.
Profeasar of Pbarllacoloe:r, UJd.yeraitJ of Utah, College of Meclicine
'1'he rema.rkable 1nnoence of penicillin in the treatm8!lt ot
infection is impossible to estimate exact~ and can be appreoiatecl oaq
ful.l7 ~ ~sicians who dealt with IIUch diseasea }r1or to tlw advent of
the chemotherapeutic era. It has been used auooesa~ in a great
11U8ber of diseasea and a large meaaure ot its macceaa IIIQSt be due to ita
low toxicity towards bealt~ tissue. "No antibiotic bu achieved a
perma.Hnt place in medicine. StUl less bas an:s ben found which together
with hi
antibiotic power has a toxicit,- ao low as to be suitable for
qat .... 1

Although ita
t
scover,y
a entirelJ fortuitous, it_.( _
deYelopment and therapeutic application represents t~ results of a ~~U
planned and executed program that brought about one ot the major adrilic::es
i n medical aoiences.
Originall1' it was used as an antibiotic in the treatment ot war
wounds where it was found to faci litate rapid healing and convalescence.
Since pencillin has demonstrated ita etfecti veneas in eradicating
micro-organisms, i ts uae has be n extended to include application 1n
situations 1D •hich
riak of primary or seconciarJ bacterial inft
•
been present. Thus i t has bee used 1n surgery, obstetrics, strokea,
premature infants and viral inf ections of all t)!>es. Dental extractions
sl.so invol.e the use of penicillin since 2.5% of the cases of bacterial
infection of the blood s tream a re aasociated with dental eurger.y.
'l'o consider viral infectiona more specifically, prior to the
a ailability ot t he drug, the ! atalit.r rate of mening:ltis
a close to
1()()$. Penicillin has reduced t he death rate to 8-~.

l r r

1

en •

e9'8d in the

tn~t

t of

pn umooia , which Rt one time was uauallJ' fatal.

Until recentl1 peDicil.l.iD was the eecond oboioe to nl:pbcmoll1dea
for the treataent o! JDewDOnia and meJd.Ds:1t1a, bat the reaietanoe of theee
diaeaaea to the sulphonamldes baa suggested that peJd.oillin fJIA1 now be
the t1rat choice drug.

9,_

Both goDOZTboea and anbilia han proft4 to be hi~ aueoeptible
One single intraiiiUScular injection ouree
of acuw
gonorrhoea cases, t hough optillllll beDetit ie obtained after 2•3 dqs.

to pen1cil.l1.n..

Slnoe 1943, fqpbilis has been aucceutulJ.1 treated. PeDicilliD
has proved itself i deally sate and inexpensive, eYen tor adYanced cases.

OOME REACTIONS TO PmiCILLIN
~ Louis WeiD&tein
Profeaaor 4f Medicine, Tutta UD1 versity, School of Medicine
'l'he tragl.o reaulta of the thalidomide duug have highlighted the necessi t7
of mak1ng extenaiw aDd thorough testa before arq drug is distributed to the
public. A drug .aat be considered to be poisonous until it bas been pt"oved
harlllleaa.

The work of ..aical scientists and biologists has recently called attention
to what ma:y prove to be eerioua drawbacks to the use of penicillin. t-1ost of
the work into the toxic ad irritant reactions to penicillin bas been accomplished
b7 Finland and ~feilaatein; b7 \Yelah and by Heggie, all of whom have published in
the 19.50'a and 19(io•a.
The mechanism moat frequet~ involved in the adverse reactions to penicillin
ia b;Jpersenaitization or drug aller§. It is estimated that about 15% of the
American populatioo is allerBtc to the penicillin group of agents. Hypersensitive
· reactions vary in severity and in some cases will result in death. One person
dies every 5 dqs from penicillin poisoning in the u.s.A. and 1D canada.
The bJpersensitization mQJ take several forms. Doctors and nurses concerned
with the admiDistration of the drug have been observed to have contacted "contact
dermatitis". More severe skin reactions are exudative erythema multi forme and exfoliative dermatitis. Oral lesions have formed from penicillin lozenges -black and brown tongue and the loas of the buccal ~C.olll!l.. membranes. Fatal
episodes of anaph1lax have followed the ingestion of very small doses of penicillin.
One of the most serious b1persen.aitization reactions is angiodema. Here swelling
of the lips, tongue and face are accompanied by asthmatic breathing and "giant
hives" of the skin.
Serum sickness frequently occurs causing a high fever, an abnormal ECG,
mental changes, a rash, arthritis and purpura.
In 1957 • Welch found that out of 8o9 cases of anaph3'lactoid shock, 793
were due to penicillin preparations. The more severe cases resulted in sudden
death; in less severe case_s , abdominal pain, severe astbDa and a fall in blood
pressure •.

Careless administration also can be fatal. The accidental injection of
penicillin into a blood vessel may result in a potentially fatal reaction.
Too of.:ten have doctors turned to penicillin as the antibiotic for all
relatively minor infections to other more serious ones. Consequently some bacteria
have built up a resistance to the drug such that it no longer is able to control
their growth!' This has been especially so with the treatment of gonorrhoea.
Fifteen years ago penicillin was effectively able to control th~ disease , but in
recent years it has been found to be completely inadequate since the bacteria have
now become adapted and can survive,
The foregoing is but a brief review of some of the effects of penicillin
which ~t draw the attention of physicians to its dangers and its limitations.
It suggests that a too bast,- recourse to penicillin can have serious, in fact,
fatal consequences to the patient.

Please g1 ve your opinion to the following using the rating scale
at the endo

The effects of penicillin have been
of great benefit to ma:nld.ndo

a~nost

without exception

2
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INDEP:&'lDENCE • MY'lH OR REALift?
bf J.V. Clark
Research P»onom:l.st, Clark, Gor4oD lr Compaa;r
In order tor a Dati.o n to exist as aa illdependent entit7t there
must be economic political, cUltural or historical reaSODS ·~this should
be so. In considering any union between CaDada aDd the UDited States, we
must ask whether 8:lq ot these justifications are applicable to the situatiCil

in Cauda todq.

.
Consider first the economic aspect of CaDada. Since the seeand
world war, the tremendous increase in teehnoloQ' has necesa:i.tatecl extensiftt
investments of capital for ]ill"oduction. Much of the capital ia uaavailable in
Canada and this has led to the inevitable dom1Dat1cm of CanadiaD Wuat%7
by America. Probab:cy about
of Canadian iDdustr,. 1a UD:ited states owned.

m

Canada's

relative~

small populatiOA

lll4I8JUJ

that the coat of

consumer goode is forced up. She is uaable bot h to procluoe aa 1111Ch or to
sell as cheapl,J as the u.s.A. A wd.on of the two would at lent s:t.ve
CanacUaDs a fairer representation and sr:-eater oca.tnl in tboee f1J:oSDa at
present 1n the couat17.
'
CJ1 ven this lack of economic f.DdepeDileDoe• i.t 1a 41tftcDlt, to ooacei .' ot Canad8 having a real]J meaningful inclepeadellt political PoliOJ a1Dce
the 11tical policy of a country is larp~ eatabllshecl b7 ita eooaoad.c
po " • For example, there are many in ·Canada who oppoae U.. ~caa. poli.q
1n etDul, but there is little tbat the CaDaclia GoftrDIIelat caa do witboa
oa
an open breech which she can ill afford.

··· !

\

l

'
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t
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l
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Defence is aaother illportant distiDoU.oD of a 1a4e
CCIIIpl.ete~ clepeD4at
\be pwat 00.
sou•• 1'he defence arraDg8118Dta eabodled 1a
aD4 RAm
hadicate Oauda•a oo
ttaeat to a •t~
..f . - J01l07•

ancl

haN apu Canada is

1'he boUDdar7 itself ia a ld.a\arioal a
CODdderati.oaa of a previoUB cent1117 • with ft1!1
posrap!d.cal or ethnic clivie:I.ODa.

t;

u tlcm,
to t be

•sr-••Dte

U.~

ca JQUtioel
tunl

to cto d

Thta hiat017 of CUada u a 111d.que 110 "-1 uti
a close aaaociat1on with the Britiab BlplN.
lat
Jlllt or tbe
twentieth GeDtV7 it 1a unlike~ that CaDadiau
tJd.a aat10GIA1i1tc a ftJ7
serious~ espec1alq alnce more s.nmsraata ~ oatalcle U.
oOIIbs
to C'Amada "" ~ple with little emotioDal. atta
to t • OI'CMI.
011

Perhaps the stronpat reason for naU.ODal iDdepend • ta a
cultural one. However, eYen the most supert.l.cW obaer'V'ation ot those
manitestatiODB of the culture of canada - S.ta lit tun, ana. 80ielloe
aJUl laDpap (exclucJ1ns QUebec) torcea OM to
tlll'al
izuSepedenoe ia a 111;1tb.

or

-

~ it :l.s b1sh17 probable
•
OOIIIltriee
woul4 lead to a dramatic increase in \he ataDdu-4 Urills
t be CeaaciSaD.
One anaat adld.t it is c!ifficult to endaap tile
people aooepUDs a
lowered stanclarcl of living as the price paid tor aa iAclepeadeDGe wld.ch w
have alrea«V pointed out is largel1 a ~h.

or

)

~I
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THE CASE FOR CANADIAl' INDElPEil"DENCE

b.y Walter Readma~
Canadian Institute of Int ernational Affai rs
To th~ thousands of peop;Le who arrive each year, Canada is a country
unique i,n its tolerance ilr individuality and in the encouragement it gives to
new immigrants.

When one examines the development with.i.n Canada and· the role she has
played in foreign affairs, any idea of a union with tl1e United States would
be to prejudice her best intere~ts and to forefeit all the respect she co~~ds
today ..
Although it i s argued tha·i; Amer:.cen capital fincncea a large
proportion of canadian indt~stry, there is no evidence that Canada cannot
support her own econoa\Y. AJ:3 her popUJ.a·:Oion {!;i"ows a greater market is creal:ed
and new skills become available to utiD..ze Canada's va ... t natural resources.
In recent years her eco~fTr1Y bas grown such that in 1963 the New York Stoclt
Exchang<ll showed that 1.5~ ·~f American invesiments ~ere by or for Canadians o
Politically Cenada can and has already achieved independence from
A. She is free to and ba~, BP"Js n ou·~. against American action in
Vietnam. She trades vrith Cuba and Red Cf>..:i.na ... both :in vlolation of American
pz•inciples, and she declined to. join tho Organization of American States, to
which all other American cotmtr-les bslong~

the U.

s.

Canada, since she is not specifically committed to aJ\Y one na·tiol'l,
commands a certain rospoct and abOve all a trust. from other countries.
This bas enabled her to act as an arbitrator on seve:r•al past occasions between
hoatUe nationso a role which is of v:i.tal importance and which would bG lost
if she were to join wi~h the u. s. A.
Involvement with America would ao increase her expenditure that
less would be available for promoting the welfare of the Canadian people.
She would be committed to a military defense policy which is both expensive
and no longer ~ssen:tial in today's climate of peaceful co existence. 13Gt!l
r~ATO and NORAD are brealdng up now that the reason for their existence ...
the threat of Russian attaclt · ... is no longer so imminent.
We as a nation are on the way to successfully soiving our 0\1n
To align ol.!lUelves with tho U. s. A. would be to add theil" problems
to our o\vn. We would have to work with a country which so far has not ·been
very successful in i.D.tegra~ing different culture.e and people. Our concept of
an international melting po·~ is a geod one~ but one which would b::\ more diff'i.cult
to achie~a if wo lost cr~ national autonomy.
problems.

· Even were a union desirable, the very mechanics of ·it would be
extremely difficult. The two countries have such very ~ifferent political
traditions that a compromise would be ne<:ossary to o-CJ;2nt the tw.o together.
A compromise rarely satisfies both parties. ft~ such ar~angement between
Canada and the u.s .. A. would destroy all that Canada has sought to build
without helping her in any way. She bDs the stren~;h and the ima~nation to
remain autonomous, ond to continue playing ~ valuable and nece.asDcy role 1n·
the world today ..

Please give your opinion of the following using the rating scale
at the

~nd ~

Cuaada should eventually join the

u~
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oF IARLY IIULtJENcr.s Df THE

DEVW>?tmrr OF THE PERroNALITY
b7 G. 1. F.f.rtb
~ .or -tu Child ".'elf_.. 011Ji1c ·- Boatcm

ODe ~ ot
is the work clee

..,.hralOIJ Which 1a

directli applicable to human research
the etfeet o! 11ate~l deprivation and on
the~ of~~ ob:Udbood ·experiences for later development.
,Moake7• ~ ia lllol.ation ar ·those reared with inanimate substitute
110t~ • .._.. 1DI8ble to .d.,velop into normal social adult monkeys.
Studies
with babJ.ea ~·.1.1~ the ·- - diaturld.ng phenomena. Goldbers's 110rk with
orpbanapd or iutitutionalized children a)lowed that although a child's material
Hecla m1gllt be adequate~ aatlst.l.ed, 'the absence of a mother figure almost
inftriabq ,cauec:l aevere peracmal1t7 disturbances. ':'Jh8n mothere were allowed
to care tor ·t heir child!'& in hospital, it was found that the death rate
decreaaed aDd babies recoYered lllich more rapidly.

_,a-low

OD

s-ach ~liDg results indicate the .iJDPortanoe of the mother figure

\G poQd•• alloWt all• • aense of securit7. It is this 8enee of securit7
which seema to bf .ot pi-1M importaDce in the development of a well adjusted
individual. Doaal.d ·Fwd, a juvenile magistrate, said "Children are better
able to cope with pb;Jaical squalor thaD with ftotlana-1 squalor".
The family 1a the earliest iut1tut10Ji with which the child comes
into contact. It 1a here that be learns to aecept diacipline, to live with
otlier -peopJ.e; and later to accept responsibility. Parents become, tor the
chUcl, 110dels tor himself. It is therefore DOt surprlaing that the single
moat important non-heredit&J'7 factor for a child is the influence of the
holle.

lD the firat few 11J9ntha, the mother probSbly is 'the most important
infiuence 1D the child'• life, bat later on both parents play a vital.
role in providing tbia baaic aecurit7. Foeter children who ·live ·in normal
hoaaea, are satisfied ·in all their material needs, but those wbo 110ve to
aeveral c:l1tterent hOilea in omt tear are more prooe to psychotic disorders,
backwardness in acboO+ and social 1DadeqU.c1es. These children have not
experienced tlDJ aort of permanent relat1oDSb1~.
The damage that 1181 be caused by aD unstable family background
largely accounts alao for delinquenc7 ill childboC!d. John Bowlby, in his
book "Forty Four Juvenile · Thieves", stresses that absence of one parent,
rejection b,y the parent, and bad relationships between the parent and the
child produced signiti.cantly higher correlations with the incidence of
deliDquen.cy than did norinlal famll7 backgrounds correl.Sted with delinquency.
I

I!lstabillt:r in the parents themselves affect the child. In families
in which one or both parents are schizophrenic, t~ children are more
like~ to ~lao be schizophrenic then are children ·traa normal parents.
This signif.icance is higher thaD can be attributed to genetic factors alone.
Although the factors ot hereditary and environment have an undoubted
infiuence on pe:rscmaUty, there is overwhelming evidence to support the
belief that a child needs the training that a stable ·family can give. It
may lack many material advantages, but he has a greater chance of success
if it provides him -with security and ~ives him an oppor tunity to share
the experience of social relationships.

A RECONSID8HATION OF THE ROLE OF THE f :JULY
by Ian Hart ley
Department of Sociology, University of Michigan

It is frequently claimed t hat modern values and morals are undermining
t he institutions of marr:i.age und of the fatjily to such an extent thclt it will
not be long before family life as we know it today will be a thing of tha
past . Instead, \90 may well be entering a stag~ when, as in Israel t oday.
parents play a minimal par·t in the education and socialization of t he child.
We have grown so used to the familiar family unit that we are convinced t hat it is an inherent characteristic of man ns society. However, if
we examine the functions of the family. we may see that it is only one of a
number of ways of educating and socializing the child~ The satisfaction of
materials needs and the t~aching of complex behaviour patterns has been met
by a f amily, the struct~ of which is quite arbitrary. It is qui to possible
t o replace . the natural ·pe.~ents by other individuals possessing the necessary
skills Sind means of satisfying the child. For example, in I ~rael the children
~ re , -, r~ ed after by other women from an early age, and in this coun try teo
. t. .~o ~· ~ · -.: ommon pra c .le tt f~r wealt hy parents to hirE! f u ll t i me nur~ ~ '
It h.a~• not been shown to harm the children in aey way .
Today in America, the mother is taking over the discipl ine of the
ahild:ren, since the father, whose traditional role it once was, is now moz·e
than ever involved in competitive bueinesa with less time le ft for home life .

...

1:i v ~n thet >11
can trs•'"' chanr"t" -; bet h i n th<" conce -e't o f he r...,cn i.ly
unit and o! parental rolea. 1~ is easy t o see how very soon, with mor e women
working, the education of the child will be left t o someone else. Today
children are sent to nursery school and kindergarten at a very early age~
The school, the church, and other organizations are gradually taking over
even the very earliest education. Thus the family unit is not the only or
necessarily the best method of achieving a full,y developed individuaL
, Evidence in fact suggests that children whose parents both work tend to be
better adjusted than children of parents where only the !ather works o

Just as family life has been the most eftecti ve way of performing
those duties, but is now being tranaferred to c "eeialized agencies, ma'n'"iage
itself has also been the most effective way or ~ :.tlfilling adult needs . The
w:)(!len ~ ooked gfte the home in return f or security ~nd financ ia l support
There 1:3 no longer such a rigid differentiation of roles. Women ar,. mo; <:>
:i.ndependent with interests outside the hocne.. Obviously , it is unlikely
tMt we will ever replace the emotional and the biological needs which are
satisfied by a man woman relationship~ but we seem to be approaching a state
when marriage is losing these traditional functions. Instead it is becoming
more nexible as each partner develops more freedom.
Quite painlessly and without deprivation to the child we are substi tuting specialized organizations in place of the family .. There is no
evidence that the children suffer, and on the contrary, away from tha often
stifling atmosphere of an authoritatian home . they n~y have a better
opportunity to develop as individuals.

PJ.ease give your opinion to the following using the rnting seals

at the end<?
A stable family unit is the best guarantee of producing a well
adjusted member of societ7 ~

ARE INITIATIONS REALLY NECESSARY?

by Guy Beloff'
Committee Member of CUS
On the whole a person who has completed bigh school and is about t o
enter UD:I.versity is a reasonably mature individual. However, his first week,
in what is supposedl.l' a place of adult leandng, is spent in devising and
participating in the most childish and iDSane activities of which he is capable.
Initiations are traditionally part of' every freshman's introduction to four
years spent in study'ing the w}Q's and the bows of' his world, and yet Jl1all1 would
be bard pressed to explain why they allowed this ritual to be perpetuat ed.
Probab~ the main rationale given is that it breaks down social barriers
and forces people to get to know each other.

True, people are thrown together who might otherwise never come into
contact, but then people meet by the hmdreds at lectures; however, ere
contact does not make friendships. Tb1B comes from shared interests or some
other elusive quality which seems to draw people tosether.
A little thought aD4 one could argue that 1Dit1atiODB redua. everycae to
the same level, aDCl ao there is no room for s}\Vness or for snoblxlehneas. However
this is like saying that the best way to teach a pel'SOD to S1ld.m is to pwsh him
. in at the deep end of the pool. There are ~ al:\f people who react in t he
·; opposite way and are made to suffer a week of~·
'1 can either join in
the
"fun",
aDd
ccme
out
ot
it
knowing
no-one
and
haUJis
e'VU')'oae,
or the;y CaD
1
lock tbemselYes in tbeir room for a week, and iD.ate 4, be deapl.sei b7 everyone
for being a coward. 'lbere are students in their fourth 788J." who are still known
. as the one who would not be iDitiated!
i

{
There are people who on tba contrary take 4 118ht :I.B
liating others.
: ID1Uation week prodd 8 an excellent and unique o
t7 to infiict
; embarrassment on tboae most vulnerable and 7et thq t
1 a can etUl remain
eocial.l7
ble
it la all npart of
f

t: which hasOnebeen
qan
kilo
\

ona and pre

be
717 8 eptioal of t
' to reaul.t iD brolcm Ua'be,
cb-opouta
UD:l.Yerei'J.

, ae:rvous

!'Ida la 110 wq to illtroduce a aew h1ah ecbool p
te illto .Uid. rsl. ~
f lite because thia i.e not what un1veral9 Ute le ~ abou. I woal4 suggest tbat
a far better and more ocmatnctive wq ·to spill4 tllat f1rat WMk would be a
.
prop
ot orietation deais-ct to gi atu4enta an iDaisht illto • t be can later
expect. ~ are III8Q a4jaatmellts to be
clet
&StuQ hablte to be formed,
~ 1 new ideas to be thought about. New atuciellts could be pven a opportuzd.ty t~
: learn th:la sort of thiDk first haDc1 from older stucl ta •

·f

f ·

. ,,

'l'h1s is a traditiOD we could well do without aDil the ends f.t claims to
strive for could be more success~ and more reaaonab~ ohievecl b7 some
other means.

zl
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IS NOT DEFUNCT
by Alex Kirk
COmmittee Member of c.u.s.
~ADITION

Tradi tion i s probilb~ now out of fashion. It is regarded as a relic of
thOSe days when respect for it too often hindered progress. 'l'l'aditional though
iJd.tiaUcm week mtq be, it eerwea a verr necessa17 purpose, besides at the same
time eaabllDs some
ful work to be achieved.
Por t he aver-se floe
coad.rlg to Uld.versity, it represents the t:lrst
real break t
tbe ta~. Even if he rea1Ds 11v1Ds at home, the cbange from
school into an envirCIDJHilt about which he pro'babl,J knows veJ:7 little, is
sufficient to caW.e hill app-ehension. UD1versity life at its best creates
teDS!ona tor the at
t. The pressure of work 1e the obvious cme, but more
difficult to deal with are those problems caused from an inability to adjust
to the social situation or to establish some contact with other people. The
actual size of the institution is notorious in that it meaDS one becomes a
nWDber or DaJDe oa a e;z-ade • a list.

During the week of organized chaos, new students find their time so filled
that there is little time left in which to feel homesick. Instead of spending
that time attending lectures, unable to understand them because everything is
· just too new, or idlJ waiting for classes to begin and counting the hours until
the next meal will relieve the monotony, each person is expected to participate i n
activities designed to bring him into contact with other freshmen. There is
no better way of breaking down social barriers than having everyone involved in
something, however insane it may appear. One can hardly stand aloof from a fellow
competitor in an egg and spoon race.
,

[

Too often during four years spent at university, one meets very few people
are a unit in themselves.
frOm the political science
between the arts and the
first introduction to university
maJ well foster a more liberal outlook towards those in other disciplines.

i outside one 11 s own academic interests. Departments
· It is possible to be a engineer and to meet no-one
department. In a society of two cultures, the gap
sciences needs to be bridged, and in acme W8J this

Initiation then helps a student to lose the first tensions and make some
contact with other people. There is no reason at all wey it cannot also be used
as a means of collecting funds for some charity. MaJq universities alrea~ do
this, and no doubt if the practice was encouraged in a few more, there would be
fewer of tbose people who too quickly label youth as selfish parasites of society.
Tradition is not defunct even in that irreverent atmosphere of undergraduatE
scepticism in which long held beliefs are often vehementlJ denied and discarded.
'l'he tradition of initiation is something more then a yearly ritual, it is a
successful attempt to integr-ate each new student, and as such, it will continue
for as long as it is needed.

},

Please give your opirdon of the following using the rat1ng scale
at the end~
Initiations at the uni.versity level should be abolishedn

(
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FIGHTING 'l'OBERCUI.OSIS

by \'/alter JO.ee
Spectator 1962
The Public Health Department •a rocent rec0111111endation that each person
have an aDJ.JU8l obeet X-ray to detect early signs of tuberculosis, is a
responsible '/ and necesaa%7 step towards reducing the wastage of manpower
which we izl. CaDa~ allow.

tM

Despite'
fact that tremen®ua advances haVe been .. made in Chemotheraw - the treatment of cliseaae with drugs -- the incidence of TB has
not declined significantly over the last 15 years. This is partly dull to
the fact that the body has built up a resistance to the drugs employed, in
particular to strept~cin. However, the chances of a successful cure are
tar. highor if the disease is diagnosed and treated in the early stages.
This can only be done with X-rQ' diagnoSis. Furthemore, since frequentlJ'
the symptoms which the person first notices are tboae occurring in the first
stages of the disease. It ia a neceSSS1"7 precaution that X-rays be taken
before a person begins to observe these himself.
Tuberculosis is an infectious disease, but yet it cannot always be
assumed that people will avail the1118elves of the facilities whic· · are
already provided. It is felt to be too much trouble to visit the mobile
x-ray unit, it llla1' be difticul.t to take the time off work - any number of
reasons make it likely that although the means may be there, the opportunityis not taken. This becomes more serious when a parent neglects to seo that
his child is adequatel.y protected. In aituations such as this, it is
necessary that the government step in to ensure that the child receives the
maxiiiiWJl amount of protection.
Many people are disoouraged from uaing the available facilities
because of the long waiting time which is entailed. The existing X•rq
facilities are completely inadequate for the population. ODl7 those people
living in the towns, and those. ~~tending schools or work'1ng for large
industries are able to use them. A policy of annual X•rays would cause the
government to provide more equipment and more trained medical staff.
The government is already moving towards accepting medicine, and
this latest suggestion ia but a logical extension of that acceptance. It
would be seen as a further recognition by the government that it had a
responsibility to provide medical services for the community.
True it would create additional expense which some may argue could
be allocated to improving the hospital service. At the present moment
$500,000 are being spent annually to provide hospital beds for TB patients,
and a further 5900 1 000 is thought to be wasted in industry through absenteeism.
'l"'ne cost of providing X-1"87 facilities for the people of Ontario is calculated
in the region of ~.ooo per y-ear. Tpis itself is a strong argument in
favour of the suggestion.

l'l..
RISK OR REASON?
by Jo Ko Hales

Toronto Star 1962
There has been growing concern in recent years about the harmful effects
of radiation in the atmosphere. It is clearly necessary to impose some
restriction on the level of' radiation before it becomes of real danger to life.
However, the Public Health Department has recentlY suggested that each person
should receive an annual chest x-ray to diagnose early symptoms of' tuberculosis.
This seems to be an additional source of risk which the public could well do
without ..
Apart from direct contact with radiation in the atmosphere, we are
expOGed to harmful particles in milk, meat, and all foodstuff's which have been
sprayed with chemical agents. A yearly x- ray would add another 200 millirads of
r adia t ion to the ~ in addition to t he 87. 6 millrads per year which i t is
estimated we already receive from t he atmosphere. The regt..tlati ons govendng
the amount of radiation which an industrial worker may safely receive, state
that an ordinary c1 tizen should receive no more than SOO millirads each year "
Furthermore, the results are cumulative and the effects from one year add on
to the next . It does not take a mathematician to calculate the radiation
involved in a yearly x-ray, in addition to any that 11183 be necessary because
of accidents, etoe
Additional hazards are incurred when X-raye are given during pregnancy ..
Normally doctors are extremely relectant t o X-ray a woman in such a case, but
if annual X-rays were to be made compulsory, then it is highly probable that
they would be administered inadvertently to a woman in the early and undiagnosed
stages of pregnancy. It is at this very time too, that t he embryo is most
vulnerable to environmental changes.
Turning from the question of safety, however, doubt arises as t o the
actual need tor such a service. With improvements in living standards, eygene
and public health, tuberculosis itself has declined. Prevention and treatment
is now so effective that lllCiey' T.B sanitoriums are actually closing down, and
the remaining cases being transferred to the general hospitals. In 1948 there
were 19, 000 known cases of 'l'B in the u.s. A. In 1964 that number bad dropped to
3~500 ..
Moreover, there are already adequate facilities for each person who needs
or who wants to be X-rayed. Mobile units serve both the towns and the rural areas
The cost to the Federal Government however would be enormous if this service was
compulsory to each person once a year. The government is already heavily
committed to social welfare programs. This would be one expense which is not
vitally necessary since facilities already exist. SUrely the money would be
better spent in alleviating still more of those Uving conditions which are
breeding grounds for all infections ~
Government has a responsibility to protect society and part of that
responsibility is to ensure that individuals do not endanger the health of
societyo However, to c ompel people to undergo an annual x-ray is an infringement
of personal libert:ro In this particular case it is not even justified either
in terms of safety, necessity or economy.

;

Please give your opinion of the following using the rating scale
at the end$

Everyone should get a chest X-ray each year in order to detect any
possible tuberculosis sysmptona at an early

stage~
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POLI'rlOAL .RE!>'PONSIBII.JTY • - 16 or 21'2
.
by JAocard 'IT• n.s

Caaadiaa Political 8cieace Foru.
Democracy has been said to be .:~ l uxu'!'y product s i n ce it can on)S succeed
countr,- with an educated populati on. It presupposes t hat th~ electorate
, . .~~.,,. ca pable or accepting its responsibili ty to c hoose a government.. Responsibility
fs a difficult quality to measure, but having a s sumed t ha t it is related in
s ome ~ay to age, then a n age limit mus t be f i xed to different iate between
the responsible and the irr esponsible. Clearly then, any age limi t is
' ... -:
arbitrary a nd subject to alteration. In fact, there are good reasons
wey serioUs c9nsidera tion should be given to tho s ugges t i on to lower the · :.';.}-.r&~"'.- .presentage for voting from 2l to lS ~
,

in a

Most st~9;.~llts graduate from high school at 18 and either enter _ . . . .
university or t8ke a job. In both cases he is recognized as a young adult.l ,.
expe c t~d to make decisions and to act in a responsible manner.
As a member
of a wage earning class, or of a college community, he i s expos ed to t he
r esults of political policies, and is much more seriously affected by their
i mpac t tha.n when he was at school and completely dependent upon his parents .,
''Jhen one ·r ·emembers that a democracy represents the wishes or the people, then
i t seems that a considerable proportion of the population is dir ectly affec ted,
ye t unrepresented within the ~atem~
Before the age of 21, young people are considered mature enough t o
undertake the responsibility of marriage and of military service. It is
an odd decision which gives a person treed om to marry, and expects him t o
fight for his country like a man, but yet uitholds from him the privilege
o f t aking part in the government of his country.
Even this "age of maturity" is changing each generation . It is r epetitive
t o say that people are maturing earlier now both pnysically and mental ly.
The spread of education and the Vlidening horizons which the mass median
offers, have giYen young people an outlook considerably more ma t ure t han
their own fathers ' probably had.,
For these same r ea s ons of education and mass media, their interest
in current ofairs is also likely to be keener. One might also argue t hat it
i.s a good idea to encourage poll t Leal activity at an early age in the hope that
it will become more firmly rooted.
Democra~y requires a responsible e l ect ora te .
In our s ociety reDponsibllity
is required of our young people at an early age , Not only this, but by the
age of 18, they are already affected by political policies. Ear li er niaturation
is combined with a more sophisticated educational background. Certainly
t hese are very cogent~asons for considering the suggesti on t o allow people
of 18 the privilege of voting.

2 }
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lOR A RESPONSIBLE ELECTORATE

bf Douglas Arnold
Canadian Iaatitute of Public Affairs
~racy r-.uirea an edue ted a nd responsible el ec t ora te.
It
invests in·- the population tbe power to choose between conflicting
alternatives as represented by opposine, political parties. That
population aaaat be able to evaluate pollciea otherwise electi.oneer:i ng
is a contest of personalities when the basic issues become obscured by
the power of the poll ticien to seduce his audience.

The preaent age limit of 21 for voting, refiects a traditional
feeling that this is an age when a person may be expected to have reached
some level or personal and social responsibility,. Clearly this i s an
arbitrary decision but there are grounds for maintaining t his age in
the face of those reformers who wish to seo the limit lo\Yered t o 18.,

For example at the age of 21, meat people have been out of
high achool for at least 3 years and are either holding a full t ime
job or are studying. It is probably during these years away from t he
sheltered environment of home and university that politics really become
meaningful to him. It is this personal experience which a person needs
before he can make an evaluation of the situation. This is not to deny
that many 18 year olds understand the issues involved any better t han
the average adult, but on the whole, the problems teenagers face are
rnore personally orientated., He is faced with problems of personal
identity and ultimate personal goals. Characteristically his beliefs
ch~g• so much that one could almost suspect the motives of those politicians
who would look to the 18 - 2l age group as a source of support. Democr
loses meaning once the issues involved become obscured by a pol iti cian's
vote catching gimies.
There are precedents for granting responsibilit,- and privilege at
the age of 21. I..egall.y people are then able to drink liquor also in
legal documents a person remains . a minor until he is 21. It is
significant that parents remain responsible for all debts incurred by
their children until they are 21. It would be a paradox to give the
votQ to a young person who at the same time is immune !rom prosecution.
There is no question that even allowing only those over 21 to
share in the governing of the country, there will still be included
many irresponsible and politically i omature people. However, the
argument here is that the older a person is, the more likely he will
be to have had more experience to help him cri ticaU..,. appraise the needs
of societ7 ..

Please give your opinion of the following uaing the rating
scale at tlie end ..

The voting age should be lowered to 18 years.

RESTRICTIVE ntr·liGRATION - .. A REALISTIC A.._nPROACH
by Anthony Iow
Centre for Population Studies

The concept of a policy or restrictive imni~ation for cannda is bas&d on a
realistic assessment of the economic, political and cultural problems which f a:;: .:;,
her today. Restrictive immiBration is not an immoral policy, but rather it is
a policy of planning which will both materially help Canada and will avoid a l ot
of the problems experienced by those countries which~ for a time at least, al l owed
~~estricted immigration.
lw a new country, Canada has tremendous potential for progress, but this ,~~n
only be realized if there are t he necessary skills and techniqu ~s at her di spos~ 1 •
A plaJUod i
gration policy can ensure that those people wit~h the mo~t ncc<led
~Jllls are ~1co~aged into the country.
It is irresponsible at this uta8e t o
allo11 in unskilled workers to the same extent . as skilled workers . Unt il Canada
has become more established, her welfare system cannot afford to support unemployed
and unemployable imrliigrants. Whatever she decides in the f"uture, the immediate
necessity is to rea~gnize her need for educated and experieneed workers •
. ·~.

of

At the moment Canadians enjoy a high standard
living and they can expect .
this so long as unlimited numbers o:f' immigrants are not admitted. Should t his
happen, than the labour market would become flooded, the competition for the
available jobs would increase and employers could afford to cut down wages .
Until Britain legislated on immigration she experienced ma!J1 of tho~ problems
which Canada hopes to avoid. Unless there is some initial planning, t he housing .
and educational facilities will. become totally inadequate. It is only by rest.r ic.ting
immigration that the government can mee·c the needs of new citizens. Once they fail
to do this, then problems of slums, overcrowding and maladjustment arise. Such
policies are not so much discriminatory but are actually necessary for the welfar e
of each individuale
;~~
. ·.·.·. l ....

Intrinsic to Canadian philosoph;y is the idea that the country is a cult~ai b-'
melting pot. She prides herself on being successful in assimilating different ·
nationalit ies and cultures. This does not however occur automatically , there needs
t o be a Conducive a~phere . Natur al ly people are more tolerant of cultural
differences if they themselves are not deprived or jeopardized in any way b.Y t he
incoming . nationalities • .A restrictive immigration policy enables the gover11ment t o
encourage some sort of equality in numbers, so th~t national minor ities are not
formed.
There is never aey disaereement wit h the belief that each country has a right
to decide to whom it will and will not allow freedom of entry. A criminal record,
infectious disease, or subversive political beliefs have all been adequate grounds
for preventing individuals from entering. In this sense each countr y applies a
restrictive immigration policy. C~iticism arises when restrictions ar e applied
on the basis of race or education. However, it is argued here that restrictions
are necessary in order that Canada m~ make the fullest contribution she can to
progress, ansdso she can provide the conditions conducive to a successful assimilation
of diverse national groups~

lb
RBSTRIC'l'ED IMMIGRATION- A CASE OF I NSTITUTIONALIZED PREJUDICE
by Robert Senders
Ontario Branch ot the United Nations Associat ion of Canada
A striking phenc:aelw of the twentieth century is the militant raci a lism
which has erupted in areas ot immigrant populations and national minorities. It
may be this tbat baa urged some to recommend t i ghtening the leg:iala tion on
immigration into Canada. However, in the light of this country's successful
experience in intesrating diverse nationalities , this can only be interpreted
as a backward atep.
A s uperficial observation alone ot Canada's economy, indicates that there
is a need to exploit her natural resources, to open up areas of underde velopment,
and to increase the home market in order to encourage grea ter pr oduction of
consumer goods. To achielfe any or this Canada n.~ds more people. Compared
with a tiny country like Britain with 50 million, Canada ha s a mere 20 milUon .
It is a fallacy to ar&~e that native Canadians would lose thei r j obs t o new
immigrants since the development of industry would create more j obs a nd more
oppor.t unitiea. B,y allowing immigrants to enter, Canada ultima tely stands to
benefit.
A restrictive policy however would discriminate against certain classea of
On what basis will this discrimination be ma~e? Moreover how can
it be decided whether or aot a prospect!ve immigrant wiU become a good Canadian
citizen .. Discrimination cannot be on the basis of success in his home country ,
since lack of opportunity there may have been the very reason \'thy he chos e t o
!migrate, No moral or legitmate discriminntion could be made on t he basis of
colour or religion. Besides it could ~ perpetua te that prejudice which is
110 frequently a part of peoples • outlook.
There ar e in t act good gro~
f or a rguing that different nationalities should be substa ntially represent ed,
s ince in this way Canada would be making some contribution towards international
understanding . If the goverzwent itself openly discriminates, against some
ethnic groups , then ,it ia difficult to avoid the same prejudice among t he ~ople.
i~~grants.

One basis of restriction has been to only allow in people with va luab~e
skills and education. · However, this has encouraged the government to draw on
the skills of the immigrant instead of tralning llltive Canadians to do a
skilled job. As a result, leas money has beeri spent on technical educat ion'
and in e f fect Canadians themselves have suffered from this highly selecti ve
policy. · Linked with this is the effect that an educational criteri on will affect
the balance of society. Gradually a top heavy nation will evolve , where merit is
judged solely on educational attainment. It is necessary for progress, but
it is unhealthy, for a nation'• values and priorities to mak e this the det ermining
factor of an individual •s worth.

In any such restrictive immigration policy there ia a danger of crea ting
first and second class citizens since a restrictive policy must establish s ome
criterion with which to exclude certain intending immigrants. Moreover , it
certainly encourages if not actually creates, prejudice and racial i nequal it i es .
On grounds of expediency too, restrictive immigrati on does not serve the best
interests of Canada. In fact as Porter pointed out in hill ·recent book - The
Vertical Mosaic - it has actuall,y enabled the Canadian government to cut down
' the education of 1D8J11 of ita own citizens.

Please give your opinion of the following using tho
rating scale at the endo

Immigration to Canada should be restrictedo

.
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BE CASE NJAllf~ CAPITAL PU!ttSRME!ftl

by 0 .. J. Lochlun
Law Institute of Ontario
The deteat in 1966 ot the Bi.ll to abolish capital punishment for murder.
expressed the dileana which faces the legal profession today. In theory the
law remains but in practice a sentence ot death 1s commuted by the Minister of
Justice to one ot life 1mpriSDzlment.
Tbis suggests t.hat although a sentencing judge may personally abhor his
power to deprive a man of his life, at the same time it is felt that t he t hreat
of death has a determing effect on would-be murderers. However, for t his to be
true, it would have to be shown that there had been an increase in the number
of murders committed in those countries. in which the penalty had alreody been
abolished. Sweden and England are two examples but in neither country one
can find no such evidence • Furthermore, if the threat of death acts as a
determent, then this supposes that murders are premeditated. Since clearly this
is not a general rule, it is difficult to maintain such an argument. Parcdoxial
though it may be, the existence of the death penalty can acutall)" deter a jury
from :finding a man guilt)". They may prefer to avoid the ·evidence presented,
rather than send a man to his death. The argument then becomes self defeating. . _.
It then it cannot be rationalized that capital punishment acts as a
determent, since empirical evidence denies this, then can the law be maintained
on the grounds that it is the onl)" just punislxnent.

Again the answer must be no. All sociatiea ~sh offendars and t o make
sense, the severity of the punishments must relata to the magnitude of the
crime. Howaver this does not mean that one death warrants another. The
law is not infallible and there are numerous examples of innocent men being
wrongly convicted. This danger is inevitable in any s)"stem o:f law. It means
that at no time can a jury be absolutely certain of a man's guilt.
Although the concapt of justice is synoJ11111ous with the concept o:f equality,
law in practice is not equally applied. Despicable though it mq be, discrimination
is not t~tall.1' a 'IBent from courts of law, and lenieney 1!181' be extended to a
prisoner by a jU17 when he is the same social or racial status as themselves.
\1.1th these above doubts alone, one cannot advocate a judgement so absolute
and irrevocable.
The ethical question as ~ •hether or not we are morallY right in taking
another ~~an's life, whate•er crime he bas committed, is not one open to
empirical argu•ent. It ie an isaur which each of ue must decide as a personal
conviction.
..
HQwever when one recognized t~e fa;Ll1bility of··law as it is applied
· and with no empirical evidence to show that capital punishment does act as
a determent, one cannot as a responsible individual advocate a position in
- which we- give man. the power -to disperse over life --and death •
.. , ,' ·

·:....
'.
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'l'BE !fEED TO RBl'AIN TilE DEATH PF.7fAL'l'Y
·
by Norman Conrad

Political Science Aesociation
The defeat 1D 1966 of the Bill to abolish the death penalty reflected
the concern felt about the increase in the annual incidence of assault
and robberies with violence. Although the majority of the House who voted
to defeat the Bill may have had misgivinas on moral and ethical grounds,
anxiety about the crime rate, and about the number of second offenders
convicted, forced them to decide in favour of retaining capital puniol~ent
as the only effective means of deterring acts of violence
In large scale orgainized crime, murder may the the surest woy of
destroying a w.itnosaio evidence. However, even if a conviction is made,
the penalty for committing the murder does not add anything to the sentence
e.voked for the original crime. In other words, given that the price paid
is the same, murder bec010es an expediency which the crill'linal may be encoura~
to use. However, this logic is untenable so long as the courts continue to
differentiate the severity of the crime in terms of actual punishment. In
England some can see this logic in practice. Capital punishment is not
exacted even for the murder of an officer of the law. During the last two
years over 8o policemen have beon shot during their course of duty. Al3
protectors of our society, the state must accord to them the maximum support
and protection that can be offered. This security is increased when the
criminal knows with certainty the execution which would follow their conviction.
In 1960, over 60% of the people arreeted and convicted were second
offenders. There ia a hard core of professional criminals for whom crime
indeed does pay. It fs these people who reappear before the courts. Abolishing
the death penalty would · remova the means Qf giving any protection to society
and a strong case is argued for retaining it in order to decrease the probability
of second offences. The need for society's revenge on a criminnl is not the
best arguement for retaining the deat~ penalty since revenge itself is an
irrational and a destructive quality. However, in evolving the criminal law,
it was recognized that the punishment must refiect the order of magnitude of
the crime -- hence treason, in theory the murder of one's countr, is still
a capital offence. There ere some murders so appalling in their scale and
their brutality that imprisonment in no way relecta the repu~nnce felt
by society. In these cases capit~l punishment is advocated as being the
penalty exacted for the ultimate crime of murder.

This is a most difficult problem involving as it does the issue of
life and death. However, on the grounds of it being a powerful deterrent
and a just penalty for a crime so heinous, the status quo must remain, with
death, the penaltJ far murder.

Please give your opinion of the following using the rating scale
at the end~

Death as a punishment should be abolisheda

.I

Questionnaire presented to the subjects in
the Truism, Semi-Truism and Non-Truism groups /.
at T •
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McMaster University
Department of Psychology
Name:
Instructions:
As you will recall, we are interested in comparing
two different types of communication media -· written and spokeno
]; would help us t;o have your opinions on the following questionso
Please use the rating seale code attached to indicate your opinionso

The first 3 questions refer to the readings which you did
last week. Now that you have had more time to think about them,
would you record your present opinions.

1.
2.

Canada should eventually join the

u. s.

A.

The effects of penicillin have been almost without
exception, of great benefit to mankindo

3.

In the long r·un education can be said to have helped
rather than bdndered man•s material progress.

4~

I prefer to listen to a lecture than to read the
same materialo

5. I usually understand something which I have read better
than somethi.n.g which I have heard in a lecture.
6~

I am often distracted by a lecturer's gestures.

7.

I find that note taking helps concentration
when listening to a lecture o

Mct~ster University
Department of Psychology

Instructions:
As you will recall, we are interested in comparing
different types of communication media --written and spoken.
It would he~p us to have your opinions on the following questions.
Please use the rating scale code attached to indicate your opinions.
t~o

The first 3 questions refer to the readings which you did
last week. Now that you have had more time to think about them,
would you record your present opinions.

1.

Everyone should get a chest x-ray each year
in order to detect any possible tuberculosis
symptons at an early stage.

2.

Initiations at the university level should be
abolished.

3. A stable family unit is the best guarantee of
producing a well adjusted member or society.

4.

I prefer to lis.t en to a lecture than to read the
same material.

5. I usually understand something which I have read
better than something
a lecture.

~hich

I have heard in

6. I am often distracted by a lecturer's gestures.

?. I find that note taking helps concentration when
listening to a lecture.

McMaster Universit7
Department of Ps.yehology
Name:
.........

-----------

Instructions:

As JOU will recall, we are interested in comparing
two different types of communication media -- written and spoken.
It would help us to have your opinions on the following questions.
Please use the rating scal~ _ ~ode _ a~tached to indicate your opinions.

The first 3 questions refer to the readings which you did
last week. Now that you have had more time to think about them,
would you record your present opinions.
1.

Immigration to Canada should be restricted.

2.

The voting age should be lowered to eighteen
years.

3. Death as a punishment should be abolished.
4.

I prefer to listen to a lecture than to read
the same material.

5. I usually understand something which I have read
better than something which I have heard in
a lecture.

6.

I am often distracted by a lecturer's gestures.

7. I find that note taking helps concentration when
listening to a lecture.

SA

Strongly Agree

MOA

Moderately Agree

MIA

Mildly Agree

1---------------------------------1

NO
Have No Opinion

CD

Can't Decide

MID

Mildly Disagree

MOD

Moderately Disagree

SD

Strongly Disagree

Questionnaires presented to the subjects in
the Truism, Semi-Truism and Non-Truism groups '
at T •
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McMASTBR UNIVERSI TY
Department of

Psychology
NAME__________________________

INS'l'IWCTIONS :
As you will recall, we have been interes t ed in compar i ng the effectiveness
of two different methods of communication in the lecture form and the written
form.
Now would you please complete the following 3 sections.
before you proceed to the next.

Complete each section

Section A:
We are interested in correlating remembering wi th op1n1on strength on the issue
involved. The refore, using the code of the rating scale attached to th e back
of the handout, would you write down your present opinions on the statements.
1.

The effects of penicillin have been almost
without exception of great benefit to mankind.

2.

In the long run, education can be said to have
helped rather than hindered man's material program

3.

~anada

should eventually join the U.S.A.

II

t

Page 2
Section B:
We are interested in measu ring the degree of involvement you fe lt with
the topic. Would you answer the questions in this section indicating your
degree of involvement on the scales below with a cross (X).
1)

How interesting did you find the task of reading about the following issues:

a)

education -- advantages or disadvantages to mankind

Very
interesting

b)

Interesting

Uninteresting

Very
Uninteresting

Neutral

Uninteresting

Very
Uninteresting

the effects of penicillin

Very
interesting
I
c)

Neutral

I

Interesting

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

a union between Canada and the U.S.A.

Very
interesting

I

I

Interesting

I

I

r

Very
Uninteresting

Uninteresting

Neutral

I

I

I

I

2)

Have you discussed any of the topics with anyone since the time you read
the articles?

a)

education -- advantages or disadvantages to mankind

Very
Often

I
b)

I

I

I

I

I

Not at
all

J

I

the effects of penicillin

I

I

I

I

I

a union between Canada and the
Often

I

Hardly
at all

Occasionally

Often

Very
Orten

l

I

Hardly
at all

Occasionally

Often

Very
· Often

c)

I

I

I

I

u.s.A.

Occasionally

I
I
I
DO NOT TURN TO SECTION c UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO.SO

I

I

Not at
all

Hardly
at all

I

Not at
all

I

I

J

Sectio n C:
Write down as many of the arg11ments as you can r emember from each of the
three articles .
Write them in point form .
a)

a union between Canada and t he U. S.A .
Write arg11ments on back of page 1. Do not start until you are told .

b)

the effects of penicillin
Write arguments on back of page 2 .

c)

education
Write argnments below.

Do not start until you are told.

Do not start until you are tola.

Pag e 1.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
NAME

---------------------

lNSTRUCTI ONS
As you will recall, we have been interested in comparing the effectiveness
of two different methods of communication - the lecture form and the written
form.
Now would you please complete the following three sections.
secti on before you proceed to the next.

Complete each

Se ction A:
We are interested in correlating remembering with op1n1on streng th on the
issue involved. Therefore, using the code of the rating scale attached to
the back of the handout, would you write down your present opinions on the
statements.
1.

A stable family unit is the best guarantee of producing a well adjusted
member of society .

2.

Initiations at the

3.

Everyone should get a chest X-ray each year in order to detect any
possible tuberculosis sympto~s at an early stage.

university~level

should be abolished

Section B:

Page ?. .

We are interested in measuring the degr ee of i nvolvement yo u fel t wi th the topic .
Would you answer t he questions in this section indicating your degree of involvement
on the scales below with a cross (X).
1.

How interesting did you find the task of reading about the followin g issues?
a)

Annual chest X-ray

very
interesting
L
I
b)

interesting

I

I

interesting

neutral

uninteresting

very
interesting

neutral

uninteresting

very
interesting

Value of a stable family.
interesting

I

I

I

I

I

Have yo~ discuss~d any of the topics with anyone since the time you read the
articles?
a)

very
often

b)
very
often

c)

very
often

I

I

very
interesting

Initiations at the university level.

very
interesting
I
I

~;

I

I

very
interesting

c)

uninteresting

neutral

Annual chest X-ray.
often

hardly
at all

not at

occasionally

hardly
at all

not at all

occasionally

ha rdly
rt all

occasionally

all

lnitiations at the university level.
oft en

Value of a stable family.
often

I

I

DO NOT TURN TO SECTlON C UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO

not at all

I

I

Section C:
Write down as many of the arguments as you can remember from each of the three
articles .
Write them in point form.
a)

lnitiations at the university level .
Write arguments on back of page 1. Do not start until you are told.

b)

Value of a stable family .
Write arguments on back of page 2.

c)

Annual chest X-rays
Write arguments below.

Do not start until you are told.

Do not start until you are told.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Department of

Psychology

NAME*

---------------------------

INSTRUCTIONS:
As you will recall, we ha ve been interested in comparing the effectiven ess of
two different methods of communication - the lecture form and the written form.
Now would you please complete the following three sections. Complete each section
before you proceed to the next.
Section A:
We are interested in correlating remembering with oplnlon strength on the issue
involved . Therefore, using the code of the rating scale attached to the back of
the handout, would you write down your present opinions on the statements.
1.

Death as a punishment should be abolished.

2.

The voting age should be lowered to 18 years.

3.

Immigration to Canada should be restricted.

Page 2.

§ection B:

We are interested in measuring the degree of involvement you felt with the topics.
Would you answer the questions in this section indicating your degree of involvement
on the scales below with a cross (X).
1.

How interesting did you find the task of reading about the following issues?
a)

The death penalty.

very
interesting
b)

interesting

interesting

very
interesting

neutral

uninteresting

very
interesting

uninteresting
I

very
interesting

Immigration to Canada

very
interesting
I
I

2.

uninteresting

Voting age - 18 or 21.

very
interesting
c)

neutral

interesting

neutral

I

I

I

Have you discussed any of the topics with anyone since the time you read the
article?
a)

very
often

The death penalty.
often

I

I,

b)

very
often

c)
very
often

occasionally

I

hardly
at all

not at al

I

I

Voting age - 18 or 21.
often

occasionally

hardly
at all

occasionally

hardly
at all

Immigration to Canada.
often

DO NOT TURN TO SECTION C UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

not at al

I

Section C:
Write down as many of the arguments as you can remember from each ot the
three articles.
Write them in point form.
a)

lmm~gration

to Canada

Write arguments on back of page 1.
b)

The death penalty
Write arguments on back of page 2.

c)

Do not start until you are told.

Do not start until you are told.

Voting age - 18 or 21·.
Write arguments below.

Do not start until you are told.

(

APPENDIX C

The follow-up s tudy
The questionnaires mailed to the subjects in
the Truism, Semi-Truism, and Non-Truism Groups.
Each subject received the same 3 communications
which he had read in the main experiment.

McMaster University
Psychology Department

You may remember that last session you were asked to participate
in an experiment which invol ved you in reading 3 short articles and in
answering some questions related to them.
We are now planning a second expl!riment in which we will use those
same articles.
However after we had analysed the data obtained from the first
experiment, we decided that we would need some more information about
the articles themselves.
On the following pages you will find the 3 articles which were
presented to you a few months ago. What we would l~ke you to do is to
read through each article carefully and answer the questions below each
one. Answer each set of questions before you go on to read the next
article.
When you have done this, replace your answer sheets in the
stamped addressed envelope which you will find enclosed, and return
to the Psychology Department as soon as possible.
We would appreciate your cooperation in enabling us to collect
this data quickly.
Thank you for your help.

· In all the followin~ questions put. a cross in one of t.he boxes
which best indicates t.he position nec>rest to your opinion$

lo

How personally involved do you feel towards the whole issue
about which you have just read?

NEUTRAL

SLIGHTLY

NOT AT ALL

vgRY GREATLY

FAIRLY

[I
2o

How much does (or could) this whole issue personally affect
you?

NOT AT ALL

I
)o

SLIGHTLY

I

'

NEUTRAL

I

FAIRLY

VERY GREATLY

I

,I f the author of the article were asked to rate his opinion
stren~th on the issue involvedp where do you think he would
place himself on the scale? Remember it is the author"·s
opinion we are interested ino

STRONG

f40D8RATE

NEUTRAL

MILD

I
4 o How do xou think the stren,::!:th of the ar~ument you have read
could best be deAcribed on the scale?

STRONG

MODERATE

l

MTLD

NEUTRAL

I

5o

What is

~ ....~m,

present opinion ot the statement:

Canoda should eY&Dtually Join the UoSoAo
STRONGLY MODERATELY MILDLY CJUf 8 T MltDLY
MODERATELY S"J!RRNGLY
AGREE
AGUE
.ABitEE
DECIDE ItBAGREJr DiflAGREE
DISAGREE

I

I

I

I

I·

I

I

I

(ol

In the l.ong run duee.tion can be said to han helped rather
titan hinderl!:d man °a material pr~ss o
S'.mONGf,Y t~ODERATELY MILDLY CAN°'r MIJ,.l)LY . MODERA'J!ELY STFDNGLY
AGREE
AGREE
AGREE DECIDE DISAGREE DISAGREE
Dlf ' GREE

[:

L

I

I

I

I

I: -

1

v

5o What ie

your~

prese1'!1 opinion ot the statement¥

The etrecta ot penicillin haw been a111.oat without exception ot

sreat

beDetit to ma.Dldndo

CAJI 01' MILDLY
MODJI!RM'ELY
DECIDE DISAOB!E DISAGBEE

S'l!ONOLY MODERM'ELY MILDLY
AGREE
AGREE
AOREE

I

I

I

I

I

S'fltOBOLY
DISAGREE

I

I

,
/

'·

What is zour own present opinion of the statement:
A stable fami~ unit is the best guarantee of producing a well
adjusted member of society.

S!OONGLt MODERA'l'ELY MILDLY CAN''l! MILDLY
MODERATELY STRONGLY
AGREE
AGREE
AGREE DECIDE DISAGREE DISAGREE
DISAGREE

r··- .\ -·-·

I

··--~~

. .··-r-.. . . . . . . ,_.. . . . I . .

m • .••• , ..... )

.~·------·~----~--------~·-----~---------~---------·---------

'·

What is zour own present opinion of the Btatement:
Eneyone should set a chest x-ra7 each 7ear 1n order to detect
aD'I possible tuberculosis 8111Ptoma at an earl.T stage.

STK>IGLY HODERA'lELY MILDLY CAN'T
AGRD
AGRD
JOREE DmiDE

\.

J

J

MODERATELY

STa>NGLY

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

',----...,·1:- ---.,
t, ,

.J

'o

What is your own present oplrd.CA ot the statement:
Initiations at the

I

unini"tlii;~

lnel should be abol1ehe4o

S!'ROliOLY MODERATELY MILDLY CA!l''t taLDLY
MODERATELY S'l'RONGL!
AGREE
AGREE
AGBEE I DECIDE I DISAGREE DISAGREE
DISAGREE

I

I

I

I

I

5. What is

YOUJ"

own present opinion ot the statement

1'he voting age should be lowered to 18 7881'8.

MODERATELY STRONGLY
STRONGLY MODERATELY MILDLY CAN'T MILDLY
DISAGREE
AGREE
AGREE D»::IDE DISAGREE DISAGREE
AGREE

I --- - l .·
----· --···· .

..:.. ~

. ... .

_..

___.

1. ~" __]1_

\\

t

.__, __

__._

,.

' '
--..,.._

.. ---fi

{

'·

What is zour own present opinion of the stat ement :

Deat h as a punishment should be abolished.
STRONGLY MODERATELY
AGREE
AGREE

\

MILDLY
AGREE

CAN ' '!'
DECIDE

MILDLY
DISAGREE

\

~fODERATELY

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

l

l>

5. What is zour own I4"esent opinion of the statement:
Immigratiou to Canada should be restricted.

STOONGLY MODERATELY MILDLY CAN'T MILDLY
MODERATELY STRONGLY
AGREE
AGREE DECIDE DISAGREE DISAGREE
DISAGREE
AGREE
l--~---··- 1
l

r

APPENDIX D .

TABLE I
Analysis of Variance of Mean Initial Opinion Str.ength at
Time T for Truisms, Semi-Truisms and Non-Truisms .
1

Source

df

Issues

2

Error (within)

809

MS

F

34.54
0.52

p

(.001

TABLE II
Mean Amount of Opinion Change D at Times T for Truism,
2
Semi-Truism, and Non-Truism

Source

D

df

t

Truism

1.26

272

11 . 68

Semi- Truism

1 . 80

291

16 . 72

Non- Truism

2.03

246

15 . 91

..

P(2 tailed)

( . 001

<·. oo1
<. 001

I

TABLE III
Ana lysis of Variance a nd Scheff; Tests for Mean
Opinion Strength at Time T for Truisms, Semi- Truisms,
2
and Non-Truisms

Source

df

].ssues

2

MS

F

27.9~

p

<.001

4.03

Error (within)

Scheffe' Tests
Issue

Mean Opinion
Strength at T
2

Comparisons of
Mean Opinion Strength

= 0.94
= 0.28

1. Truism

5-35

1-2

2. Semi-Truism

4.41

2-3

3. Non-Truism

4.13

1-3 = 1.22

...
'

'

p

<.01
NS

TABLE IV
Comparisons of the Mean Amount of Opinion Change
Truisms, Non-Truisms

Source

D

Comparisons

Dat

Times T fo r Truisms , Semi2

t

df

P(2 tail ed)

1.

Truism

1.26

2-1 • 0.54

3.86

563

<.001

2.

'semi-Truism

1.80 .

3-2

= 0.23

1.64

537

NS

3.

Non-Truism

2.03

3-1 = 0.77

4.53

518

<

.001

"'"'""

'l'ABLE V

Distribution and Chi-Square Tests to Compare the
Numbers o f Subjects who changed their Opinions at
T for the 3 issues
2

Issue

Change

No Change

Totals

Truisms

151

122

273

Semi-Truism

195

97

292

Non-Truism

171

76

247
/

Chi-Square Tests

df

Comparison

Truisms vs Semi-Truism
Semi-Truism vs Non-Truism
Truism vs Non-Truism

p

1

<.01

0.25

1

NS

12.25

1

(.001

9

TABLE VI
Analysis of Variance and ScheffeTests of Mean
Opinion Strengths at Time T for Subjects of
2
Originally Strong, Moderate and Mild Opinions

Source

df

Iss ues

2

Error (within)

~09

MS

p

F

79.21

( .001

3.60

Scheffe Tests

Opinion
Strength

Mean Opinion
Strength at T
2

1. Strong

2. Moderate

3. Mild

Comparisons of
Mean Opinion Strength

1-2
4.17

2-3
1-3

= 1.25
= 0.91
= 2.16

p

TABLE VII
Mean Amount of Opinion Change D at Times T for Originally
2
Strong, Moderate and Mild Subjects

Source

D

df

t

P(2-tailed)

Strong

409

16.74

<.001

Moderate

264

15. 47

<. 001

Mild

136

11 . 50

( . 001

TABLE VIII
Compa r isons of t he Mean Amount of Opinion Cha nge
Moderat e and Mild Subjects

Dat

Times T by Originally Strong,
2

.,

Source

D

Compa risons

t

df

P(2-ta iled)

1

Strong

1.58

1-2 = 0.25

1.67

673

NS

2

Mode rate

1.<:S3

3-2

0.46

400

NS

1.74

3-1

= 0.09
= 0.16

0.84

545

NS

3 1--l ild

TABLE IX
Compa risons of the Xean Amount of Opinion ChangeD at T by Initially Strong,
2
Moderate and Mild Subjects on the 3 issues
'-

Issue

On inion
Strength

D

Comparisons

t

df

P(2 tailed)

Truism

1. Strong
2. Moderate
3. Mil d

1.28
1.25
1.10

1-2 = 0.03
2-3. 0.15
1-3 = 0.18

0.12
0.32
0.43

251
79
210

NS
NS
NS

Serei-Truism

1. Strong
2. Moderate
3. Hild

1.68
1. 91
1.87

2-1
2-3
3-1

0.88
0.14
0.68

222
160
196

NS
NS
NS '

Non-Truism

1. Strong
2. Moderate
3. Mild

2.08
2.08
1.84

1-2
2-3
3-1

= 0.23
= 0.04
= 0.19
= o.oo
= 0.24
= 0.24

o.oo

196
147
135

NS
NS
NS

0.71
0.67

I

TABLE X
Distribution and Chi-Square Tests to Compare the Numbers
of Subjects of Different Initial Opinion Strengths who
changed towards the Communication at T
2

Initial Opinion

Change

T-otals

No Change

Strong

253

157

410

Moderate

171

94

265

93

44

137

Mild

Chi-Square Tests

Comparison

df

p

Strong vs Moderate

1

NS

Moderate vs Mild

1

NS

1

NS

Strong vs Mild

1.44

TABLE XI
Trend Analysis f or the Truisms, Semi-Truisms and
Non-Truisms

Issue

Truism

Source

df

1
1

MS

F

p

3.50
1. 94

NS
NS

~16

10.30
5. 70
2. 94

Linear Regression
Deviation
Error (within)

1
1
816

25.91
0.54
3. 85

6.73
0.14

<NS.001

Linear Reg ression
Deviat i on
Error (within)

1
1

45.55
0.78

12.72
0.22

(.001

~16

3-5~

Linear Regression
Deviation
Error (within)

Semi-Truism

Non-Truism

NS

TABLE XII
Trend Analysis for
Opinion Strengths

Opinion Strength

~ubjects

of Different Initial

Source

df

MS

F

p

<.01

Linear Regression
Deviation
Error (within)

1
1
($16

33.20
1.52
4.46

7.44
0.34

Moderate

Linear Regression
Deviation
Error (within)

1
1
B16

1B.49
2.36
3.24

5.71
0.73

<NS.025

Mild

Linear Regression
Deviation
Error (within)

1
1
8.16i

25.75
2.15
1. 50

17.17
1. 43

(.001

Strong

NS

NS

'l'ABLE XIII
Anal ysis of Variance a nd Scheffe Tests for Interest
Scores on the Di ff erent Issues

Source

df

Issues

2

Error (within)

MS

p

F

6.66

(.005

~09

Scheffe' Tests

Issues

Mean Interest
Scores

Comparisons of
Mean Opinion Strengths

1. Truisms

2- 1

2. Semi-'l'ruisms

2- 3

3. Non-Truisms

1-3

..

= 0. 33
= 0. 50
= 0.17

p

NS

TABLE XIV
Analysis of Variance and ScheffeTests on Interest
Scores fo r Initially Strong, Moderate and Mild Subjects

Source

df

Opinion Strength

2

MS

F

p

11.24

Error (wi thin)

/

Scheffe Tests

Opinion Strengths

Mean Interest
Scores

Comparisons of
Mean Interest Scores

1. Strong

2-1

= 0.2~

2. Moderate

3-2

= 0•12

3. Mild

3-1

= o.4o

p

NS

TABLE XV
Analysis of Variance for Number of Points Remembered for
for Different Issues

Source

df

Issues
Error (within)

MS

F

2

9.79

3.31

809

2.95

p

NS

TABLE XVI
Analysis of Variance for Number of Points Remembered by
.Subjects of Different Initial Opinion Strengths

Source

df

Opinion Strengths

2

Within

809

MS

8.21

F

2.77

p

NS

TABLE XVII
Analysis of Variance on the Amount of Post-Experimental
Discussion on the Different Issues

Source

df

Issues

2

MS

F

0.48

p

NS

2.85

Error (within)

TABLE XVIII
Analysis of Variance on Amount of Post-Experimental
Discussion for Subjects of Initially Different Opinion
Strengths

Source

df

Opinion Strength

2

Error (within)

MS

F

1.03

p

NS

APPENDIX. E

TABLE I
Analysis of Variance on Involvement Scores for Questions
1 and 2

Source

df

Questions

1

Error (within)

MS

p

F

NS

754

TABLE II
Mean Amount of Opinion Change at T for Low Involvement
2
and High Involvement Groups

P(2 t ailed)

D

df

L1

2.19

255

17.94

~

.oor

H1

1.0

279

10.44

<.

. 001

Source

t

TABLE IIl
Comparison of Mean Amount of Opinion Change at T
2
between Low Involvement and High Involvement Groups

Source

Comparis ons

1.

L1

1-2

2.

H1

df

= 1.19

t

P(2 tailed)

534

TABLE IV ·
Mean Amount of Opinion Change at T for Initially Strong,
Moderate and Mild Subjects in the fow Involvement Group

Source

D

df

t

11.19

P(2 tailed)

Strong

2.31

102

Moderate

2.28

97

L

.005

Mild

1.80

54

~

.005

...

/_ .005

TABLE V
Ana lysis of Variance and Scheff~Tests for Mean
Opinion Streng ths at T for Initially Strone ,
2
Moderate and Mild Subjects in the Low Involvement
Group

Source

df

Opinion Strengths

2

45.79

253

3.81

Error (within)

MS

F'

12.02

p

<.001

.,

Scheffe Tests

Opinion Strength

Mean Opinion
Strength at T

2

Comparisons of
Mean Opinion Strength

p

1.

Strong

4.69

1-2 = 0.97

(.01

2.

Moderate

3.72

2-3 = 0.52

NS

3.

Mild

3.20

1-3 = 1.49

<.01

TABLE - VI
Comparisons of the Mean Amount of Opinion Change D at Time T for Initially
2
Strong , Moderate and Mild Subjects in the Low Involvement Group

Sourc e

D

Compa risons

t

df

P( 1 tailed)

1. Strong

2.31

1-2

= 0 .03

0. 11

199

NS

2. Moderate

2. 2~

2-3 = o. 48

1.55

151

NS

3. Mild

1.80

1-3

= 0. 51

1. 50

156

NS

',

'l'ABLE VII
Mean Amount of Opinion Change at T for I nitial ly Strong ,
2
Moderate and Mild Sub j ects in the High Involvement Group

Source

D

Strong

1.01

df

t

P(2 tailed)

..c::. •001

180

Moderate

76

4.57

~

Mild

21

4.40

<:::'... .001

.001

'l'J\BU: VIII
~

Ana l ysis of Va ria nce a nd Sch e ffe Tests for Mean
Opi nion Streng ths at T for Initially Strong ,
2
Moder a te and Mild Subjects in the High Involvement
Group

Source

df

Opinion Strengths

2

Error (within)

MS

F

p

28.44

253

Scheffe Tests

Opinion Strength

Mean Opinion
Strength at T
2

Comparisons of
Mean Opinion Strength

1.

Strong

1-2

2.

Moderate

2-3

3.

Mild

1-3

= o.86
= 1.72
= 2.5~

p

TABLE IX

Comparisons of the Mean Amount of Opinion Change D at Time T for Initially
2
Strong, Moderate and Mild Subjects in th e High Involvement Group

Source

D

t

df

= 0.14
= 0.72

0.64

247

NS

1.80

88

<.. . 05

1.66

201

..:::::. . 05

Comparisons

1. Strong

1.01

1-2

2. Moderate

0.87

3-2

3. Mild

1.59

3-1 • 0.58

'

P( 1 tailed)

TABLE X
Trend Analysis for Mean Opinion Streng ths at Times T , T , T fo r Low and
2
3 4
High Involvement Groups

df

Low I nvolvemen t
MS
F

Linear Regression

1

49.38

4.43

Deviations

1

0.28

0.03

253

11.15

Source

Error (within)

P

L .05

NS

df

High Involvement
MS
F

p

1

4.83

0.60

NS

1

4.01

0.30

NS

277

'8. 07

TABLE XI
Trend Analysis for Initially Strong, Moderate and Mild Subjects in the Low
Involvement Group

Source
df

Strong
MS

31.85 8.63

Linear Regression

1

Deviations

1

0.01

306

3.69

Error (within)

F

0.003

Moderate
MS
F

Mild
MS

p

df

< .01

1

10.33'-

3.41

NS

1

9.9

1.05 NE

NS

1

0.49

0.16

NS

1

3.71

0.39

291

3.03

52

9. 46

'

p

df

F

NS

TABLE XII
Anal ys i s of Variance for Mean I n teres t Scores for
Top i c in th e Low a nd High I nvol vement Group

Sou rce

df

Groups

1

Error ( within)

MS

F

0 . 11

0. 04

2. 85

p

NS

TABLE XIII

Analysis of Variance and Scheff;Tests for Mean
Interest Scores for Subjects of Initially Strong,
~1odera te and Mild Opinions in the Low and High
Involvement Groups

Source
df

Opinion Strength
Error (within)

2

253

LI Group
MS
F

P

7.98 3.11 <·05
2.57

df

HI Group
MS
F

p

2

0.6~

NS

0.20

277
/

;'

Scheffe Tests for LI Group

Opinion Strengths

Mean Interest
Scores

Difference . in
Mean Interest Scores

p

1.

Strong

2-1 = 0.11

NS

2.

Moderate

3-2

NS

3.

Mild

3-1

= 0.54
= 0.65

TABLE XIV
Analysis of Variance for Mean Number of Original Points
Remember ed for Low and High Involvement Groups .

Source

df

Groups

1

MS

p

F

NS

2.29

534

Error (within)

TABLE · XV
Analysis of Variance for Mean Number of Original Points
Remembered by Subjects of Di ffe rent Initial Opinion Strengths

Source

LI
df

Opinion Strength
Error (within)

2

253

MS

HI
F

0 . 32

p

df

NS

2

277

MS

F

0 . 7~

p

NS

TABLEXVI
Anal ysis of Va riance for "Author's Opinion" and
"Own Opinion" Mean Scores for the LI and the HI
Groups

Source

Scores
Error

HI

LI
df

MS

1

1~.14

(within)23~

0.4()

p

F

37.79

<.001

df

MS

F

1

15.52

27.71

262

0.56

p

(·001

TABLE XVII
Mean Differences between ·~uthor's Opinio~' and
"Own Opinion" Scores for the LI and HI Groups

Gro up

Differences

Comparison

df

LI

0.55

0.17

250

HI

0.48

t

Pte tailed)

070

NS

TABLE XVIll
Analysis of Varia nce fo r LI a nd HI Groups f or
"Author's Opinion" and "Own Opinion" Scores

Source

Groups
Error (within)

df

"Author's Opinion••
MS
F
P

1

L~.99

250

0.41

12.17

<.001

11

MS

2.95
0.62

0wn Opinion"
F
P

TABLE XIX
Analysis of Variance for Mean Opini on Scores of "Own Opin i on" a nd
''Au t hor's Opinion" for Subjec t s of Different Initial
Opinion Streng ths in th e LI Group

df

Source

MS

Opinion
St rengths

0.55

2

Error (within)110

Own Opin i on

Author's Opinion
F
P

NS

MS

F

P

0.5b

o.85

NS

0.68

0.19

TABLE XX,_
Analysis of Variance for "Author's Opinion" and
"Own Opinion" for Subjects of Different Initial
Opinion Strengths in the HI Group

Source

Opinion Strengths
Error (within)

df

Own Opinion

Author's Opinion
MS

F

2

0.41

0.75

127

0.55

P

NS

MS

F

P

0.26

0.44

NS

0.59

